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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Township of Langley is preparing a Social Sustainability Strategy – a
comprehensive plan that aims to ensure current and future generations can enjoy
the best possible quality of life. Once complete, the Strategy will provide the
groundwork for our actions on social issues over the next decade.
This report provides a summary of the public engagement activities undertaken and
input received during Phases 1 and 2 of the process to prepare the Strategy. The
engagement activities during these phases focused on raising project awareness
and obtaining input on our community’s strengths, challenges, goals, and priorities
regarding social issues. Between March and June 2018, we conducted 7 different
types of engagement activities, resulting in over 1,200 interactions with residents and
local stakeholders.
Based on the public input received, it is clear that we have many things to celebrate.
The community members that participated in the engagement activities highlighted
many things they love about living in Langley, including our parks and trails,
community facilities, and recreational programs. In addition, our strong local
economy, growing cultural diversity, and spirit of cross-sectoral collaboration were
all identified as key community strengths. Our community members have a strong
sense of community, and take pride in the unique attributes of the distinctive
community in which they live.
Our Township, however, is also facing various challenges. For a number of
community members, the high cost of living (housing, food, transportation, and, in
some cases, childcare) is having a detrimental impact on their quality of life. Some
of the issues facing our more vulnerable populations, meanwhile, are becoming
increasingly challenging and complex. With rapid population growth, furthermore,
the physical and social infrastructure that sustain our well-being are under more
pressure. Issues related to affordable housing, transportation, and community
safety emerged as some of the key priorities for action.
Despite such challenges, our community members are passionate, and generally
optimistic, about our social future. The input received during Phases 1 and 2, along
with other background and best practice research, will help us prepare a draft vision
statement and some early draft goals that we will present back to the community
for feedback in Phase 3.
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INTRODUCTION
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
The Township is preparing a Social Sustainability Strategy – a comprehensive plan
that aims to ensure current and future generations can enjoy the best possible
quality of life. Exploring issues like housing, community safety, health and wellness,
and learning, the Strategy will provide the groundwork for our actions on social
issues over the next decade.
The five-phase process to prepare the Social Sustainability Strategy includes
multiple opportunities for residents and stakeholders to provide their input and
contributions. The process is anticipated to take about two years to complete, and is
currently anticipated to conclude in early 2020.

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
This report provides a summary of the public engagement activities undertaken and
input received during Phases 1 and 2 of the process to prepare the Strategy. The
engagement activities during these phases focused on raising project awareness
and obtaining input on our community’s strengths, challenges, and priorities
regarding social issues. Along with other background and best practice research,
public input from these phases will help us prepare some early draft goals and
strategies that we will present back to the community for feedback in Phase 3.

WHAT WE DID: ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS
This section provides a summary of the engagement activities and communication
channels employed during Phases 1 and 2.
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES
The engagement activities during Phases 1 and 2 focused primarily on raising
project awareness and obtaining input on our community’s strengths, challenges,
goals, and priorities. Strengths are the aspects of community life that are currently
working well while challenges are the aspects of community life that could be
working better. Goals are intended to state our vision for the future while priorities
are the issues that should be focused on in the Social Sustainability Strategy. Some
of the engagement activities also provided opportunities for the public to provide
initial ideas for actions that would address the identified challenges and priorities.
A key goal of the public engagement program for the Social Sustainability Strategy
is to broaden and diversify community participation. As such, the public
engagement activities in Phases 1 and 2 involved a variety of formats, were held in
different areas of the Township, and targeted various sub-populations that are often
underrepresented in public engagement processes.
Between March and June 2018, the following engagement events and activities took
place:
•

Social Sustainability Panel Discussion: Approximately 70 people attended the
Thriving or Surviving panel event at the Langley Events Centre on March 15. This
event formally kicked off the preparation of the Social Sustainability Strategy
and provided an opportunity for residents and local stakeholders to hear insights
from a panel of experts on what it takes to create a vibrant, inclusive community
in which everyone can thrive.

•

Social Sustainability Task Force Meetings: The first meeting of the Social
Sustainability Task Force (SSTF) took place on April 10 with the purpose of
reviewing the Terms of Reference for the project and discussing what aspects of
community well-being are currently working well and what aspects could be
working better. The second meeting of the SSTF took place on May 8 where
Task Force members participated in a facilitated visioning exercise to help
generate ideas for the vision statement in the Social Sustainability Strategy.

•

Youth Workshops: Approximately 45 youth involved in the Langley School
District’s Social Justice and Leadership Tables took part in workshops on April 17,
April 20, and May 18. The April workshops asked participants to identify our
current strengths and challenges, select one challenge as the top priority, and
brainstorm actions to address that challenge. The May workshop included an
exercise to generate ideas for the vision statement in the Social Sustainability
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Strategy and built upon the April workshops by asking participants to develop an
action plan to address one of the priority challenges.
•

Online Survey: Between April 30 and June 10, 306 people responded to an online
survey, which sought input on how our community is doing on 12 broad issues
that affect our well-being and quality of life. The online survey also asked
respondents to indicate what social issues the Township should prioritize in the
Social Sustainability Strategy and what specific aspects of those issues are
currently working well or could be working better.

•

Pop-up Booths: Over 700 people interacted with Township staff at 8 booths that
“popped-up” throughout the Township. The pop-up booths had two display
panels: one with information about the Social Sustainability Strategy and one
with space for public input. The purpose of the pop-up booths was to raise
project awareness, promote the online survey, and collect light input by asking
participants to complete two statements on sticky notes: “What I love about living
in Langley is…” and “To me, a thriving Langley means…”. The pop-up booths took
place as follows:












April 30, 2:00 – 5:00pm inside the
first floor lobby of the Civic
Facility (20338 – 65 Avenue)
May 1, 2:00 – 5:00pm outside the
main entrance of the Willoughby
Community Centre (7888 – 200
Street)
May 2, 2:00 – 6:00pm inside the
lobby of the Walnut Grove
Community Centre (8889 Walnut
Grove Drive)
May 3, 2:00 – 6:00pm at the
Bedford Landing Plaza near the
Fort Langley Rowing and
Paddling Facility
May 4, 2:00 – 5:00pm inside the
lobby of the W.C. Blair Recreation
Centre (22200 Fraser Highway)
May 7, 2:00 – 6:00pm in front of
the Shoppers Drug Mart in the
Brookswood Village (4030 – 200
Street)

Pop-up Booth in front of Shoppers Drug Mart
in Brookswood Village
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•

Workshops: Thirty-one people participated in two-hour workshops on May 28,
June 4, and June 6. Using a “Now, Wow, How” exercise, these workshops gave
participants an opportunity to provide input on our current strengths and
challenges, ideas for social sustainability goals, and ideas for actions to respond
to those goals. Over 400 thoughts and ideas were discussed at these workshops,
which took place as follows:




•

May 9, 2:00 – 6:00pm in front of the Otter Co-op (3650 – 248 Street)
May 10, 2:00 – 6:00pm in front of the Save-On-Foods in Aldergrove (26310
Fraser Highway)

May 28, 2:00 – 4:00pm at the Shepherd of the Valley Church in Willoughby
(20097 – 72 Avenue)
June 4, 2:00 – 4:00pm and 6:00 – 8:00pm at the George Preston Recreation
Centre in Brookswood-Fernridge (20699 – 42 Avenue)
June 6, 2:00 – 4:00pm at the Aldergrove Athletic Park Rotary Field House in
Aldergrove (27 Avenue and 268 Street)

Thriving TOL Conversations: Approximately 75 people participated in a Thriving
TOL Conversation, an approximate 1-hour small group discussion facilitated by
project champions (e.g. members of the Social Sustainability Task Force and
members of local community organizations). These project champions were
responsible for inviting the attendees and, using a workbook developed by
project staff, facilitating a conversation on a social issue of their choice. The
purpose of these discussions was to receive input on the aspects of the selected
social issue that are currently working well, the aspects of the issue that could be
working better, and ideas for actions to address any identified challenges.
Project champions facilitated 14 of these conversations in the community,
reaching various sub-populations that often do not participate in other
engagement activities like children, youth, newcomers, and persons with
disabilities.

In addition to these public engagement activities, an interdivisional team of
Township staff participated in a facilitated visioning exercise on May 8 where staff
provided their input on our current strengths and challenges and generated ideas
for the vision statement in the Social Sustainability Strategy. Participating in this
exercise were staff representatives from Arts, Culture and Community Initiatives;
Corporate Administration; Community Development; Engineering; Parks and
Recreation; and Protective Services – RCMP. Furthermore, Township staff were
provided opportunities to participate in the public engagement process, particularly
when the pop-up booth was setup in the lobby of the Civic Facility on April 30.
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PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS
A number of communication channels were used at various points in Phases 1 and 2
to help raise project awareness and advertise opportunities for public participation.
In early November, following Council’s approval of the project Terms of Reference,
the project webpage was launched and a news release was issued to advertise the
start of the project and invite interested individuals to sign up for project email
updates. Project cards were also developed, and Township staff promoted the
project at various community tables.
Between early January and early February, the following channels were used to
advertise the recruitment process for the Social Sustainability Task Force:
•
•
•
•
•

Advertisements on the project webpage and the launch of a Social Sustainability
Task Force webpage
Emails to individuals that had signed up for updates and to various local
stakeholder groups
Social media posts, which were subsequently shared by a number of individuals
and community organizations
Newspaper advertisements on the Township page
A news release, which was picked up by all three of the local newspapers online

In late February and early March, the following channels were used to advertise the
Social Sustainability Panel Discussion:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Posters in Township facilities
Advertisements on the project webpage
Emails to individuals that had signed up for updates and to various local
stakeholder groups
Social media posts, which were subsequently shared by a number of individuals
and community organizations
Newspaper advertisements on the Township page
A news release, which was picked up by the Langley Times (print and online) and
the Aldergrove Star (online)

Between late April and early June, the following channels were used to advertise the
different public engagement activities:
•

Advertisements on the project webpage
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•

•

•

•
•

“Take the Online
Survey” cards, which
were displayed at
Township facilities and
distributed by hand at
the pop-up booths
Emails to individuals
that had signed up for
updates and to various
local stakeholder
groups
“Take the Online Survey” reminder card
Social media posts and
advertisements, which
were subsequently shared by a number of individuals and community
organizations
Newspaper advertisements on the Township page
Media coverage in the Langley Times and Aldergrove Star (online)

WHAT WE HEARD: INSIGHTS AND INPUT
This section provides a summary of the insights from the panel discussion and the
public input collected through the various public engagement activities.
PANEL DISCUSSION INSIGHTS
On Thursday, March 15, a panel discussion was held to kick off the preparation of the
Township’s Social Sustainability Strategy. The purpose of this public event was to
explore the key elements of social sustainability and help provide initial ideas for the
Strategy. The panel was moderated by Francis Bula, an Urban Affairs Contributor
for the Globe and Mail, and featured:
•
•
•
•

Jill Zacharias, Social Development Coordinator, City of Revelstoke
Mary Ellen Schaafsma, Director of Social Innovation and Research, United Way
of the Lower Mainland
Meg Holden, Associate Professor, Urban Studies and Geography, SFU
Stephen D’Souza, Executive Director, Burnaby Community Services

Each panelist was provided about ten minutes to present their thoughts and insights
about social sustainability. The remaining time was allocated to questions from the
audience, which stimulated further discussion amongst the panelists.
Meg Holden provided a broad overview of social sustainability within an urban
context, connecting social implications to economic and ecological initiatives. For
8

example, “eco-urban developments” and the “5 minute city,” which promote more
compact development and alternative forms of transportation, were provided as
practical ways to pursue communities that are both socially and environmentally
sustainable. Meg suggested that Langley has greater opportunities to address
socially sustainable development than other cities in Metro Vancouver, contending
that the region is undergoing a “political and/or social inversion,” whereby the
traditionally suburban areas are becoming increasingly diverse and politically
engaged. At the same time, as Langley becomes a landing site for newcomers and
people with lower incomes due to relatively more affordable housing, it is now
grappling with traditionally city-centre challenges. Transportation costs meanwhile
remain a key challenge for the Township, as these costs are some of the highest in
the region. According to Meg, the Township has a big opportunity to develop an
authentic Social Sustainability Strategy due to citizens’ changing priorities in creating
a community with well-being and health in mind.
Stephen D’Souza focused on practical approaches in pursuing social sustainability,
and working with community members to build a better community. He provided
three key approaches to empowering people in order to foster sustainability and
resilience: voice, opportunities, and resources. When planning communities, the
voice of people with lived experience comes first. Presenting the saying “not for me
without me,” Stephen emphasized the importance of tailoring the services to the
people you serve, and understanding their challenges and barriers within the
community in which they live. Second, he approached social sustainability through
creating opportunities for participation and making connections among a diverse
community. Third, resources are the backbone of creating opportunities for
participation, making voices heard, and ensuring people have their basic needs met.
He said that empowering people to change their lives and their communities results
in strong, resilient, sustainable people as well as stronger, more resilient, more
sustainable places to live.
Mary Ellen Schaafsma discussed looking at social sustainability holistically where
economic, environmental, and social sustainability are intertwined. Social trends and
issues that affect us at regional and personal levels also affect businesses. Local
businesses need a healthy work force to thrive, and issues such as labour shortages,
childcare, and mental health impact every sector of the community. She noted that
there is a role for businesses in social sustainability, whether it be providing
resources, expertise, or other assets. All sectors, including public and private, should
work together to create new solutions, try new ideas, and address the social issues
that exist in our communities. The Township and other larger employers in the
community have an opportunity to play a leadership role in fostering social purpose.
Jill Zacharias provided a more philosophical perspective, and felt that the social
sustainability of our communities is foundational to all other aspects of
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sustainability. Jill conveyed that social sustainability comes down to two basic
concepts: capacity and interconnectedness or social cohesion. The healthier an
individual is in terms of capacity, the more they are able to function, connect with
others, and participate in community life. Social sustainability also requires healthy
democratic processes and systems that promote connectedness within and outside
the community, at informal, formal and institutional levels. Everyone is integral to
the social sustainability of our communities as no one can fully function
independently from others. When local government takes on a social role, it
demonstrates that they are paying attention and working towards fulfilling its own
vision of a good quality of life for all residents.
A video recording of the entire panel discussion is available at tol.ca/socialstrategy.
PUBLIC INPUT
The summary of public input is organized into the three areas that were the focus of
the engagement in Phases 1 and 2:
•
•
•

Current Strengths and Challenges
Vision for the Future
Priorities for Action

The summary takes into consideration the input received through all of the
engagement activities. Appendices A – G contain a more detailed record of the
public input received through each engagement activity in Phases 1 and 2. For the
appendices that include transcribed public input, the comments were copied
verbatim, including any spelling errors, to avoid any misinterpretations.
Current Strengths and Challenges
Much of the public engagement in Phases 1 and 2 was dedicated to collecting input
on the elements of social sustainability that are currently working well and the
elements that could be working better. Understanding our strengths is just as
important as understanding our challenges or needs, since these strengths provide
opportunities for celebration and, in many cases, can be leveraged to address our
challenges. The summary below highlights the main themes that were identified
through the analysis and interpretation of the public input. Strengths and challenges
are organized together under thematic sub-headings since the majority of the issues
raised by the public have both strengths and challenges.
•

Arts and cultural facilities: There are a variety facilities throughout the
Township that promote the arts and showcase our unique culture and history,
such as the Langley Centennial Museum and the Chief Sepass Theatre at the
Langley Fine Arts School. The existing facilities, however, are seen as being
limited in size, and there is a strong desire for a larger cultural centre (e.g.
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performance theatre and art gallery) as community members often need to
travel outside of the Township to engage in arts and culture activities, especially
live performances.
•

Opportunities for entertainment and to celebrate arts and culture: There are
numerous community events that celebrate the arts and the diversity of cultures
in the Township as well as good opportunities for sports entertainment.
Nevertheless, there is a desire for a greater diversity of events and more
affordable programs that provide opportunities for all ages and families to
celebrate arts and culture.

•

Community centres, parks, and trails: Township recreation centres, aquatic
facilities, parks, and trails are highly valued and are seen as great amenities for
all ages. There are some concerns though that our facilities are becoming
overcrowded, and there is a feeling that some communities are better served by
these amenities than others.

•

Community-based services: Langley has a number of non-profit organizations
that provide a range of supports for community members with diverse needs,
including programs and services for children and youth, newcomers, seniors,
people experiencing homelessness, and low-income residents. Many of these
organizations, however, are located in the City of Langley, which impacts access
for Township residents. There is also a perceived lack of services for some
community members with unique needs, like LGBTQ2S+ youth for example.

•

Programs for children and youth: The Township and other community-based
organizations offer a wide variety of programs and activities for children and
youth. That being said, there is a feeling that there are opportunities to expand
on the variety of programs, with things like outdoor recreation programs and
cooking classes. In addition, there is a need for more affordable programs for
lower-income families as well as accessible programs for children and youth with
special needs.

•

Affordable, flexible childcare: There is a lack of affordable and flexible
childcare in the Township as many facilities have long wait lists. There is also a
desire for more affordable afterschool care and programs.

•

Opportunities to participate in civic decision-making: The Township provides a
number of opportunities for residents and stakeholders to be informed of and
make contributions to civic initiatives that affect their lives. There is a sense by
some though that there could be improvements to the Township website to
enhance communication and more opportunities for public participation, and
that the Township is not always listening the input received.
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•

Sense of community and connectedness: Township residents have a strong
sense of community, and its distinctive communities serve as a source of pride.
That being said, some feel that isolation and disconnectedness within the
community is increasing, particularly as our population grows in size. Challenges
include difficulties connecting with neighbours and with people of different ages
and backgrounds.

•

Community capacity, collaboration, and engagement: The Township is
fortunate to have dedicated community leaders, passionate volunteers, and
smart, capable youth. Organizations from different sectors, including non-profit
associations, faith groups, First Nations, local businesses, the health authority,
and the local government, have been successful in and continue working
collaboratively on various community initiatives.

•

Celebrating diversity: The Township is becoming a more diverse community,
and this diversity is being celebrated through a variety of events and programs
at community centres, libraries, and schools. Some would like to see even more
opportunities to learn about different cultures and backgrounds in order to foster
a more inclusive community.

•

Seniors well-being: There are a variety of recreation programs and activities
available to seniors, and some parts of Langley have seniors’ centres. Many,
however, believe that there is a lack of affordable programs and activities for
seniors that facilitate social connections and physical activity. Social isolation is
seen as a significant challenge affecting the well-being of seniors, especially for
seniors that are unable to connect with programs and services due to a lack of
transportation alternatives in their community.

•

Integrating newcomers: Generally, newcomers feel welcome in the Township,
and are able to integrate into the community with the help of various services
and programs that are available. That being said, some feel that newcomers still
face greater barriers to employment and participation in community programs,
and would like to see more services offered throughout the Township.

•

Relationship with First Nations: The strong relationship between the Township
and First Nations, particularly the Kwantlen First Nation, which is exemplified by
the various initiatives being undertaken together, is seen as a significant
community strength.

•

Perceptions of safety and crime: By in large, community members feel safe
living and working in the Township. Many, however, are concerned about
12

property crime, gang violence, illegal substance use, and road safety.
Homelessness was also raised as a challenge related to community safety.
•

Policing: The Langley RCMP provides excellent service, as exemplified through
its public communication and education initiatives, programs like Block Watch,
and good response times. Nevertheless, there is a desire for increased police
presence in order to enhance road safety and reduce crime.

•

Fire safety: The Township has a well-resourced and well-trained fire
department that provides good response times and public education. Some feel
improvements could be made by staffing all of the fire halls with full-time career
firefighters.

•

Physical health: The Township offers a lot of recreation programs and has
many amenities like community centres, aquatic facilities, parks, and trails that
promote healthy lifestyles. In addition, the recent and planned improvements to
the Langley Memorial Hospital will further enhance the general health and wellbeing of the growing population. Nonetheless, many feel that medical services,
such as hospitals and walk-in clinics, and the number of doctors in the Township
are inadequate, especially in light of a growing population. Some would also like
to see more affordable recreation programs and lower admission fees to
community centres.

•

Mental health and substance use: There is a lack of awareness and services in
Langley for individuals, including youth, with mental health and substance use
issues.

•

Private motor vehicles: Some feel that getting around the Township by private
vehicle is relatively easy, but increasing traffic congestion is seen as a challenge.
Many attribute increasing congestion to rapid population growth and the timing
of infrastructure improvements. A lack of transportation alternatives (e.g. public
transit, cycling, and walking) and the rising costs of owning and operating a
vehicle are also perceived to be challenges.

•

Public transit: Recent public transit enhancements, such as new bus routes in
Willoughby and the express bus at the Carvolth Exchange, have improved
commute times and accessibility to different destinations in the region. Many
feel though that the existing level of service does not provide sufficient or reliable
transportation within the Township or beyond, particular to some major
employment areas (e.g. the Gloucester Industrial Area).

•

Pedestrians and cyclists: New or improved sidewalks, greenways, trails, and
bike lanes throughout the community have enhanced safety and promoted
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healthy lifestyles. That being said, many feel that not all parts of the community
are pedestrian- or cyclist-friendly. Safety remains a primary concern,
particularly for children, seniors, and people with disabilities, as many areas do
not have or do not have enough sidewalks, marked crosswalks, or bike lanes.
•

Housing variety: New developments are introducing a broader range of
housing types to the Township, which is creating more housing options for
community members with diverse needs and income levels. There are concerns
though about the rapid pace of development in the Township, while some are
also concerned about the amount of higher density developments in some areas.

•

Housing affordability: Despite several recent initiatives and projects that
respond to housing affordability issues, the lack of affordable housing options for
community members with lower income levels, including seniors and families, is a
pressing challenge. There is a sense that even middle income households are
struggling to access housing that is both suitable and affordable. Many would
like to see an increase in subsidized, non-market, and market rental housing in
the Township.

•

Homelessness: Although several agencies and places in Langley, such as the
Gateway of Hope and Langley Youth Hub, offer support for community members
who are currently experiencing or at-risk of homelessness, many feel that
homelessness is a growing and pressing challenge both within the Township and
throughout the region. Some believe that there is a lack of shelter and support
for people that are homeless, while others believe that these supports are
contributing to the presence of homelessness in the Township.

•

Healthy, local food: Food production in our agricultural areas makes it fairly
easy for community members to access and learn about local, healthy food. In
addition, Langley has local food banks to serve community members that are
struggling to access this basic need. Nevertheless, there is recognition that some
residents do not have sufficient access to healthy food, and there is a sense that
our agricultural land is not being used to its full food production potential.

•

Lifelong learning opportunities: The Township has good quality schools and
libraries, but there is a sense that more of these facilities are needed to
accommodate population growth.

•

Local economy and employment: The Township has a strong local economy
with a growing number of employment opportunities. Local organizations like
the Greater Langley Chamber of Commerce and community-based business
associations help to strengthen our economic sustainability and support small
businesses. That being said, many residents are still employed outside of the
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Township, leading to long commute times. There is a desire for improved access
to employment opportunities in the Township that provide a living wage,
particularly for newcomers.
•

Cost of living: Despite relatively high household incomes, the cumulative costs
of housing, transportation, food and, in some cases, childcare means that the
Township is an expensive place to live for many residents. For community
members with lower incomes, this often leads to foregoing social activities or
even basic needs like food.

Vision for the Future
To inform the preparation of a draft vision statement and draft goals for the Social
Sustainability Strategy, the engagement in Phases 1 and 2 also sought input from the
public on their ideas and vision for the future. We asked questions like: “what would
the Township look like if we were thriving?” The summary below highlights the six
broad themes that were identified through the analysis and interpretation of this
input.
•

Access to basic needs: Ensuring that everyone has access to basic human
needs is seen as a fundamental component of a thriving community. Access to
affordable and suitable housing as well as healthy food, in particular, are viewed
as necessary elements of social sustainability.

•

Community health: For many, a thriving community means having a healthy
natural environment with protected green spaces, healthy watercourses, and
clean air, which sustain both our physical and mental health. A thriving
community also provides opportunities for its residents to be physically active,
whether it be via recreation programs, community facilities, or active
transportation. Finally, a thriving community has adequate health services and
supports for people with a physical or mental illness.

•

Diversity and inclusion: A socially sustainable community means a diverse
community that welcomes and includes people of different incomes,
backgrounds, capacities, ages, abilities, and identities. Moreover, a thriving
community celebrates this diversity and strives for social justice in all areas of
community life, including access to employment, learning, recreation, civic
engagement, and other services.

•

Equitable mobility: For many, a thriving community ensures that everyone can
get around, regardless of their age, ability, or income. Specifically, a socially
sustainable community has transportation options like walking, cycling, and
public transit in all areas that are accessible, reliable, and safe.
15

•

Public safety: In a socially sustainable community, people are safe and feel safe
where they live, work, learn, and play.

•

Social connectedness: A thriving community has opportunities for people to
connect with one another, particularly, people of different ages, abilities, and
backgrounds. Social connections are not only integral to our physical and
mental health, but these connections also impact our capacity to respond to local
challenges.

Priorities for Action
Lastly, the engagement in Phases 1 and 2 sought input from the public on the issues
that should be prioritized and focused on in the Social Sustainability Strategy. While
there was not complete consensus on the issues that should be most prioritized, and
many participants noted the interconnection among different issues (e.g. social
connectedness and health), there were nevertheless three issues that consistently
emerged as top priorities throughout the various engagement activities.
•

Housing: Housing, particularly affordability, emerged as one of the top priorities
for action. With the rapid increase in housing costs throughout the Township and
the region as a whole, accessing suitable and affordable housing is becoming a
challenge for low and even middle income earners. It was also noted that the
lack of affordable housing is having a detrimental impact on other social issues,
like the well-being of children, youth, and seniors and the general health of
community members. Increasing the number of subsidized, non-market, and
market rental housing units was commonly identified as a strategy to improve
affordability.

•

Getting around: Enhancing alternative modes of transportation, such as public
transit, cycling, and walking, was another top priority for action. Many
respondents indicated a strong demand for increased public transit service in all
Township communities, connecting urban and rural areas as well as other
municipalities. Respondents also expressed the need to improve pedestrian and
cyclist safety as sidewalks, crosswalks, and separated bike lanes are considered
lacking in many areas and are in need of improvements in others.

•

Community safety: Community safety, particularly issues related to property
crime, illegal substance use, and homelessness, was also identified as a top
priority of action. While many still consider the Township to be a safe
community, these issues are contributing to decreasing feelings of personal
safety. Enhancing neighbourhood watch programs, increasing police presence,
and ending homelessness were identified as suggested strategies for improving
community safety.
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EVALUATION AND LESSONS LEARNED
This section provides a brief evaluation of the public engagement that was
undertaken in Phases 1 and 2. The purpose of this evaluation is to identify the
successes and any gaps in the engagement program so that it may be refined in the
next phases of the project. This evaluation considers the extent and breadth of
participation as well as the effectiveness of the engagement activities in obtaining
quality public input.
Overall, the 7 different types of engagement activities employed in Phases 1 and 2
resulted in over 1,200 interactions with residents and local stakeholders. The
majority of these interactions occurred at the pop-up booths that were held at eight
different locations throughout the Township. The rationale for the pop-ups was to
try to make it easier for people to participate in the process by going to them, a
strategy consistent with the Township’s Public Engagement Strategy. In the end,
approximately 700 people interacted with Township staff at the pop-ups, with
approximately 100 people leaving ideas on the pop-up display panels using sticky
notes. As the pop-ups were primarily held at locations where people were coming
and going (e.g. recreation and shopping centres), most people did not take the time
to provide input on the display panels, but instead took an “online survey reminder
card” from Township staff. Approximately 35 people that stopped by a pop-up
booth ended up completing the online survey.
The online survey, which engaged 306 participants, was ultimately an effective way
to reach a broad cross-section of the community. In order to compare the
demographic profile of the survey respondents to the demographic profile of the
community as a whole, the online survey concluded with several demographic
questions (refer to Appendix D for these results). Generally, the demographic profile
of the survey respondents was similar to that of the community as a whole, with the
following most notable exceptions:
•
•
•
•

Females were overrepresented by 19% (with males being underrepresented by
19%)
People aged 35 to 44 years were overrepresented by 17% (with those aged 15 to
24 years and 65 years and older both being underrepresented)
Married or common law couples were overrepresented by 18% (with singles being
underrepresented by 14%)
Rural residents were underrepresented by 13% (with all of the urban communities,
except Willowbrook / Willoughby, being slightly overrepresented)

Although the online survey was purposely short to encourage participation, the
responses nevertheless provided some rich quantitative and qualitative data. In fact,
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the majority of the respondents took the time to respond to the open-ended
questions, even though all of the questions were optional.
The workshops, including the youth workshops, were very effective in obtaining rich
input on the community’s current strengths and challenges as well as ideas for the
Strategy’s goals and actions. The youth workshops were particularly valuable in
getting the youth voice, especially since this group was underrepresented in the
other engagement activities.
Notwithstanding the quality of the input received, participation at the public
workshops was somewhat lower than expected, even though both afternoon and
evening sessions in three different areas of the Township were initially advertised.
That being said, the public workshops were successful in engaging a number of local
stakeholder groups (e.g. community organizations, government agencies, non-profit
societies, and faith groups) that have a high level interest and knowledge in the
issues being explored as part of the Social Sustainability Strategy. A complete list of
the 30 plus stakeholder groups that were engaged in Phases 1 and 2 at the
workshops or at the Task Force meetings is included in Appendix H.
Lastly, the Thriving TOL Conversations were also an effective way to engage the
public, especially sub-populations that may face barriers to participation in other
engagement activities (e.g. resource, attitude, and/or cultural barriers). In this case,
through their connections and networks, project champions were able to engage
sub-populations like children, youth, seniors, newcomers, and persons with
disabilities. A minor drawback of the Thriving TOL Conversations was that the
summary of the input was submitted by project champions in a range of formats,
which made it somewhat more challenging for Township staff to analyze and
interpret.
FEEDBACK ON THE ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
Feedback forms were provided to both the workshop participants and the project
champions that facilitated the Thriving TOL Conversations. Overall, the feedback on
both of these engagement activities was very positive.
With respect to the workshops, the participants indicated that the “Now, Wow, How”
exercise was an effective way to surface a number of thoughts and ideas within a
two-hour session. Some workshop participants indicated that they would have
appreciated more time to discuss the different thoughts and ideas as a group.
With respect to the Thriving TOL Conversations, the project champions indicated
that their small group discussions went well and found the activity to be an effective
way to engage more people, particularly people that would not have otherwise
engaged in the process. Some of the project champions noted that the format of
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the discussion could have been simpler to follow and that the timeframe for
facilitating and submitting a summary of the discussion could have been longer (i.e.
six to eight weeks rather than four weeks).

NEXT STEPS
The insights and input received during Phases 1 and 2, along with other background
and best practice research, will help us prepare a draft vision statement and some
early draft goals that we will present back to the community for feedback in Phase
3. Public engagement activities in Phase 3 will also provide opportunities for
residents and local stakeholders to provide their ideas for actions that respond to
the draft goals.
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APPENDIX A – SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY TASK FORCE
MEETING #1 SUMMARY NOTES
Details:
Tuesday, April 10, 2018, 7:00 – 9:00pm in the Yorkson Creek Meeting Room located at
the Township Civic Facility (20338 – 65 Avenue).
Present:
Amanda Laboucane (Fraser Health), Barb Stack, Deanna Horn, Ellen Peterson, Erin
Easingwood, Fraser Holland, Gary Jones, Janet Burden, Juliet Henderson-Rahbar,
Kristine Carrick, Laura Labelle (Fraser Health), Lisa George, Lisa Saddler, Renge
Bailie (Langley School District), Sherry Baker
Regrets:
Amanda Henderson, Austen Bietenbeck, Chantelle Wegwitz
Staff:
Amy Weiss, Communications Coordinator; Patrick Ward, Strategic/Social Planner
Guests:
Mayor Jack Froese, Councillor Angie Quaale, Councillor Petrina Arnason
Notes:
1. Mayor Froese and Councillor Quaale (the Council Co-chair of the Seniors
Advisory Committee) welcomed the members of the Social Sustainability Task
Force (SSTF).
2. The members of the SSTF introduced themselves and participated in a short
icebreaker activity.
3. Staff provided an overview of the project Terms of Reference, the Councilapproved document that was guiding the preparation of the Social Sustainability
Strategy. Staff reviewed the work program, key deliverables, and role of the
SSTF. Staff asked the SSTF for any thoughts or comments on the guiding
principles and assumptions outlined in the Terms of Reference, and the following
comments were provided:
• Ongoing public engagement should be included as a guiding principle and
assumption
• Guiding principle and assumption #1 (integrate the three elements of
sustainability) could be clarified
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•

Guiding principle and assumption #7 (ensure we can track our progress)
could be more robust

4. Staff facilitated an exercise that asked the SSTF to consider the Township’s
strengths and challenges on issues related to social sustainability. SSTF
members reflected silently and individually brainstormed as many ideas as
possible. Then, SSTF members were asked to note their top three strengths and
challenges on sticky notes. SSTF members were asked to consider including one
emerging challenge (i.e. something that may not be a concern today, but may be
in the future). All of the sticky notes were sorted and clustered based on
common themes, and further discussion ensued. The following summarizes the
main themes that emerged; a detailed record of all the thoughts noted on the
sticky notes is included as Attachment 1. The main themes regarding strengths
included:
• A strong economic base and job opportunities
• Collaboration and partnerships amongst stakeholders
• Township facilities, services and amenities (e.g. recreation centres, parks, and
trails)
• Diversity
• Distinct communities
• A strong sense of community and history of engagement
• Smart, capable youth
• Access to food and agriculture
The main themes regarding challenges included:
• Large community (geographically and population)
• A growing community (challenges in finding a new identity)
• Density and infrastructure to support growth (lack of green space, school
capacity issues, traffic congestion)
• Increase in frail seniors
• Mental health and substance use issues
• Social isolation
• Housing affordability and homelessness
• Access to public transit
• Concentration of social services in the City of Langley
• Poverty and food security
• Social inclusion
• Neighbourhood resistance / not in my backyard (NIMBY)
5.

Staff noted that the next meeting was scheduled for May 8.
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APPENDIX A – ATTACHMENT 1
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY TASK FORCE
STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES EXERCISE
Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong economic base
Strong business community
Talented businesses growing
Economically strong
Available land for growth
Business community support
Job/career opportunities
Businesses engaged in the community
Strong community partnerships – transparent; organizations and individuals are
driven and dedicated
Collaboration among partners
Local First Nations partnerships (KFN and FN organizations)
Collaborative practice between partners
Collaboration – we know each other and work together
Number of faith communities – usable physical spaces; volunteers;
altruism/helping attitudes
Community agencies (helping)
Active, innovative non-profits who work together
Volunteers/faith community
Family networks through schools and sports
ToL’s clear commitment to advancing this work
Willingness to lead change
Recreation facilities
Strong facilities and services
Facilities and services
Recreation and parks
Facilities, schools, post secondary
Walking, jogging trails
We feel small even though we aren’t
‘Distinct’ communities within the Township
Strong growth potential as community and as small communities (i.e., Fort
Langley)
Diversity
Diversity (also a challenge)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diversity within communities
Smart, young capable youth
Emerging engaged youth input – ideas/passion
Longtime engaged residents
Strong sense of community history
Growth – influx of new families
Access to food and agriculture
Information diarrhea

Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large community (geographically and population)
++ density in some areas (Willoughby), lack of green space
Finding new identity (i.e., increase population, increase urbanization stemming
from a more rural/conservative past)
Density in Willoughby – so many kids – how to keep them active and engaged
Rapid growth
Homelessness
Health care demand from seniors
Growing density, less affordable and livable
Homelessness
Affordability of housing
Homeless and housing
Housing availability
Affordable housing
Lack of affordable housing – specifically rental units
Homelessness – high proportion of seniors -> health risks
Housing, homelessness, hunger
Finding ways to address ‘unique’ community needs with ‘overall’ strategy of
service provision
Stigmas around mental health, substance use and homelessness
Growth in MHSU and complex/seniors
Complex and critical needs of aging population
Spread out community
With large geographic area it can be difficult to ‘centre’ solutions
Lack of doctors
Lacking in resources to support community growth
(Limited) resources and supports based on smaller population size
Social services are often concentrated in Langley City
Disconnect between ToL and City
Food security
Lack access food
Transportation
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transit
Rapid growth, infrastructure
Geography -> poor transportation, isolation/loneliness
Transportation -> isolation
Social isolation
Self-image (worth) pressure from social media
Intergenerational disconnectedness
Emerging vulnerable immigrant youth (crime/gangs)
Growing diversity, more anonymity
Less diversity/inclusion in this community
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APPENDIX B – SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY TASK FORCE
MEETING #2 SUMMARY NOTES
Details:
Tuesday, May 8, 2018, 6:00 – 8:45pm in the Salmon River Committee Room located
at the Township Civic Facility (20338 – 65 Avenue).
Present:
Ellen Peterson, Erin Easingwood, Fraser Holland, Gary Jones, Janet Burden, Juliet
Henderson-Rahbar, Kristine Carrick, Laura Labelle (Fraser Health), Lisa George, Lisa
Saddler, Sherry Baker
Regrets:
Amanda Henderson, Austen Bietenbeck, Chantelle Wegwitz, Deanna Horn, Renge
Bailie (Langley School District)
Staff:
Aubrey Jensen, Long Range Planner; Patrick Ward, Strategic/Social Planner
Facilitators:
Laurel Cowan (Modus), Susan Todd (Solsticeworks)
Guests:
Alicia Rempel, Alicia Stark, Robyn Angelucci
Notes:
1. Staff welcomed the members of the Social Sustainability Task Force (SSTF).
2. The facilitators provided an overview of the Thriving TOL Conversations
Facilitator’s Guide and Workbook. The facilitators explained that this Guide and
Workbook would enable project champions to facilitate their own small group
discussions and submit summary notes to the Township, which would then form
part of the public input for this phase of the process to prepare the Social
Sustainability Strategy. Task Force members participated in Thriving TOL
Conversations (facilitated by staff and the facilitators) in order to better
familiarize themselves with the Guide and Workbook.
3. Staff provided an update on the other public engagement activities currently
underway and advertised for this phase of the process to prepare the Social
Sustainability Strategy. Staff noted that these activities included pop-up booths,
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the online survey, and public workshops. Members of the SSTF were encouraged
to participate in these other engagement activities.
4. The facilitators facilitated a visioning exercise in order to generate ideas for the
vision statement in the Social Sustainability Strategy. First, the strengths and
challenges that were identified at Meeting #1 were reviewed and further
discussed. Then, the facilitators asked members of the SSTF to brainstorm ideas
for the vision and share those with the group. Similar ideas were clustered
together to help identify the main themes. The following summarizes the main
themes and key words that emerged from the discussion; a detailed record of all
the thoughts and ideas is included as Attachment 1. The main themes included:
• Caring community
• Intergenerational community
• Accessible community
• Respectful community
• Healthy community
The key words were:
• Caring
• Belonging
• Access
• Healthy
• Participation
• Sustainability
5. Staff and the SSTF discussed the options for the scheduling of the next meeting
based on the overall project schedule. The SSTF indicated that it would like to
meet again in late August (with the specific date to be determined).
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APPENDIX B – ATTACHMENT 1
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY TASK FORCE
VISIONING EXERCISE
Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong economic base, job opps
Range of education opportunities, K - Post Secondary
High education - levels Farmers, Professional (moving to our community)
ToL facilities, services and amenities
Access to food and agriculture
Location?
Distinct Communities
Strong sense of community
Community appetite for arts and culture
Smart, capable youth
Diversity
Strong/Active/Involved local government
First Nations participation (Kwantlen Katzie)
Giving individuals - will always answer the call from disaster to animal
welfare
Volunteer - non-profit sector, faith communities. Parks --> green spaces
Faith communities and individuals from communities involved in
engaging/responding to community needs
People care and give - philanthropy
Caring community
Strong volunteer commitment engagement
Engagement, passion on issues drive
Leadership
Collaboration among stakeholders

Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NIMBY
Growing community
Density
Gentrification
Taxation/Development --> $ leaving the city
Housing affordability and homelessness
Basic needs for homelessness - washrooms, showers
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure to support growth
Lack of green and recreation space
Development happens before amenities
Playgrounds
Places to connect
More green linked to higher densities
Large community (geographically and population)
Urban and Rural
Food Security
Poverty
Accessibility to services
Youth to get around
Transit
Educational resources
Lack of proactive overarching planning - across agencies
Concentration of social services in the City
Diverse community lack of inclusion
isms - ageism, racism, LGBTQism, diversity
Non-integration/segmentation of immigrant groups/different cultures
Mental health issues - esp. youth
Lack of family/community support
Risky behaviours
Increasing issues for children and youth - younger and younger
Rise in crime especially in denser neighbourhoods
Increasing frail seniors, mental health, and substance use issues
Lack of community living/co-op for seniors supported
Social isolation
Social inclusion

Critical Issues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A more collaborative approach
Drinking water availability/Infrastructure
Loss of/None use of productive farmland
Climate change
Aging population
Health and safety, Insite, limited harm reduction
Increasing issues, need to be responsive
Everyone needs to take responsibility
Advanced care planning - difficult to discuss
Increasing polarization at all political levels --> decision making stalled
Lack of life skills people of all ages
Access to health care
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Vision Ideas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to jobs and meaningful participation/volunteer opportunities is
available for all
Everyone has the opportunity to work
Children have a place to play in their neighbourhood
Everyone has a doctor
Every child is fed, safe and able to go to school
Protected our farmland and used the resource to feed families individuals in
need
Everyone has enough nutritious food
I know my neighbours and we care about and for each other
Sense of belonging
Everyone feels connected, valuable and has worth
Every person has access to the health services they need
Langley is the healthiest community in the world
In my future Langley, all citizens are able to access timely mental health
supports needed to thrive
People have places to connect with others
All of Langley's people are safe, healthy, connected and thriving
In my future Langley, people from all social-economic positions are
engaged and included socially in the community
Because living here gives me hope for the future
Neighbourhood groups rally to be supportive and understanding of others
who are different from them, creating an inclusive community for all
There is broad, diverse representation in leadership
Healthy/thriving
Those at risk of homelessness do not get overlooked, there is space for
them to access the services that meets their individual needs
Everyone in Langley has a place to live
People can get around without needing to have a car
I can bike or walk to work
Accessible - healthcare, services, transit, shopping
I feel safe and my idease are valued and respected
All residents know how to meet their basic needs - food, exercise, social
engagement
My children and grandchildren can afford to live, work and play in ToL.

Vision in Summary
•
•
•

Economically viable realistic access for all
Safe for everyone, kids
Respect/value everyone
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable longevity responsive, adaptable
Connection belonging caring
Participation jobs volunteering
Food security
Health for all
Intergenerational - future gens can live here
Everyone feels their voice is heard
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APPENDIX C – YOUTH WORKSHOPS INPUT
APRIL WORKSHOPS
Summary of Community Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community involvement (student involvement in community)
Housing (quantity and variety, existence of a homeless shelter)
Diversity and inclusion (relationship with Indigenous peoples, variety of
demographics and groups, people allowed to participate in their own culture)
Arts, culture and entertainment (community centres, variety of entertainment,
community events)
Learning (accessible education, new schools, good educators)
Parks, recreation, and sports (facilities, trails, playgrounds)
Community safety
Getting around (bike paths, affordable transit)
Children and youth well-being (opportunities for youth involvement, resources for
youth)
Living standards (good job opportunities)
Health and wellness (good access to doctors)
Fire safety and emergency preparedness

Summary of Community Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Housing affordability and homelessness
Getting around (access to public transit, sidewalks and crosswalks)
Mental health (particularly youth mental health)
Community safety (speeding, youth crime, domestic violence, exposure to illegal
substances, fear of crime)
Living standards (better paying jobs, poverty)
Substance use
Accessibility (spaces, opportunities to learn unspoken languages, children with
disabilities do not have same learning opportunities)
Food (food security, school food, healthy food)
Learning opportunities (lack of program variety)
Health (wait times)
Fire safety (older buildings)
Emergency preparedness
Seniors well-being
Interaction between youth and seniors
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Priorities and Actions
Issue: Housing and homelessness
Possible actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More affordable community housing
Opportunities and resources for education, medical care, jobs/income, and
transportation to those resources
Raise public awareness about homelessness
Protest BC Government on rising housing prices (write letters to government)
Limit on how many kids someone can have
Lower down payments
Lower property tax
Better jobs, more independence in housing choice
Specific homes for locals

Issue: Substance use
Possible actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raise public awareness about drugs
Increasing opportunities for addicts to get help (rehab therapists / experts more
available)
More affordable and accessible social services and therapy available
Boxes for dispensing needles
Adults need to be more sensitive on how they talk to youth with substance use
problems
Youth help groups
More information for students, including risks of drug use

Issue: Getting around
Possible actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

More frequent buses (particularly in school areas, during before and after school
hours)
Larger buses
Bus stops closer to schools
Increased patrols for speeding in school zones
Sidewalks in areas where large amounts of students walk to and from school
Change of bus routes to go closer to schools
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Issue: Mental health
Possible actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Counsellors with better training
Mental health acceptance talks with a class
Start young, information shapes a child’s mind
Not isolating people/victims with mental health
Normalizing mental health, reduce stigma
Assemblies on the topic (like gang assemblies)
Peer to peer counselling
Reduce reliance on drugs/alcohol

Issue: Living Standards
Possible actions:
•
•
•

Community food bank
Support groups
Raise minimum wage

MAY WORKSHOP
Vision Ideas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Succeeding members of the community
Equality for all
Happy people
Happy residents
Equality for everyone
Everybody has enough food to eat
Sense of acceptance
Everyone being accepted for who they are, gender or race
Equality for everyone
Accessible transit to every corner of the Township
Strong transit system
Quick, effective transit
More accessible transit (Skytrain), make the transit system more available
so people opt to take it over everyone driving
Improved sidewalks throughout Langley not just main streets (by schools)
Wellness for the environment
Healthy environment
Clean environment
Eco friendly environment
Everyone can vote
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motivated residents and students
Strong education system/motivated students
No drug overdoses
Not worried to go out at night - safe environment
Lower crime rate
Safer place to live (downtown Langley area)
Safe feeling neighbourhoods
Little to no crime
Safe neighbourhoods
Less crime
Little to none substance use
Access to information and facilities for mental health in people of all ages
No crime
Everyone feels safe, included and welcome
Comfortable living
Not struggling to make a living
Affordable living
Everyone able to afford a house
No poverty
Everyone has a place to live
Everybody has a house to live in
Everybody has a safe, affordable and loving home
Affordable housing
Comfortable living
Comfortable living
No poverty
No starving people

Action Plans
Issue: Mental Health

Community Assets & Needs
-

SPEAK (suicide prevention), but not enough funding or research
Helplines, school counsellors, schools are building awareness
Resources for at-risk/homeless youth, but lack of services for other youth
Stigma (when being not ok is ok)
Awareness of depression and anxiety, but less around other mental health issues
Adults need better access, lack of time

Desired Outcomes

- People have timely access to services  specific counsellor/better-trained
counsellors (more available services)
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- People don’t feel ashamed to seek services (acceptance and awareness)

Strategy: Create and enhance education to students, parents, and the community
(to  demand for services) – Advocacy

Description of Strategy
-

Information sessions for parents (presentation to District PAC)
Mental health awareness weeks (within the mental health awareness month)
Coordinate businesses to help advertise
Information sent home for parents
Re-inforce mental health component in P.E.
Mental health summit (like Ideas Summit)

What could you do to help implement this strategy?

- Raise awareness (could organize the awareness week/summit)
- Advocate

Who else needs to be involved? Who would you reach out to for help?
- Principals

What could the Township do to help with this strategy?
- Could help provide space

What actions need to happen in the next 1 month to get started?
- Need to identify who will carry this forward!
Issue: Housing and Homelessness

Community Assets & Needs
-

Homeless shelter that people want to use
Independence
Affordability, need for more affordable rental
Variety of different “shelters” for people of different ages and needs

Desired Outcomes
-

Affordable apartment buildings owned by Langley Township
Community gardens
Large enough living space to maintain quality of life
Flexible outdoor shelter space
Increase supply

Description of Strategy

- Creating more affordable living
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o Lowering taxes
o Longterm housing for people of all income
- Investing in youth homelessness
- Redistribute tax funds

What could you do to help implement this strategy?
- Petition the government
- People should experience homelessness

Who else needs to be involved? Who would you reach out to for help?
-

Council
Community
Provincial Government
Federal Government

What could the Township do to help with this strategy?
- Langley Township owns rentable buildings
- Township advocate to the province

What actions need to happen in the next 6 months to get started?
- Take on an advocacy role
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APPENDIX D – ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS
Social Issues: Overall Rating
Children and Youth Well-being
How is our community doing when it comes to the well-being of children and youth?
Think about things like the availability and quality of childcare and early childhood
education as well as opportunities for play, learning, and community involvement.
Of concern, needs
immediate
attention (14%)

Excellent, stay
the course (7%)

Good, but some
improvements could
be made (47%)

Fair, needs
some attention
(32%)

Seniors Well-being
How is our community doing when it comes to the well-being of seniors? Think
about things like opportunities for seniors to develop and maintain social
relationships, get around outdoor spaces and buildings, and access suitable
transportation and housing options.
Excellent, stay
the course (5%)

Of concern,
needs immediate
attention (27%)

Good, but some
improvements could
be made (31%)

Fair, needs some attention
(37%)
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Diversity and Inclusion
How is our community doing when it comes to inclusivity? Think about things like
opportunities for people with disabilities to participate in work and community life,
the ability of newcomers to access services and employment, the involvement and
representation of Indigenous people and culture, and the extent to which everyone is
accepted and valued regardless of their age, sex, ability, ethnicity, religion, income,
sexual orientation or gender identity.
Of concern, needs
immediate
attention (17%)

Excellent, stay
the course (16%)

Good, but some
improvements could
be made (30%)
Fair, needs some
attention (38%)

Arts, Culture and Entertainment
How is our community doing when it comes to arts, culture and entertainment?
Think about things like opportunities and spaces to attend events like theatre, film,
music, art and performance presentations, opportunities to participate in making art,
and opportunities for diverse groups to celebrate their cultures and values.
Excellent, stay
the course
(13%)

Of concern,
needs
immediate
attention (19%)

Good, but some
improvements
could be made
(30%)
Fair, needs
some attention
(39%)
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Housing
How is our community doing when it comes to housing? Think about things like the
variety of housing options, housing affordability, homelessness, and the suitability of
housing for people of all abilities and stages of life.
Excellent, stay
the course
(4%)

Good, but some
improvements
could be made
(12%)

Of concern,
needs
immediate
attention (61%)

Fair, needs
some attention
(23%)

Living Standards
How is our community doing when it comes to living standards? Think about things
like opportunities to gain employment and earn a living wage, the cost of living, the
gap between rich and poor, levels of poverty, and food bank usage.
Excellent, stay
the course (7%)
Good, but some
improvements
could be made
(24%)

Of concern,
needs
immediate
attention (34%)

Fair, needs
some attention
(35%)
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Community Engagement and Connectedness
How is our community doing when it comes to engagement and connectedness?
Think about things like opportunities for social interaction, volunteerism, voter
turnout, the ability of residents to provide meaningful input into civic decisionmaking, the quality of relationships between neighbours, and the sense of belonging
residents feel to their local community.
Excellent, stay
the course (9%)

Of concern,
needs immediate
attention (21%)

Good, but some
improvements could
be made (33%)

Fair, needs some
attention (36%)

Fire Safety and Emergency Preparedness
How is our community doing when it comes to fire safety and emergency
preparedness? Think about things like the number and severity of fire incidents,
emergency response times, and the extent to which our community is prepared for
emergencies like floods or earthquakes.
Excellent, stay
the course (20%)

Of concern,
needs immediate
attention (16%)

Fair, needs some
attention (16%)
Good, but some
improvements could
be made (48%)
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Community Safety
How is our community doing when it comes to community safety? Think about
things like the level of crime, traffic incidents, and community feelings about safety.
Excellent, stay the
course (5%)
Of concern, needs
immediate
attention (32%)
Good, but some
improvements could
be made (28%)

Fair, needs some
attention (34%)

Getting Around
How is our community doing when it comes to getting around? Think about things
like the availability and convenience of public transit, access to bike paths,
walkways, and other transportation alternatives, the cost of getting around, and the
amount of time spent getting around.

Excellent, stay
the course (2%)

Good, but some
improvements could
be made (20%)

Of concern,
needs immediate
attention (48%)

Fair, needs some
attention (30%)
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Health and Wellness
How is our community doing when it comes to health and wellness? Think about
things like obesity, substance use and smoking, the availability of medical care and
other health services, opportunities for physical and outdoor activity, clean air and
water, and access to healthy food.
Excellent, stay
the course (8%)

Of concern,
needs immediate
attention (25%)

Good, but some
improvements could
be made (39%)

Fair, needs some
attention (28%)

Learning
How is our community doing when it comes to learning and education? Think about
things like opportunities for skills development and lifelong learning, the availability
of continuing education programs, and library usage.
Of concern, needs
immediate
attention (11%)

Excellent, stay the
course (15%)

Fair, needs some
attention (27%)
Good, but some
improvements could
be made (47%)
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Social Issues: Top Priority
What is the top issue that the Township should prioritize and focus on in the Social
Sustainability Strategy?
Housing

25%

Community Safety

15%

Getting Around

15%

Children and Youth Well-being

11%

Fire Safety and Emergency Preparedness

8%

Seniors Well-being

6%

Living Standards

5%

Community Engagement and Connectedness

4%

Arts, Culture, and Entertainment

3%

Health and Wellness

3%

Diversity and Inclusion

2%

Learning

1%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Note: Percent is based 291 responses

Social Issues: Top Priorities
What are the top three issues that the Township should prioritize and focus on in the
Social Sustainability Strategy?
Housing

18%

Getting Around

16%

Community Safety

13%

Children and Youth Well-being

12%

Seniors Well-being

9%

Living Standards

7%

Health and Wellness

7%

Arts, Culture and Entertainment

5%

Fire Safety and Emergency Preparedness

5%

Community Engagement and Connectedness

4%

Diversity and Inclusion

3%

Learning

1%
0%

Note: Percent is based 840 responses
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Social Issues: Open-ended Responses
Arts, Culture, and Entertainment

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entertainment - sports
We are definitely in need of an arts theatre like the Surrey Arts Centre. As the
Kwantlen University has already a small theatre, maybe an enlargement to
some 400-450 seats would do the tric. There is also sufficient parking.
There is things to do occasionally, it’s just very underwhelming
Outside of our sports fields, Aldergrove does not have social or culture venues
Arts Education (Langley Fine Arts School, Langey Music School )
Township needs live entertainment venues. More festivals
Community days
arts events (arts alive) and opportunities to show, upcycle, etc.
Very few arts and culture in the Township. Most are in the city.
Our parks and recreation department are amazing.
There is nothing.
Lots of arts programs
Some support in place.
Brings joy to many people with different entertainment through out the year,
would like to see more culture diversity included in arts and entertainment,
giving people a better understanding hoe culture diversity works.
having the colossus theatre is nice
In cooperation with the City of Langley, TOL should consider creating a more
walkable pedestrian environment in the Downtown Core, which may be difficult
due to the large parcels dedicated to strip mall developments. Nevertheless, the
aim should be to fill in the space dedicated to one-storey commercial retail
space with mixed use development - human scale ranging from 4 to 6 storeys in
height with active spaces below. TOL could work with some of the property
management companies in leasing affordable art studios to local artists,
working in conjunction with retailers to create a shared community/retail
experience. A capitalistic endeavor that may have the benefit of enhancing
societal good.
I seen more family events taking place at the LEC. More diversity in the kind of
events as well.
Not much actually
We have some concerts but in Vancouver.
The Arts Council and what they are trying to achieve
Events that are going on
There is some opportunities for theatre in our community.
Fort Langley events
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

None
The community events and programs are great but I would love to see more. I
am always looking for weekend activities to attend, to bring our daugher and
even our dog to.
Community events are well run
We have the LEC
Some awareness of Indigenous issues for First Nations, Metis and Inuit peoples.
Have had some reconciliation events.
Good to see areas like Fort Langley thriving.
Various festivals in the community.
Focus even more on art, entertainment events & opportunites to get
involved..,Langley needs it’s own larger venue Theatre not for sport, but for
concerts, theatre & events not just for children but for adults (not everything
needs to focus on children) but rather give adults in our community something
to do as well (whether it is attending something or being involved in something)
all our events centres & theatres are privately owned..we need to support our
very creative community more with things such as a public theatre
Not sure
Those undertaken by others than the TOL.

What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entertainment - theatre
See above.
Put some more money into them obviously
Far more entertainment venues for both Adults and childrenn
A Cultural Centre with Class A Gallery and Black Box Theatre. More funding for
Arts Council.
More infrastructure
More events and advertising
we need an arts centre like the other cities do - is that in the works? Somewhere
for proper art shows and a hub I can visit when I want classes or to engage in my
arts community. I don't want to go to Surrey or Abbotsford for this
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•

•
•
•
•

In order for Langley to attract a population of people who 'stay close to home'
and enjoy their own city/township, Langley must be able to have facilities,
including enough parking, to attract arts, culture and entertainment events.
Everyone I know who lives in Langley, regularly drives into Vancouver for arts
and entertainment. As well, the community center facilites and parking are
sorely lacking. Walnut Grove Rec. Center was ill designed, with the pool, rec
center facilities AND library, all in the same space, using the same parking. The
newly added parking in the rear, is a joke. Willoughby Rec Center has relatively
no parking that is easy to access. Public field use competes for the parking spots
that need to be used by rec center users. There needed to be another huge
parking lot right outside the rec center entrance doors, between the park/field
areas and the rec center. The community has already outgrown both of these
facilities, and NO ONE can park. A Willoughby indoor pool and a Willoughby
library are desperately needed, as well. Has the School District purchased land
for the desperately needed new schools needed in Willoughby yet?
More venues and better advertising of events.
A theatre needs to be built
This community is bored and boring. If is was thriving it is lost. You need to leave
Aldergrove to do anything where staying would be preferable
Need a enetertainment venue that’s larger then cheif seapass (but similar
stage/lighting ect) that the public can rent as well. Sooo much going out of
community for this!!
Performing arts space, new museum.
To make it more affordable for people who are on a fixed income this would
allow more people can enjoy what Langley Township offers.
not enough entertainment.
Consider building an arts and culture type venue and possibly an outdoor
theater.
A rethink of how we approach things. Be proactive rather than reactive.
I usually end up buying tickets for the Theatre in Surrey, Maple Ridge or
Vancouver. I see no options for theatre for kids here. We also go the Christmas
Parade in Surrey as the one we have seen in Langley is quite disappointing.
Unless you have a vibrant cultural 'centre' that includes things such as
performing arts venues (of which there are none other than lame casino in the
City), you have nothing 'social' -outside of sports - in the community. Want to
enjoy performances and enjoy community entertainment otherwise? You go out
of town. TOL is a classic late 20th century bedroom suburb. What about Ft.
Langley, you say? nothing much happening there, just boarded up retail
buildings.
We need more concerts and parades in langley.
More focus on different forms of arts and more arts celebration over all.
More venues for plays and concerts. Cultural centre.
Need more events to keep local people local and tourists coming
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•

A theatre that could provide for the public preformances as well as to be used by
universities and schools to encourage the arts.
We need a proper theatre that will bring in quality performances and that can
host an orchestra / opera / ballet.
Promote giants and stealth games better. Get small concerts in the Langley even
center.
Why don't we have a great theatre so that we don't have to leave the city to
attend a musical, a play or another show? I know it's difficult but Maple Ridge
even has a theatre and I wish we could do the same. I would love to see that
brought to Langley. Also, I hope the issues in Ft Langley can be resolved. It's such
a shame and while I'm sure there's more to the story than we realise and while
there are always two sides to a story, I think the bigger picture here is the
negative long term impact this is having and that every effort should be made
for comprimise.
More opportunities for celebrations and entertainment in different
neighbourhoods in Langley.
There are few very few cultural activities (theatre, musical presentations, etc.)
other than those offered by the public schools. There is a lack of physical space
for such venues as well.
We need to have a performance venue to allow dance, theatre etc companies to
come to langley.
Do bigger events!! Host concerts, etc. Make it a fun town to live in
More awareness of residential school issues and events to be held that create
awareness of the Indigenous rights and issues.
There needs to be at least one theatre/cultural centre in the Township. As it
stands, I would have a very difficult time describing the arts and culture of
Langley; it is almost non-existent. Also, there needs to be more entertainment
options. People of all ages, especially young people, more often than not end up
taking their business (money) elsewhere due to the lack of entertainment options
in the Township.
More events. More diversity in the events.
Where are the artsy areas? Cheap affordable studio spaces, Community stage
for theatre or performances?
The museum district and museum facilities of Ft Langley needs to be developed
to create a critical tourism mass and encourage longer and repeated stays.
Township needs to take the lead, and cooperate with the city of Langley in
building and operating a cultural theatre facility. We have spent way too much
money on all weather fields and the LEC and not enough on addressing the
cultural needs of the community.
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Children and Youth Well-being

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Recreation programs are good but limited.
We have some new schools, we have some new parks, we have some great
youth programs in this area.
Seems to be a selection of schools
There are lots of recreation and other activities for kids.
Day care for special needs kids.
I went back to university but unable to work at the job that went to school for. I
can't find daycare for asd son. There is not enough supports and wait lists are
too long. He will be too old by the time it gets to us on the wait list. If you have a
special needs child you are pretty much screwed. Sorry wrong part. Really not
working well
There are many options for the typical middle-class working family - the myriad
of options at Willoughby Elementary (Strong Start, IDP playgroups, Little
Feathers, Immunizations, etc) and other community centres as an example.
Some of the programs offered
Parks and Rec have some afterschool programs and low-cost recreation.
The pool and new rec center will help
There are services and resources for this population but mental health in
children and youth is a prominent and growing concern.
Variety of recreational programming for children. Some nice playgrounds.
Well, I can’t say any are since I cannot find child care for any of my children.
Community agencies work well to provide services and programs for young
children and their families. Like other communities, we do make resources
available for low income and marginalized families.
Better access to licensed daycare and learning opportunities
Great existing schools
Community centres are a great resource. We use them a lot and the staff there
is great.
There are great parks and facilities for kids in various parts of Langley.
Township currently offers great programming through it’s community centers.
Keep the parks safe for our children to use ( the children of the local hard
working people that pay all those taxes) .....so clear out all the homeless people
and druggies. I won't go NEAR that Derek Doubbleday park because it is
disgusting and dangerous and filled with homeless people during the day.
There are some daycare centres
I don’t know of any current aspects.
New water park at blair
Parks and rec programs
Toddler program at Parkside School
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Lots of variety
Teachers etc are great
There are new schools
There’s use of afterschool programs at schools
Programs available are good such as swimming/ arts and sports
Having more water park and community playground are great and nice way for
them to play, since majority of people living a small townhouses that barely can
walk or sleep in it.
Family friendly events
Affordable children’s programs.
Lots of community centers but the township needs to protect natural areas from
development and make them into trails and large outdoor play areas
A lot of options for two parent families where parents drive and have money to
pay for after-school programs and sports teams.
There are some nice parks around the Township, although some are small
and/or out of the way. Nikomekl is within the City/Township and is an example
of a decent sized park that is accessible by walking or biking. The Fort-to-Fort
trail is another example of decent sized park area that is accessible to a
population centre.
Great programs offered through the TOL leisure programs
Lots of programs through parks and rec, preschools, daycares for early years.
Encompass is an invaluable and necessary resource. It's addition to the
community provides some degree of stability to the group of homeless youth in
our area. The feedback that I have received from youth workers has been
stellar. I am very proud of it in our community.
Great community programs and facilities like the Walnut Community centre.
Community centre programs are quite good and varied.
?
None
there are many programs for children and youth
We seem to be putting some cash into recreation.
IE, the Aldergrove Recenter.
Lots of homes for the elderly
Schools, parks, the new youth hub
New high school in progress
Some programs are working but is the message out there for the kids
More affordable daycare
Nice parks and splash parks.
Nothing
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What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Daycare space is desperately needed. Private system has led to poor or no
service with premium price tag that most parents just can't afford. More day
camps, more youth programs. But most of all more youth mental health
resources. I know this is a Fraser Health issue but Langley needs to start fighting
tooth and nail for this.
The children have no way to walk to their school. It is beyond dangerous and it is
amazing so few children have been hit. We need to make sure that all schools
and parks and playgrounds and community areas are safely accessible. We
need sidewalks and bike lanes to encourage our youth to be active. That's what
Participaction is about.
Daycares are unaffordable and not enough spots to go around. I started looking
for a daycare 10 months in advance and still stuck on waitlists.
Nothing.
Support special needs families.
1 in 59 are asd now
Not enough progress for children with special needs or mental health issues
I would like to see more options for low income families who may be struggling
within our community with food security, providing for their children (and thus
possibilities for MCFD to need to become involved) and for teens at risk, as well
as the homeless or near-homeless population in our community.
more programs for younger ages, babies for example.
Cooking classes for toddlers would be nice as well.
in addition to program variety, parking at these locations can be very difficult.
For example, the Walnut Grove Community parking lot. I realise there is an
addition but it's still quite difficult to find spots during peak hours and the school
is not an option until the evening, when these programs don't run
However, childcare availability is a huge concern. More low-cost afterschool care
programs and availability of spaces in community recreation swim lessons etc.
There is very little available for children with special needs. If they do not have an
Autism designation they must go to Surrey for swimming lessons with support.
Parks and Rec should embrace this population and look to communities that are
serving them well to see how we can better support families who have children
with special needs.
Public School system
More funding and resources allocated to children and youth - the future of our
community - would be valuable in order to nurture the next generation who will
be contributing to our community.
More accessible activities for children who’s parents do not have vehicles and
who cannot afford costly programs. Some very poor outdoor play spaces for
many commmunities in Langley.
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Getting more programs available for the community of Aldergrove for the youth
and children, specially the youth as they seem to be a problem with them
smoking and drinking in parks
More quality child care spaces are needed for all ages with fully qualified Early
Childhood Educators. There is nothing I can find for 3 of my children so I stay
home with them instead of work.
I don't see any support for children and families at a municipal level. There is lots
of focus on seniors and youth.. but children are forgotten about. Not a single
council member runs on a platform for children and families. When they start to
realize that investing in early childhood, the results are ten fold and actually save
the community money in the long run.
More public funded child care centers
Not enough schools
More childcare. There need to be more childcare centres opened and it needs to
be affordable. 2 kids in daycare negates my wages and I make a living wage. I
would love to see Township run daycare centres. Especially in Walnut Grove
where I currently live.
Certain neighbourhoods don't really have much for residents so they must use
the facilities in other neighbourhoods. In Brookswood-Fernridge there is a serious
lack of activities for children and trying to get daycare/after school care is a
nightmare because there aren't enough spots available.
Township could make it a requirement to have a child care facility in new
commercial developments. This would help families with daycare aged children
by reducing distances and time needed to drop off their kids before heading to
work.
More police/ bylaw presence that actually DO something about the problem
Daycare spaces are significantly lacking for the number of new families moving
to the municipality and city
More child care programs being run throughout the year, more activities aimed
towards being outdoors and available for middle income families.
I also think if any new schools are to be built we should look at building upwards
into three storeys instead of two storeys. This will allow the footprint of land to be
smaller.
Brookswood needs more sidewalks so the kids can walk to/from school safely
Have more outdoor kid opportunities
Need more child care for before and after school. Longer camps in the summer
for working families too. We use community centers, but I have to alter my hours
to make it there. Not open until 8am, so I can’t get to work before 8:30 (my
normal start-time is 8am) and then it’s only open till 5pm. Most people work 8.5
hours a day, which would mean I’m not off until 5pm, so I have to skip lunch all
summer to pick my child up before close. Longer hours are needed to make this
a more accessible program.
Bigger parks, not pocket parks
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I think there is a real need for toddler indoor physical activities
Needs to be more affordable.
Better knowledge about things for children in the community.
Number of schools and daycares
More preschool programs
Willoughby lacking a community hub
Childcare is lacking (FCC/MA/Group)
More daycare spaces. Funded with educated staff that are staffed by TOL to
reduce turnover as they would be paid well with benefits
Increase more affordable community classes or activities with kids with Autism.
Sounds like no one cares about children or Adult with autism!! Breaks my heart
when I see how people not aware about them. They ignore us for even going to
Music class when they hear my child has Autism.
More youth program
We must work on inclusive programs for all children if that means to subsidize
affordable care
Reaching out to Vice principals and principals and counselors at secondary
schools is like flogging a dead horse when trying to get help. Turning to
community is trying at best.
Cost per child number of facilities
There needs to be a better process for getting child care(daycare) facilities
approved. I had a neighbour denied a licence by the Township even though
everything was done properly and to code while others around me run
unlicensed facilities and no one seems to care.The system is badly flawed in this
respect and I would hate to see a Mission incident occur here.
Programs like "Active After the Bell" are very scarce and generally only happen
with special grants and in a small handful of schools. When the program is
offered it is quite expensive and out of reach of lower income families. The City
has Boys and Girls Club - and AMAZING place for vulnerable kids to go after
school until their parents come home. Kids in vulnerable places like Brookswood
or Aldergrove don't have those options.
More park spaces, both natural spaces and play areas, accessible by walking
and biking. I would even like to see some park spaces around with decent sized
hills that children can use for tobogganing on those rare snow days. The District
of Mission has a few good examples of these. Although we live in the Township,
we used to take our kids all the way to Burnaby Mountain for tobogganing.
Due to lack of community centres, facilities and pools that programs fill up very
quickly. Especially swimming lessons, summer camps and after school care
programs. Majority of the schools in Yorkson, walnut grove are over crowded
due to rate of development
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Lots of mental health concerns in our young people, anxiety and depression are
rampant. Need more public awareness in general about child development and
how to intervene when struggle is apparent. Suicide prevention and more
activities for youth to young adults are needed
There is something happening with children and youth currently that increases
the violence and anxiety in our overall society. I believe there is opportunity for
education and a community forum for us, the parents. There is also a need for
the Langley School Division to take accountablility for enacting divisive policy.
For example, choice programs are the only programs that have no yellow school
buses and with a lack of daycare space in schools this acts as a benefit to
families with the income to have a stay-at-home parent or hired help. Hence
creating a tiered system in accessibility.
The high density construction creates a greater need for more parks. This offers
families the outspace their family need to promote a healthy lifestyle.
Would be move to see more outdoor options for toddlers, children and youth. It
would be great to see programs running in the summer as well.
I’m 61 so passed looking for childcare however I read how desperate people are
to find safe childcare in our community.
Facilities for kids, teens and parents. There is quite literally nothing to do. There
will be a pool good for 2 months of the year but then what?
it should be cheaper or free or charge for ALL children! Not only for the low
income families. Often the middle class families cannot afford rec. programs for
children, because the income goes to the mortgage. How is this fair when we look
at the children and families in general?
Keeping our parks clean and safe for the kids.
We need to put more cash into our school and kids education.
Need more affordable child care centers. Would be nice to have part time
daycares as some people are shift workers and only need a few days a week of
coverage.
Need more TOL recreations options for toddlers / preschoolers
Addictions and mental health support, increased access to arts and
entertainment that will keep youth connected
More affordable child care spots for all ages
Affordable programs for kids to get involved in sports or other activities, like
dance or cheer (where they can have games not just learns skills) Out reach
programs that teach empathy to parents and kids.
More schools, less portables, more before and after school care, and
affordability. School programs subsidized by the township including after school
care.
Free fun programs. If it free and fun they will come.
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More parking at parks like McLeod athletic park and other parks that use
multiple sports at a time. Need more swimming pools for our kids. Langley pools
are really crowded.
Not nearly enough parks for young kids in new development areas....... new
subdivision in Aldergrove with 100’s of new homes and no parks for tHe kids......
make developers put a small playground in when developing large areas!

Community Engagement and Connectedness

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

There are lots of fun events, especially family driven
Meetings are held
Lots of community events for all interests and socioeconomic levels
We have enough housing
Very few. There is a real disconnect between the vision the residents have for
the community and the vision and values of Council
The township offers some fantastic programs and learning opportunities.
New community spaces are welcoming and well planned. Existing spaces are
well cared for.
Somewhat better engagement by Council on developments.
Nothing
Removal of bridge tolls was a good move!
TOL does surveys, open houses, delegations etc.but community input/request is
not heard or being implemented by council and staff.
As a new resident to TOL, I find the level of civic engagement compared to
Vancouver is not that great. Some of the staff I have dealt with regarding
questions of pedestrian safety and traffic calming have received terse or
dismissive responses. Rather than considering a public concern brought forward
by a taxpayer and a concerned citizen with some knowledge in local
government, the message from TOL appeared to be confrontational and
unconstructive. TOL needs work in this area.
The older areas of the Township have great parks and trails.
I see you promoting m the annual community clean up and an annual
community walk. But it would be nice to see things like this take place more
often in the township - maybe even promoting competition between
neighbourhoods within the township.
I’m not sure
none
Festivals - art clubs - community events - markets.
There are open houses when there are new projects coming up.
Township mayor, council & staff need to engage with residents more often and
really listen
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We have some council members that are great. They are involved and care
about the community as a whole
I am actively engaged in the community, so I have had the advantage of seeing
this being done incredibly well in many areas, and I'm proud of my community in
lots of ways. I think we do a good job of identifying problems, rallying the troops,
and engaging volunteers, local business and the broader community in some
ways especially when a quick fix will work. We have smaller groups of people
who are incredibly active and engaged, and our community volunteers are
amazing.

What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Including all types of house holds including single dewling. The more people are
connected I think this will help decrease other concerns.
This council does have a vision for our community. Runaway delevelopment,
reckless decisions like designating 216th as a truck route, rezoning of Property
for ICBC testing facilities. Residents concerns are ignored.
Community members are not heard
How can we reach at risk people and include them as volunteers or providing
them with a sense of belonging within an event?
Infrastructure! We urgently need more roadways! All this development and no
improvement with our roads. Sure widen an overpass on 208 to 4 lanes to have if
hi to a disgraceful single lane all the way to downtown Langley! Terrible stupid
planning. Actually no planning at all! Where is everyone to go? Wait for each
developer to do their share of roadworks! Stupid. Finish the job and just charge
when section is built. Not rocket science...all this development generates tax
dollars so usd them to build proper roads!
See above. Developments should be phased to avoid widespread chaos resulting
from half finished infrastructure. Parking needs have to be addressed and
developers should be required to provide an acceptable level of on site parking.
More than lip service needs to be given to addressing concerns.
The TOL website is difficult to navigate and information about programs is hard
to find. Program marketing should be improved.
There is still an over-riding feeling that developers get whatever they want
whenever they want and that decisions are already made before they ever go to
public consultation. Need to gut entire development process and rework it so
that public engagement comes first. Get rid of comprehensive development
zoning. Force all developments to strictly adhere to zoning. Developers will
always develop in Langley...there is only so much land left in the lower mainland.
Stop hiring people that are only book smart. Get so people that have common
sense
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Concerns are being ignored about the changes around Walnut Grove Drive and
putting in a new trucking ramp.
Actually implement majority of residents requests and put them into policy
A new approach when increasing density in a particular designated NCP area,
with a prioritization on pedestrian, bike and public transit over the single
occupancy vehicle. TOL should consider full build out on major arterials, including
sidewalks, street lighting, let downs, barrier curb, bike lanes, and so forth, which
may require capital expenditures to complete. The priority would be 200th Street
from TOL City Centre connecting to Walnut Grove, 208th Street to Walnut Grove,
and so forth, to service the increase in residential density. Currently, it's like
playing "Frogger" just to get a coffee or to catch a bus in the mornings.
Listen to the public on developments , we do not want high density houses on
small properties
The newer areas have very little green spaces within walking distance.
Garbage dumping in neighbourhoods is ongoing - the idiot signs aren’t helpful
and just leave the garbage around longer. Would be nice to see the community
taking pride in their neighbourhoods and the township rewarding
neighbourhoods for it.
Providing more notice and opportunities to have our voices heard. Changes like
ICBC facility coming in were made without our knowledge. We got the flyer
AFTER the meeting.
Corruption at city hall
there is always one or two bad neighbors who loves to shame other neighbors
and repeatedly complains about neighbors for no reason so that peoperty
owners suffer because these „well known complainers“ get too much support
from the TOL
Getting to the events. Usually can’t find parking /. Very anxious to even go
I’m sad to say that this mayor and council seem to be on a “my way or the
highway” path. Examples are the planned truck route on 216th and the debacle in
Fort Langley. How did _________ manage to buy half of commercial Fort
Langley and no one in government notice?
More. Council needs to listen to stakeholders on issues--not just developers and
people who have similar political viewpoints.
Maybe more regular question and answer type townhall meetings. People are
more willing to agree to plans if they are well informed and feel their questions
are answered. Alignment helps move things forward but it doesn't mean we all
agree but are willing to work together
Too many self serving council members that vote with their clique. They should
be listening to what the community wants and not what's best for them and their
business interests
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I think with the growing population in our community, we are losing some of the
connectedness that we once took for granted. Although many choose to live
here, that doesn't always translate into connecting or engaging with the
community. Many are commuting elsewhere to work and spending much of their
time outside of our community. Getting involved means becoming informed, I
would like to see more focus on information/education/opportunities making it
to households and individuals.
We have a great local chamber of commerce, and other neighbourhood BIA's
that help connect this part of our community, and our local papers are doing a
good job and still maintain an active readership. I'm not sure though, how
newcomers are doing this, whether it's their local school, or their local
neighbourhood groups, or elsewhere.
I think that a more connected community can better respond in many of the
areas noted as potential concerns, and if there's a way to encourage this, provide
more meaningful opportunities, and create more do-ers in our community, then
as a community - we're better positioned to respond to emergencies or crisis;
more likely to look out for our neighbours, whether their children/youth or
seniors; and we're more willing to help tackle problems like living situations and
housing b/c they impact our community.

Community Safety

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Local police are giving all kinds of Block Watch talks and that's great!
Walnut Grove community police station.
Langley City seems to be dealing with the downtown issues.
Each community has better communication and understanding of the issue
through use of social media
Making progress with Fire, but needs to continue. Policing overall working in
most places, but needs a greater community presence at the community level.
More in some than others.
Information about crimes comes out fairly quickly.
Interaction with the community seems good,
We have good response with fire department and paramedics in emergency
situations
Traffic safety
Police presence
I’m not actually sure what you’re doing to improve community safety but I know
crime in our community continues to rise and drug addicts continue to live in
public parks.
It’s not. Crime is out of control.
We have a good police department
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•
•

•
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Community engagement.
None
Aldergrove seems to be ignored by Langley. There is a homeless community
and theft community and both seem to be violent as well. This town IS part of
LAngley and needs help.
Police have good responses to incidents.
Community policing offices
None
Not sure. Would like more communication on what is being done.
Police members are great that I’ve interacted with
None too many low life thieves
Overall you can feel safe walking in certain parts of TOL. Some areas are better
lit and have more of a police presence.
Outreach
Well trained first responders
Education programs in community and schools
none
We moved to 207 street, thought it's safe and kids friendly. But turns out they
broken in our car and mail box twice. Not happy not allowed been free of crimes.
Police presence
I am starting to see police presence and general areas being cleaned up.
None
Not sure
Block watch
I'm actually not sure but certainly more can be done to create a safer
community or buzz to the residents to help facilitiate a safer community.
Not sure.
Not sure. Our police services are struggling to keep up to the increase in
crime/shootings/homeless.
Social media usage to involve the public with identifying problem individuals.
RCMP are doing there best to protect all areas of the Township, but also devote
a lot of their time and resources to the city.
The use of speed bumps would be helpful to slow traffic down. I see more speed
bumps in Langley City and would advise them to be used more in Murrayville.
Happy with the response of the police services. Top notch volunteer fire
department. Do NOT give in to the unions and extend full time services.
Unnecessarily expensive
We have active and engaged community policing programs, and a visible RCMP
presence in most cases, as well as other law enforcement and/or emergency
personnel. Social media has brought together active and engaged
neighbourhood groups who share information and concerns.
TOL has done a good job in most neighnourhoods, with regrards to streetlights,
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and other visibility supports, crosswalks, traffic lights, bus stops, locations, etc.
People are more aware, and take more precautions around their own safety.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Online social media networks show neighbors looking out for one another
Langley is generally a safe place to live
There is a police force.
Policing and Block Watch are great.
In general I feel safe walking around our neighbourhoods.
We have an incredible fire and police department.
Most all aspect are good.
Data collection
Police station local to us
Frankly I don't know what's working now
Police have a quick response time
Homeless centers are a start but crime in areas skyrocket and garbage in the
areas is disgusting.
Police presence
Crime is generally low
Police presence is very visible and access is good.
Overall Langley continues to be a safe place.
Seems to be an adequate amount of police presence.
Overall Langley has been a very safe place to live
Some areas, such as walnut Grove still have relatively low crime rates
Educating our children
In the Aldergrove area, not to many.

What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•

•
•
•
•

•

There is still too much crime in parts of Langley!!! There are not enough police to
enforce laws, and there are too many homeless/squatters in parts of Langley
who are the source of the crime problem. Help those folks and the crime rate will
go down.
Rarely see RCMP patrols in the community. Urgent need for traffic enforcement
around Walnut Grove. Too many big trucks around the schools.
Community policing. Over the years the level of safety has fallen greatly in
Walnut Grove.
More crime prevention and patrol officers or even TOL bylaw officers is needed.
It is also connected to lack of affordable housing.
Continuing to cover more ares with staff fire protection, less reliance on
volunteers. More communities need community policing with policing more
visible.
Stopping the crimes - gang-related murders seem to be a regular occurrence.
Solving the crimes - sexual-assault in Aldergrove not solved.
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•
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Get rid of all the homeless tents and shelters and shopping carts that plague our
town around Twin Rinks. It's a disgrace.
Way too much theft, property crime, vandalism and vagrancy
Police should ticket speeders in school zones!
Police should do more patrols as to help prevent property crime
Home safety and vehicle safety
community policing
Less crime.....related to homelessness and mental health
Stop being so helpful to homeless and drug abusers, if no services they will go
somewhere else. They are coming from all over, help people that originate in
Langley not people coming from somewhere else.
So much petty theft, car break-ins, b&e. It’s not safe, and it’s not a good feeling to
know so many criminals are just walking around looking for an opportunity to rip
you off. We need more police presence and effort to stop the petty crimes. It
seems like this is just becoming the norm, that people are just learning to live with
it, which isn’t great for our community reputation. No one seems to care that this
happens so much, people just nod their heads and say “yup, not surprised” and
no one responds.
Greater police presence in community and neighbourhoods. Evicting campers in
community areas.
Getting rid of homeless population. Doing more night time patrolls in resadential
areas to help stop theft. Derby hills is having big issues with people braking into
vehicles at all hours.
More community police presence
Langley is becoming the new Surrey for homeless people. Since Gateway opened
the homeless population has exploded in langley and this is affecting personal
safety, addiction, police resources, community hospital, basically everything.
If Langley does not stop with accommodating the homeless our neighbourhoods
will crumble like SURREY.
More resources.
Get rid of the junkies! We are done with being robbed!
Homeless shelter... deal with the community of thieves
Way too many shooting and vandalism.
Greater crack down on violent crime. I live in Willoughby area and within a few
months there were 2 deaths by shootings. One was 7 houses away from me. It
was late 2017 and early 2018.
Also regarding community safety, street parking is a major issue in the
Willoughby area. It's not the fact that there is street parking it's the fact that
people park right up to intersections. There is no proper space between the
intersecting street and the parking cars. It makes it very unsafe to pull out onto
the main street from smaller feeder streets. Because the vehicles park right up to
the corners it means that I have to inch my car far into the actual roadway to
have any chance of seeing whether cars are coming from either side.
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•
•

•

•

Parks safety, clean up people camping and disrespecting public paths and parks.
All of it. Policing is inadequate. Public areas of Langley are unsafe.
Do not have a no barrier shelter in the middle of our community! Why do drug
addicts have more rights than children/ families that live here ? Ludicrous! Have
a drug and alcohol free shelter. People that are living in their cars! Don’t do this to
us and start the downtown eastside in Langley.
The pan handlers at the intersections on 64 and Willowbrook Drive. Shoplifting is
a big problem at the Mall. Give them housing. Give them health care (dental,
nutritional, mental and physical). Give them something to do each day to make
them feel like they belong.
Need more police on the roads
Hire more authorities to deal with drugs and crime
Too much theft from hard working people. More patrols? Better lighting?
More police officers
Too many homeless, too much drugs, and too many unsupported mentally ill
people on the streets.
Investigation of crimes and prevention. Also bylaw things like vandalism, littering,
not wearing a helmet and riding a bike unsafely, etc. Particularly near Gateway
of Hope.
the anounts of theft and burglary on rural farm properties is unbearable, we
cannot leave the property unattended or the thieves are in. Property owners
need more protections and more rights to defend themselves against intruders.
The criminals need to be locked away. Right now they are running around
stealing again and again because nothing happens to them.
Increase police stations. Educate people how to deal with crimes in better way
than chasing people while they breaking down in our complex.
more Police presense, break-in’s into cars & property at night is increasing - more
nightine patrols through area’s more frequently to deter people wandering our
neighbourhoods at night would help. Deter this behaviour rather than dealing
with it after the fact
Just give up on resources going toward junkies. I'm done with them. Im taxed to
death to fix the problem. If i get taxed much more my family will be in the poverty
zone living on the street with them. My family works hard for our money to have
it spent in that manner and not toward seniors living, or people needing food or
housing or help that are actually trying is just inacusible. Most steal anything not
nailed down and make parks unsafe for children to play in leaving there habit for
everyone to clean up. It's not a policing problem they can only do what they can
do with what they have.
All aspects. Getting worse everyday
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Very concerned about the homelessness issue. If you are opening a supported
housing building then make sure you are investing first in those who are the most
likely to succeed or it's a total waste of time. I don't want to see that building
deemed as "free housing" for every homeless person across Canada to come
for. The police should be stricter on arresting and charging people for using
drugs in open public. If I were to open a bottle of wine in a public park they
would surely charge me! Word has to get out that Langley has "tough police that
don't turn a blind eye". There are no consequences or hassles for them. They
are moving from Langley City to the Township and crime is rising in the Township
because of it.
More Mounties patrolling at midnight to avoid auto theft
There's been a lot of gang incidents, as well as other safety issues and concerns
for residents... and I know there's not much we can do to minimize this but
perhaps there are support programs that can be offered to provide education or
awareness to families who are concerned. It would be nice for example if free
programs that create CPTED philosophy could be offered to families to attend so
they can be made aware of simple things they can do around the exterior of their
house and other strategies they can implement to create more eyes on the street
Too much crime at my door stop. Too many car being blown up on our street at
night and it is very terrifying.
I find drug baggies at my children’s school every week, our cars and licence
plates are stolen frequently in our driveways, and people speed through our
residential neighbourhood daily putting our children’s lives in danger. Just 2
weeks ago my son was hit by a car. He is ok and didn’t have any injuries but his
bike was destroyed. It could have been worse. It was due to a careless and
distracted driver.
More officers
Keeping up with the growing homeless community and all the issues that are
created by it.
Need more RCMP staff. Need better BC ambulance coverage.
More thought towards infrastructure as the population growths and housing
developments make everything denser.
Community engagement, SUPERVISED injection sites, less densification. (No more
extension of condo/townhouse development in Murrayville,
Brookswood/Fernridge. Etc)
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Again many of the issues with respect to safety are exacerbated by the
challenges around housing and living conditions, and/or community
connectedness.
Growing populations mean increased traffic in all neighbourhoods - and not all
the traffic is from the area. It feels as though theft has increased particularly in
relation to break-ins at homes and in vehicles. Violent crime has increased, and
in more public areas...I think public awareness campaigns are important, and
providing actions or suggestions that Joe and Jane public can take, as well as
local businesses, etc.
While neighbourhood groups have lots of positive things about them, and there's
a genuine interest in helping each other - they are not always sharing correct
information. I'm not sure if there's away to provide information and/or support
or bulletins to these groups so that they have information from legitimate
sources when appropriate.
Homeless and crime
As a female, I no longer feel safe stepping out of my house at night.
Too much crime not enough done about it
Crime
Break ins are increasing. Drug use is increasing in public areas and don't feel safe
walking around the town, day or night.
More visual appearance of police officers. Population growth and with the
township spread out, emergency services need to be increased.
In the rural areas of Otter there are so many grow ops, gang activities and
targeted shootings.
Get rid of the crack heads that are robbing us blind
There should be more of a police force. How about a Community Police office
*in* the community, and not at TOL where you already have some security. How
about Police being available right here? There is an increase in crime in the area
as we increase marginalization of the homeless, but there seems to be little done
to combat it. When we call about Block Watch we're told we don't qualify.
We need more neighbourhood patrols or something to stop the horrible epidemic
of car break ins and theft of yard items or deliveries to homes. The homeless
community needs to be monitored better and they need help to get off the
streets. Help with substance abuse problems.
Since moving to Langley in the past few years, I have rarely seen police cars on
the roads. Not sure where they're all hiding, but a much larger presence is
essential. Panhandlers at intersections, and 'permanent' vagrants are present all
around, and this needs to be dealt with. After all, it is ILLEGAL.
Speed calming approaches in school zones and school zones change to play
zones due to the amount of summer school sessions that are transpiring to
control traffic speed
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There seems to be an uptick in burglaries, car thefts, and shootings/car fires in
Willoughby where I live, although on the surface it seems like a very safe area.
Property crime and vagrancy are out of control. Especially in Brookswood.
Traffic issues eg. (old yale & 224 is a 4 way and very few come to a complete
stop. Most glide through)
More police visibility (driving around especially at night)
Getting community involved and having them care more.... I’d connect this with
children and youth/ giving people a desire to belong to and care for their
community. They need to feel like there is something in it for them. We can’t
necessarily change an attitude of entitlement or shamelessness around actions,
but can we connect these groups of people with a system where they feel
validated?
Same as above. Way too much theft. Vagrants and homeless. Drug needles on
streets etc
?
I'm not sure how to improve, but way too much theft, vandalism, petty crimes.
Homeless are destroying Langley with little to no punishment. Streets are alive at
3 am with pettty crime costing Langley residents a large amount of money.
I’ve lost count of the times where I am crossing (at a crosswalk) and have nearly
been hit by a car/bus!! I am walking with a stroller and two children too! Drivers
need to be re educated!
Theft & car break ins are crazy! More patrols? Perhaps community patrols. Lots
of homeless in areas that make residents feel unsafe sometimes.
More severe charges on criminals of theft, gangs wars
Transit officers and/or police precense needed at bus stations
Petty neighbourhood crime seems to be going up.
We’ve experienced high levels of petty crime/theft from cars/vandalism in our
time living in Langley. Increased night policing may improve this.
The amount of homeless and their behaviours are unacceptable. Placing a
homeless building right on the bypass was ridiculous. I find it offensive.
Rising crime rates and many traffic accidents are a growing concern. Widening
roadways to ease traffic congestion would be of great asset. Also perhaps have
a Langley police force?
Better police presence in high crime areas. Better enforcement of crimes that
affect neighbourhoods
Homeless issue growing
increase capabilities for police, fire and ambulance, enhached training programs
for all
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We need more resources to deal with homelessness. We seem to have a high
number of homeless that for one reason or another have nothing more to do
than roam the streets at night, and sometimes through the day, looking for items
they feel they have a right to "pick up". Our RCMP officers out here do what they
can but they need more help themselves. I'm not saying all homeless are like this
and realize they need support also but Aldergrove seems to be a gathering and
dumping spot for them.

Diversity and Inclusion

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

None.
I don't have a whole lot to say here. There is a clear rich & poor gap with a
significant degree of racism in the community. I believe that this contributes to a
lack of action on the housing crisis.
Not sure
We are working on it but both Langleys are behind the times on Diversity and
Inclusion when it comes to a variety of issues.
The different demographics have allowed a variety of business types, specially
in the food sector. I am happy to see businesses popping up all around as this
talks about the economic opportunities and the potential that Langley has. I
have no experience as a business owner per say, however, I am assuming the
Township has allocated resources to allow and facilitate the business growth.
The Hub
See below.
I think many are aware of our highly European / Caucasian Communities.
Awareness is a big deal. A few years ago I attended a Diwali celebration at the
Muriel Aranason library branch—it was wonderful to see all the people involved.
More of this would be great. And I’m glad to see that accessibility is in the plans
for the new water park in Aldergrove. More of this thinking in parks and rec
would be great too.
Some laudable programs mostly out of community centres, libraries and schools
and Kwantlen U.
Rainbow crosswalk in Fort Langley.
Historical areas of fort langley ie museum, fort,etc

What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•

People need to be talking more about sexualitys and religions. And we need
more pride parades in langley.
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There is no movement on creating affordable living for those who are
economically vulnerable. Even those with employment can not afford to live
here, let alone those who are street entrenched. There is still a ignorant fear of
street entrenched youth and those who are engaged in substance misuse. TOL
has a great deal of apathy for anyone who is not in the realm of middle-class,
white and/or Christian. Diversity training does not seem to do much for
increasing empathy. So the housing crisis will continue until TOL uses the new
freedom to choose how to use space to add to rental and affordable housing
rather than more condo development for investors. That strategy clearly shows
devaluation of diverse populations. Fear of Nimbyism is not a good way to
strategize for inclusion.
Cultural days. Community park day events.
The demographics of the Langley population are growing. As this happens, I
have noticed some impolite behaviour and separation between the different
cultures and backgrounds. There is a lot of education that has to be done from
both sides: people that have lived in Langley for a long time and were used to
more space and a more peaceful life, but also new people coming to Langley
have to adapt and respect civic rules.
Increased accessible services in education
Need programs for special needs kids. Surrey has for a long time. Langley only
has what canucks autism network does. What about all special needs kids? And
adults. Extremely disappointing
We need more visibility for refugees, LGBTQ2 individuals and people of varying
visibilities. Efforts should be made to see more representation in township
leadership.
I think disability inclusion is huge. This isn’t just for physical accessibility but for
other aspects of social Sustainability (people with disabilities having opportunity
for meaning / purpose / usefulness to the community). I think we should think
about removing as many barriers are possible for persons with disabilities
(significant visual/hearing disabilities as well as neurological/cognitive disabilities
along with physical mobility issues). I’d like to see a streamlined system for
persons with disabilities to access meaningful participation in daily life and
contribution to success of the community (volunteer work throughout Langley,
connecting businesses and local institutions with people who want to contribute
but may have significant barriers due to disability.
The contrast between Langley city and the wider Township is stark. The city is a
true and growing mixture of income levels, ethnicity and is quite inclusive. Areas
of the Township, eg Fort Langley, are like "two solitudes"
So much racism and homophobia still exist, and I am not sure if we will ever live in
a community where it doesn't exist, however visual representations in Township
publications and website will help support inclusion and acceptance of diversity.
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Listen to the MAJORITY not the small interest groups ie the less than 15 people
who wanted a rainbow sidewalk for the LGBTQ people in Fort Langley. If you
want to be "inclusive " then where is the sidewalk that honours heterosexual
families or first nations. That rainbow sidewalk has no connection to the people
or the history of this area. It was also admitted by the group that it was to
honour the people in florida's gay bar shooting again nothing to do with the
community in fort langley

Fire Safety and Emergency Preparedness

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The staffing of four, full-time firehalls and catching up to surrounding
Municipalities
Full time staff is a good start
Unfortunately not much positive to say at the moment other than out dated and
dangerous radio system finally replace with much more advanced digital
system.
The areas that are covered by Full-Time Professional Career Firefighters are
working well. Response times in the Paid-on-call Halls are not meeting any
North American Standards. Murrayville Hall 6 Fire station has to respond to
Brookswood/ Walnut Grove Hall 8 has to respond to Fort Langley. We should
have Full time staff at Halls 5 & 2 to serve those communities better - they pay
high property tax and should have the same service
The career staff are quick to help at emergencies. Having career staff has made
response times better for all who need the help.
The frontline fire department personnel. They are easily approachable at public
events. They are always friendly and knowledgeable.
Areas served by career staff are well protected.
Not sure if it is working, every year there are concerns about the frescht and
nothing seems to come of it until it’s too late.
Dedication of the firefighters trying to provide a good level of service to the
community.
Working hard to meet the demands of the growing community
Staffing and maintaining career firehalls and training appropriately
Addition of guaranteed response from staffed stations
More staffing in fire halls so trucks arrive(most of the time) with adequate
manpower to deal with situations.
None
The manned fire halls have improved safety with quicker response times.
Getting Accreditation and accountability for our Chiefs.
People and Counsel need to know what they are doing.
Well trained firefighters that respond quickly
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Great response time
Lots of emergency veichles
Continuous hiring of career first responder staff, as well as vehicle upgrades and
regular maintenance.
Community is engaged and respectful of these resources
fire safety seems to work good
Hmmm

What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

The lack of service that communities like Brookwood and Fort Langley get. Why
should we get a delayed response from Walnut Grove/Murrayville when we pay
the same taxes. Also very concerning that volunteers drive these large
emergency vehicles through our communities "light and sirens" with minimal
training and even less experience. We have career staff presumably responding,
why increase the risk of having auxiliary staff respond in this way
Continued growth as the community grows. Staff more halls and ensure the
appropriate amount of staff is on duty. In my reasearch staff of 3 fire fighters on
a fire truck is not sufficient. I’ve been told our fire dept. is not equipped with the
training to deal with high angle rescue or and emergencies dealing with water.
We have high rises coming and a large river in our municipality.
We also need more paramedics to respond to calls in Langley. I’ve been told they
are constantly being pulled in to other municipalities.
In need of critical intervention. Services provided by fire department are far
below other staffed departments. Non-existent emergency preparedness plan.
Management failure on every level. All time low morale of employees. No
diversity and failure to plan and provide working conditions for diversified
workforce. Paid call no response is common but numbers hidden in stats by
management.
Have tougher and accountable succession planning( 60 yrs age retirements) in
the upper management of the Fire Department. Instead of exempt staff
extending their careers past 60 ys old there should be an assessment of their
viability and what they plan to accomplish. Fully pensionable staff should move
on and or retire to create a paradigm of modern forward thinkers that are in
tune with the communities growth/new training demands / demands placed on
Firefighters
There could be more staffed firehalls so the people of the areas such as
Brookswood and Fort Langley get the same service as the full time staffed areas
since they pay the same tax for less coverage.
Communication within the fire department. Seems to be a lack of clear direction
from the top.
Areas served by volunteer staff are under-protected.
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Areas like Fort Langley and Brookswood deserve to have a full time career fire
crew available. They pay the most in taxes and have the least qualified volunteer
members responding to those emergencies.
Communication is the key in any of the issues you have listed , needs work
Management team and staffing levels.
Less emphasis and reliance on the volunteer firefighters. Spend the money to
ensure ALL communities in the township get equal and reliable service and
coverage.
Greater preparedness for growing community and challenges of new buildings
high rise potential etc. Larger amount of emergency /earthquake preparedness .
Higher medical training
Additional members and full time staff at Brookswood location.
Increase number of staffed station such as fort Langley and brookswood
Not all citizens of the Township are getting the same service. Residents in South
Langley(namely Brookswood) are depending on the ability and availability of fire
halls in either Murrayville, Aldergrove or as far away as Willoughby to respond to
emergencies in their area which I find unacceptable. Also, our firefighters are not
trained to properly deal with issues like rail accidents, water rescues or high or
low angle rescues. That are dependant on neighbouring communities for those
services.
Understaffed department with poor senior management decision making
More fire halls should be manned as there is still a huge gap in response time
with backup during a major emergency.
All of it, we can always improve!
Langley hospital! Medical doctors are needed here for clinics as our
neighbourhoods explode..offices for clinics closed early as limits maxed always
Staff Brookswood Fire Hall. I always see fire engines from Murrayville and
Willoughby beating Brookswood to calls! This is not acceptable to my families
safety
We should be able to have back yard fires at certain times a year. Cooking is the
number 1 cause of house fires and we dont ban people from doing that. I
understand when there is fire bans in an are but it's odd to ban fire pits
completely. Dont make everyone pay for the irresponsibility of few.
More preparation and public awareness
Get control of the drug problem and more policing of the community
More accessible training for fire staff, making sure they are prepared for real life
scenarios.
A new fire hall for South Langley including Brookswood, allowing better response
time and not pulling emergency services from other highly populated areas.
A few smaller emergency vehicles to attend to medical emergencies, so the fire
department is not driving around large fire trucks to calls downloaded to them
by the BCAS.
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Response times slow due to lack of resources (paramedics). Underpaid for the
value of their service
The management team is still thinking 20 years ago. The chiefs over 60 need to
retire, let's move forward and be one of the best around again! They smoke &
mirror the departments ability to mayor, council & citizens of the community,
however lack of updated training & certifications for members to perform jobs
they are not trained for. IE: Rope rescue, confined space, water rescue there is
am industry standard in training, referred to as NFPA. We do not have any
members officially trained to, some members have taken training they have
personally paid for outside the department. However not allowed to utilize those
skills on scene because the department had Operational Guidelines that prohibit
it. These are aspects of the job that are required, and have been needed on
incidents for citizens of Langley. I won't even go into the department transitioning
to an EMR to provide better patient care before BCAA arrives. I won't go into
taking career staffed trucks out of service because management wants
inspection # completed each month. The lack of attendance by Paid call, yet
continued expense of apparatus that are not meeting a growing communities
requirements. Ordering outdated apparatus, that are getting bigger in tighter
neighbourhoods. Thanks!
quality of hospitals and quality of doctors especially
ER and general wait times
wait times for important screens and tests
availability of modern technology
Earthquake preparedness
Faster response more patrols more funding for LMH...which is a disgrace
I think more money should be put into the ambulance service and less into fire. I
don't think it is necessary to have fire trucks as first responders for medical
emergencies.

Getting Around

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
•
•
•

•

We are getting increased transit but still it takes forever to get around on transit
if you leave the main core areas.
Roads for vehicles are currently fine.
As I drive my car everywhere, I am able to get around easily, other than the
extremely poor roadways and highway section (Hwy.1 Langley section).
Public Transit systems are poor and need immediate expansion.
The township has begun constructing multi-use paths/separated bike lanes in
the new Willoughby development south of Highway 1.
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Some of the bike routes that actually connect parts of Langley. Fort to Fort Trail
that technically allows you to travel safely by bike along North Langley corridor.
96th avenue is OK for cycling but is 88th where all the shopping and services
are.
The trail network (once fully built out) should benefit the overall pedestrian
experience and create a more walkable environment. A trail system constructed
adjacent to a fish-bearing watercourse is a good use of a RAR setback area as
useable public space, as well as providing educational opportunities for the
general public.
Roads and streets are being expanded trying to keep up with the traffic demand
according to the growth of the population. It is very evident that infrastructure is
being considered as the population grows. Team work between the developers
and the Township is noticeable.
200th is not perfect but isn’t horrible.
- greenways are incorporated into some communities (i.e. Walnut Grove and
Yorkson)
- the rail overpasses improve the connections between each side of the railways
Not much actually.
Getting around is easy in the city. Transit is in the area, stores are easy to get to
without a car, there are safe sidewalks next to roads.
Not too much transportation seems to be working. We currently have a transit
system that is a total joke, main thoroughfares are clogged with bumper to
bumper traffic all day, pedestrians are forced to walk on streets in many areas
due to lack of sidewalks, etc.
Honestly, not much of the township is accessible and the only recent
improvement is the bus on 208th street. Even still, I would say that only applies
to very few of the population.
some neighborhoods have walking trails
New community shuttles are good
216 is not yet a truck route so people are safer and noise is lower.
The community shuttle has fewer delays now.
Some improvements to bus service
Some new bus routes but some areas are still not covered
none
Improvement to roads and Hwy 1 access
The express bus from Carvolth to the skytrain
Basic transit infrastructure is in place.
Need transit. Roads and intersections are terrible. Highway one to hope should
be 4 lanes.... Number one priority
Not much.
Not sure.
Multiple highways
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diversity and inclusion- opportunities are there if you know how to obtain the
services.
Starting to expand roads to make room for more residents
Carvolth interchange and the 555 bus big help.
Nothing
there is bus service available
The overpass at 204.
Some parts of 200th Street are easy to use.
lots of parks are close to homes.
Langley is fairly driveable
There are some great walking trails- e.g. highpoint, south Langley Trail, Fort to
Fort Trail, many trails in rural areas. There are bike paths, but they dead-end
and leave cyclists vulnerable to traffic.
I'm not sure.
Bike paths
Carvoth Exchange
Some recent transportation developments have helped. More buses, good
access to Skytrain.....555 express bus is a miracle! Fabulous for students, some
lucky commuters and seniors. Carvolth park and ride excellent. Handi-dart
seems to be pretty good.
bob long initiative for sidewalk at fraser & 264th
The overpasses have been good
Some road development
You need to drive to get around Langley.
Nothing
Building new over passes
It’s not. Years behind I’m trandit and bike lanes and non existence rapid transit.
Much better access to transit than in the late 90s for some neighbourhoods.
Overpass improvements
200th and Fraser hwy widening improvements are good
Not much working well, too many cars and not large enough roads.
Great job with walking paths and bus routes.
Infastructure coming online after a large development is fully occupied
Newer communities plan for getting around by walking, cycling, etc.
I don’t believe it does work
Upgraded and new overpasses.
Bike lanes
Overpass at muford cres.
Not much
I can’t think of many.
Improvement in bike lanes.
Walnut Grove has quite a few walking/biking paths.
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Our roads are quite well maintained, which is extremely important considering
the damage that our recent winters have been causing to the roadways
(especially compared to Surrey). Well maintained streets lead to better flow of
traffic.
The traffic is insane & getting worse...our infrastructure (Hospital, Doctor’s,
school’s, & roads) are not capable of sustaining the population increase that
Langley is allowing.
Bus routes and pathways are being added as new communities are being built.
Nothing.
Transit from Carvolith to Vancouver.
More buses! More frequency of current routes
Small buses
rapid transit
Some addition of new roads
Not much
n/a
Rapid express bus from Carvolth was a great idea. More double decker buses.
Bus service between far reaches of langley
bike lanes are everywhere.
Biking trails are being added.
Transit service is gradually improving. For example, it is now easier and cheaper
to travel to Vancouver by transit than by car (in the daytime).
New overpass at 216th street and doubling width of 208th street overpass.
The trail system in Walnut Grove is excellent.
Bus 555 running to the skytrain
build some roads which can cope with the huge growth of homes. Bad planning
Improvements to highway 1.
The calvorth bus exchange (aside from massive increase in crime) is what was
needed to connect Langley to other cities.
Buses have improved
Limited transportation programs.
Have children commuting from Langley to Vancouver on Transit. Love the
Carvolth 555 Service and 503 to Surrey. Happy to see bus from Langley into
Industrial Park at 192 and 24th AVenue.
Road ways are well marked and maintained.
Parking zones are intelligently managed overall.
Carvolt Station has been a great addition to link Langley commenters with the
rest of the lower mainland.
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What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Bring in the LRT/Skytrain and add more transit to the access points of this. If no
one can get around what is the point of bettering the other areas, no one can get
there to use them.
Township should consider adopting a “complete streets” transportation policy
into their engineering and planning departments. In order to combat road
congestion people need viable alternatives to getting out of their cars. By
incorporating a multi-modal transportation plan into every project it would give
citizens the option to walk, bike, use transit, use car share, etc.
Connecting the Township's many separate communities and destinations with
separated bike lanes and walking paths. Paths like the Fort-to-Fort or Nikomekl
trail are awesome but inter-community separated paths are also very important
and nearly non-existent.
More routes that allow you to bike from one part of community to another,
safely. Such as Fort Langley to Walnut Grove on 88th. Or, Fort Langley to
Langley City.
The implementation of road widening, sidewalks, intersections (traffic
management) has been incredibly poor. Driving from the Downtown Core of TOL,
roads can change from Rural, Urban, Collector or Arterial Standard, all within a
few blocks. Some roads have adequate shoulders, some don't. Some have
sidewalks, some don't. There is no consistency, nor does it seem TOL has
implemented any transportation plan, or prioritize pedestrian safety. It would
seem that TOL Engineering Division is still in the mindset of prioritizing the
movement of vehicles in-and-out of the community rather than creating or
building community. Probably the most questionable aspect of a lack of
understanding is the Carvolth Transit Exchange, which is intended to reduce
traffic congestion and encourage alternative transportation, but yet could be
dangerous to get to by foot as some routes don't have adequate sidewalks,
crosswalks, traffic calming, street lighting, and the like.
The growth of the population vs. the services provided (libraries, waterparks,
pools, schools, daycare facilities, rec. centre). I feel everything is really packed
and there are waiting lists for almost every activity. Some days I don't feel like
exercising or going to the library because I know it will take a long time to find
parking. Although this is not really related to the 'Getting Around' topic, I couldn't
find a better spot for it (eg. Services, Facilities). To our family this is our biggest
concern.
Glover Road, 208th and Willowbrook area
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- expand greenways into all other communities
- increase the number of bike lanes to improve the safety of cyclists
- require residential developments, businesses, etc. to create storage spaces for
bikes, shower/change facilities, etc.
- think about pedestrian connections from one shopping centre to the next. They
are often not connected well, requiring people to take their vehicles from one
shopping centre to the next as people don't feel safe.
- the traffic congestion in Langley is terrible!! I actively avoid making trips into
Langley on the weekends. If there was better pedestrian connections between
different shopping areas perhaps I could park in one spot and walk to all of the
places I need to go.
impractical or utterly absent (for intents and purposes) public transportation.
TOL way behind the curve regarding all forms of alternative transportation
infrastructure. If you don't own a car, you cannot live here. The average wage for
today's young adults will not support the cost of housing AND a private vehicle.
Since most jobs require long commutes, this a a liveability challenge. In
Vancouver rent is high but is offset by the fact you don't need to own a car.
Housing developments are in place before roads and transportation, including
bike trails are put in. Many roads are in poor shape - potholes, needing repaving.
Bus transportation in south Langley is non-existent.
I live near 248th and 16th. My walks take me along 16th ave and down the hill on
248th. No safe sidewalks and no safe area at all when walking down the hill on
248th. I would have to walk all the way to Fraser Hwy to reach transit.
A vastly improved transit system including a new service to Gloucester from
Aldergrove. Thousands of people work in Gloucester with no transit service
available. I know of many people who have had to turn down employment in
Gloucester because they have no way of getting there. Also work something out
with B.C. Transit in Abbotsford to improve transit service between Aldergrove &
Abbotsford. The service currently provided is useless.
Better transit Fight for sky train extension
Better roads and infrastructure to accommodate a growing population. Instead
of looking at the now, or even 5 years from now, the Township should be looking
at the population growth in the next 10-30 years. We also need to consider other
ways of controlling traffic, instead of stop lights every block, perhaps consider
wide roundabouts, looking to Europe for inspiration. These routes need to be
accessible by the large trucks the fire department uses along with other potential
larger vehicles. The Township should also take into consideration the fact that
families are more than likely going to have at least two vehicles in their
households, perhaps even more if there are children driving or tenants living
there as well. There needs to be adequate street parking along neighbourhood
routes.
better connections. Bring LRT into and through the Fraser Valley
More bike (commuter) lanes
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More bus routes and more frequent service. Bring the SkyTrain to Langley!!!
Shuttle needs to be much more frequent - every 15 minutes during the day, 30
minutes in the evening/Sunday/holidays, and run later on Sundays and holidays.
Truck route and truck testing centre plans are disasters. We need to reduce noise
and traffic, not add.
Roads bottleneck everywhere. A secondary lane is created and people use it to
race ahead.
Slow down building until services and roads can catch up.
Main work areas should have bus transport access. Not all workers can afford a
car i.e. Gloucester Road Estates and Aldergrove.
Amazing the number of people moving to Willoughby and very little is done to
improve transit. It would be safe to assume that the mayor and council are on
the take and developers have free reign as to what happens there at the expense
of current citizens
No sidewalks in older areas such as Brookswood therefore making it up unsafe
to walk in many areas due to increased vehicular traffic.
We need rapid transit....sky train MUSTcome out our way!
All of it. Not enough buses, not enough bike racks on the buses, takes more than
2 hours to get from my house to Vancouver by transit.
Better network of cycling and walking paths to allow for non-motorized
movement around community.
Transit- most vehicles are single occupancy Bc there is noooo transit!
Transit - most of the township poorly served. It is often faster to walk.
Roadways - poor priority planning. “C to C skyway” - why? Practically unused
when it first opened, doesn’t join places that needed joining - lets spend a bunch
of millions connecting one side street to another and completely avoiding /
making it inaccessible from major routes. Similarly the 64 Ave / Glover Road
swoop and twist. An excuse to avoid a railway track that is off limits for ?30
minutes in a 24 hour period - but that puts you onto roads that have to cross that
track anyway. Meanwhile, I am now avoiding Willowbrook area because the
congestion is bad everyday, most of the day. 208 Street north of Costco is also a
no go zone. Development never should have been allowed until after that was 4
lanes. A connection from Hwy 1 to 216 Street is being forced on unwilling
neighbours.
The amount of people that have moved to Langley in the past 10 years is
astronomical, the roads have not kept up to the growing demand. Langley has
lost the small town feel
Public transit, traffic
Walkability and transit
Traffic congestion is bad. Transit takes too long to get places. Rapid transit
options needed.
Better transit to Surrey
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Opportunities for people with disabilities are there, However it does become
difficult to get to places when things are needed. Example shopping, getting help
on and off the bus, going to the doctors, and going out on daily basics.
Sidewalks! One can’t walk to Carvolth. Or to Willoughby Center. Finish these
major and minor infrastructure projects so people can get around easily and
safely.
More and better roads for cars
Langley roads are so busy; the township must focus on expanding the roads.
Much of 208 St is single lane traffic in each direction and it is constantly backed
up. This road must be widened to two lanes in each way as the area is growing
with so much development and the roads can no longer handle the number of
cars that are using them.
Willoughby roads are a mess, overcrowded and congested. 208th Street needs to
be aligned. I live in Walnut Grove but choose to shop in Maple Ridge because I
don't like going into Willoughby.
Roads need a lot of work. 208th is a gong show. Needs better planning for less
dead ends.
bus service in willoughby is sparse. wait time between service is too long. vehicle
traffic on major routes (200th and 208th) is overly congested. many roads don't
have sidewalks.
208 is a mess. Infrastructure needs to be planned when development is planned
not after.
There are no sidewalks. Cars park right in the street. Cars park right up to the
stop sign - as in because there are no sidewalks they park wherever they want.
Parking has not been well thought out. An area with limited transit should have
better streets. The cars go well over the speed limit, the construction going on
doesn't have proper traffic control. Walkability is non-existent. There are few
East-West streets - in fact to traverse the area, one has to go north first. This has
been poorly implemented and there seems to be no rhyme or reason as to how
this has been put in. There is so much inconsistency in what is being done right
up to width of sidewalk.
More bike lanes. Biking in Langley is dangerous due to the limited number of bike
lanes
There are no sidewalks anywhere and they randomly end without warning. I live
only 17 blocks away from the Early Learning Centre but when I tried to walk there
with my baby there was no route with sidewalks all the way. I ended up cutting
my losses and calling a cab. There aren't enough buses either and with no
SkyTrain there's no good way to get to work.
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What bus system? I live in South Langley. My son went to the IB program at
Mountain. He could not take a bus there- there was no school bus, there was no
public bus. So I drove him every day straight down 200th- why is there no bus
that traverses the Township north-south all the way?? The Willoughby
commercial area is dangerous for pedestrians-- further commercial
development needs to take walking into account. There is a general lack of bus
service running regularly in the Township. There is poor ridership because the
buses run infrequently and inconveniently. This makes people in (especially
South Langley) be forced to drive most places. If I want to take transit into
Vancouver, I have to drive to White Rock and catch a bus there. There is no bus
from South Langley to White Rock.
There could be a pedestrian bridge that connects lower Murrayville to access the
Langley Memorial Hospital without having to walk all the way to 222 St to cross
Fraser Hwy.
Cost of transportation - fuel
Access to transit
Everything. Better infrastructure, more transit options, actually enforcing traffic
laws, limit semi-trucks.
By enlarge commuter traffic is a nightmare. Housing crisis and affordability
have and are going to continue to force more and more folk onto the already
crowded freeway. The massive increase in density in the
Willoughby/Yorkson/Williams area is only going to increase traffic. All the
residents are not going to be walking,or taking transit or riding their bikes to
work. They will be driving their kids to school, driving to shopping (not filling their
recyclable bags and walking home) or carrying massive purchases from Costco
home in their backpacks.
upgrading sidewalks and walk accessability in malls
We need to finish the overpass on Glover
Finish 208 street
Once development is underway roadways can be improved
There is not effective/efficient time use, it takes forever to get anywhere other
than by car.
improve bussing
There is a need for better public transit. You will never build enough roads.
Fixing roads. 208th from 64th to 96th is shit. No road should bottle neck so many
times (4 lanes to 2 lanes back to 4 back to 4)
More dedicated bike routes, more frequent and direct bus routes within our city
and expand Dion of light rail to Fraser valley.
Access to industrial parks and other employers by transit for employees who do
not drive. Better access to transit in rural areas.
Major noth south routes 232, 208
Most TOL roads are not keeping up to population growth. This need to be
addressed at planing stage not after thousands of people move into an area.
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Improve access on and off Highway #1 ie small highway entrances only nearer
the communities. 248th, 208th have freeway access only instead of bottle
necking at 200th
Improve bike/walking paths by having them separate from the road ways
Continue widening Fraser HWY - every weekday it bottlenecks from 232 to 264th
it is bomb\per to bumper in the heart of langley. It shouldn't take 45mins to drive
from the langley airport to 264th street either to access the border or highway #1
Could use some road widening in areas without waiting for developers to do it as
they build. ie 208th
Well, it is very crowded in the Township now. Too many people - all needing a
place a live (if you build it they will come). So property developers are building,
building, and building and people are moving here. Roads are congested (have
you been around 56th and 264th lately, how about 200th, 208th, 248th and
Fraser Hwy, or just Fraser Hwy in general?), many places are not served by
transit (and realistically some places will not get transit service - so please quit
with the ideas to punish people that must use private vehicles to get around).
Maybe developers can put up their portion for infrastructure at the beginning of
the projects jnstead of the end. Maybe this would help make the process more
efficient
Update older communities to be more walkable/pedestrian friendly. Provide
better ways for pedestrians to cross busy intersections, pedestrian overpasses.
Have plenty of walking trails in communities.
So many roads are in poor repair (old Yale road from Fraser hwy to 5 corners).
232 from 40th to 16th
River road....
Need better bike lanes (properly maintained and cleaned)
Improve the system , we all support TransLink through taxation but do not
receive any of the benefits
Better design for a more walkable/ bikeable communities
Transit isn’t great in Langley. There aren’t enough bus times. Especially in the out
skirts of Langley like Murrayville.
There are some roads that lack sidewalks such as 216.
Better planning and more proactive road planning and construction. Absolutely
ridiculous how we jam 10's of thousands of people into growing communities and
build the roads and other infrastructure to support the population after the fact.
Constantly playing catch-up; this should not happen.
Not enough crosswalks. Roads should be paved and widened before
communities are almost completely developed (ex) 208th). Collect DCCs to do
this.
Bus service too sporadic and slow. Makes no sense to take public transit.
Transit! We need more bus service in Langley.
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Better transit options. With the potential for road usage fees being introduced, I
feel that it will negatively impact neighbourhood traffic in areas that should be
calm/calmed, especially considering that public transit is not a viable option for
many people. In my own case, I work less than 15km from home, and it would
take me roughly 90 minutes and three buses EACH DIRECTION to commute to
and from work. That would essentially extend my work days to 12 hour days.
Slow down the developers & start working on quality of life here...it’s suffering
more & more every year
Complete/improve pathways on 208 Street. Parts of 72 Ave are also not
walkable.
High density housing is going in before roadways are being improved/expanded.
Bus system within Langley sparse fort Langley not serviced well. Transit out of
Langley for working commute still needs improvements
We need more roads to accomdate the amount of development taking place.
Too many bike lanes. Transit is non existent where we live.
Infrastructure needs to be completed in anticipation of development. A plan for
walking and bicycle paths needs to developed in advance of development to link
neighbourhoods and communities
B line buses
Change traffic flow patterns based on roadway use, increase road allowance size
in density plans to allow for easier access
Fraser Hwy from 232 to Abby is a joke.
Great planning on the road system infront of the new pool......
We need to stop thinking of everything in terms of dollars. 216th truck route for
example...putting a truck route in to get MRN funding makes zero sense. Up
developer fees until they can pay for proper road network. Bike routes need to
be all off-street going forward. On-street bike routes are too dangerous. More
pedestrian walk-ways and trails.
Buses do not connect well. Long waits at Carvolth getting off express bus. Bus
and Carvolth completely shut down during bad weather. Who forgot to snow
shovel Carvolth?
Transportation for seniors to their much needed programs
busses take so long to go anywhere I've stopped using them. But of course you
need users to increase busses.... I understand. Plus gas prices are horrible.
More and better bike trails especially ones not on heavily used roads.
Need to plan bicycle and walking capability into all building development, and
connecting between developments.
Most of the Township is not amenable to safe cycling or walking, which adversely
affects the health of those who live or work in the Township. For example,
walking/cycling around Willowbrook Mall and to the surrounding areas is unsafe
and difficult, thus encouraging excessive and often unnecessary auto use. As
Willoughby has been developed, walking and cycling have become increasingly
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dangerous and difficult. Short pathways are not sufficient as a means of
transportation.
Better traffic light synchronization on 200th street and other main roads. Quicker
improvements on widening of main traffic routes and more frequent rapid transit
with additional new routes needing to be added
Shuttle services for seniors living in the outlying areas of Langley Township
where transit is scarce.
The development of main roads and subdivision roads should be done prior to
development. The piece meal way in which Willoughby is being developed is
dreadful and should never be repeated. There is no good reason why residents
of that area and Walnut Grove should have to endure years of terrible roads and
delays.
More frequent bus on the high density area, like bus 595 on 208 street serving
Willoughby neighbourhood. Wider 208 st asap instead of waiting the developer
While improvements to high 1 are a positive change, they don't extend far
enough into the Fraser Valley so there will still be significant traffic delays. The
Fraser Valley needs transit (or mass transit options) to allow people to get out of
their cars and to quickly and easily connect with transit hubs such as skytrain.
There needs to be a commitment to some form of transportation, such a light
rail, commuter train from the eastern Fraser Valley into Langley or beyond.
Widening highways will reduce congestion, but we need to get people out of their
cars. Municipalities can work with provincial and federal governments to
encourage business to implement working from, telecommuting when possible.
Skytrain should extend into Langley.
We need councilors who encourage growth and development that will bring
more people and thusly, more businesses to Langley.
We need a skytrain or light rail system ASAP to connect our citizens to
vancouver.
Stop building when there is no inferstructure to support people and transport
Stop bringing trucks through residential neighbourhoods and past schools
Reduce car dependency with more mixed commercial and residential.
Traffic becoming very congested ie Glover Road. Parking huge issue especially
Fort Langley. Trucks in Fort Langley issue...plus speed through Fort Langley as a
by pass to freeway when #1 has a problem. Sidewalks in Fort Langley..becoming
dangerous and will be more so in future..children, seniors, disabled have to share
the road with automobiles....getting dangerous.
Being able to provide more transportation options. Rapid transit
Better fast buses to South Surrey if you will develop Brookswood. Still need
transit out to Gloucester Industrial.
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Navigating as a pedestrian is difficult in many areas of Langley. Even in the
densely populated areas there are many places without sidewalks. Anyone with a
stroller or mobility device takes their life in their hands navigating some streets.
Public transportation is erratic at times. I have given up on using it when I need to
be somewhere as I can’t depend on the community shuttles to be on time.
Genera bus routes. Transit around Langley is terrible. I took it as I was training an
international student. She was so shocked at the lack of basic public transit.

Health and Wellness

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
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The fact that Langley is growing and there is lots of room for programs and
ideas. So the phrase Health and Wellness is at least known and information on
this topics needs to be wide spread.
There is a hospital.
Langley does have a community hospital
The amount of exercise programs offered are great.
Not.... can’t get into medical clinics and the ER is a nightmare.
Hospital, doctors, pharmacies, dentists - all services are here if you need them.
Specialists are in Surrey or Abbotsford - so not too far if you need them.
- there is a good variety of programming available at the rec centres
- there are lots of ice arenas and play fields
- overall we seem to have good medical facilities
- we have good quality drinking water
I have a doctor
TOL has many opportunities for outdoor activities and indoor recreation.
Many clinics
Great recreational centers
Many programs for people to be active
Lack of doctors cause some people to ignore their health problems to keep
numbers down...
The maternity ward at Langley Memorial is excellent.
We need more walkin clinics that don't close their doors by Noon coz they've
filled their quota.
LMH is a great hospital. The planned improvements will make it even better.
We have a great group of providers in Langley and partners who work together
to ensure health.
Some resources available.
I feel like there is many resources in the community, and they are not hard to
find.
Great outdoors sports opportunities such as disc golf, mountain bike park
improvements.
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None
Not sure. Would like more communication on what is being done.
Outdoor opportunities encourage healthy living styles. Trails and parks well
maintained and well designed for activities.
Eventually you get help
Good programs at existing community centres.
LEC is a nice facility but outgrowing it’s available parking
N/a
There is enough pharmacy but kit walking clinics.
Minimizing homelessness in public areas

What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•

•

•
•

•
•

Community Centers and churches could have an evening a week on various
Health and Wellness topics such as Dealing with Dementia, Learning to SelfRegulate, Helping you senior parents adjust to various illnesses, Depression and
the treatment plans, etc,
There is no MRI. ER wait times are atrocious- often 8 hours (I am a doctor in the
community). There are not enough beds. There is not enough OR time to keep
surgical waits reasonable. I tell my patients that if they need to go to emergency,
they should go to another community's ER- e.g. Delta, North Van, Burnaby- wait
times are listed on the ER Wait Times website by Vancouver Coastal Health and
often are in the 1/2 hour to 2 hour range at the worst. Fraser Health would be
embarrassed to publish their wait times. I also routinely refer patients out of the
community due to lack of access to specialists in a timely manner. MRI's must be
booked privately (700-1000$ usually) as anything short of an emergency will
take months to get. The hospital is inadequate for the community. To continue
to develop housing in the community without improving hospital access is a
crime.
The Brookswood Aquifer is being threatened by development over the aquifer in
the Hazelmere Valley (South Campbell Heights), risking the availability of water
volume and water quality to residents of South Langley.
Langley memorial hospital is not able to serve this rapidly expanding community
WC Blair could do with a proper gym .. I've heard comments a lot of people
complain about the size & the fact that the cardio is separate from weights.
Langley could learn from Surrey - they have excellent centres with gym/pool
exercise programs etc. They also have child minding.
Hospital.
Need more health resources
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The homeless people need to be accessed on wellness checks as I feel there are
people who have mental illnesses that need help and medicine that are not being
looked after. The population in Langley has grown with that being said the
emergency room at the hospital can’t keep up the the influx of patients. They
need a bigger emergency Center. I had to go to emergency for 14 days in a row
for medical treatment. I witnessed first hand this. Speak with the employees as
they can also tell you this.
(Maybe this should have been under Children and Youth - sorry!) Obesity in
general scares me but the number of obese children astounds me! More free or
affordable events for kids!! The process for Leisure Access Pass is too
complicated. If a social worker or a principle sees a low income kids needs
activity or exercise it should be free on their recommendation. If a doctor
prescribes exercise it should be free for sure! Timms Center is BEAUTIFUL and
the Township should try to replicate it!! A $10 pass giving kids access to services
for the year is awesome! At all free events should be some basic education on
nutrition, cooking and healthy living.
- we should consider the benefits of trees to improved mental health and adopt a
tree preservation bylaw
- we should create greenways in all neighbourhoods to encourage people to get
out of their cars and promote physical activity
- should make the new Aldergrove pool an indoor pool so it can be utilized yearround
- substance abuse appears to be an issue given the high numbers of homeless.
Perhaps we should have more substance abuse treatment centres
- we may not have enough walk-in clinics
- increasing the number of natural area parks to improve access to nature for
both physical and mental health
Immediate need for more family doctors: I have a family doctor who also is part
of a walk in clinic therefore appointments are usually at least a week away. To
make use of the walkin procedure a person has to register in the first hour of the
office opening each day.
We need more doctors and our hospital needs funding for an expansion-people
are not able to find doctors in our community.
The prices at the recreational centre in Walnut Grove are excessive- it costs more
for a month pass there then most gyms.
The purpose of community recreation is to make it affordable for all people
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Needs to be a focus on recruiting and retaining physicians to work in TOL so that
all residents can have a family doctor. In some aspects the focus on outdoor
activities seems to be biased. For example, why do canoeing and rowing clubs
get to have full use of the Fort Langley section of the Fraser River and boat
launch? They already have use of the eastern part of the inlet, why can't power
boats continue to use the boat launch? The use of that area should be fair for
everyone. Needs to be a focus on substance use treatment, if a person wants
help they should get it immediately.
Opioid epidemic!!!
There needs to be more walk in clinics with longer hours of operation.
Faster service
Long waits are life threatening especially dealing with cancer
Not enough parks
More motivation and more people participating
Less wait times to see a doctor for minor issues. We need an urgent care centre
that has good long hours. It's ridiculous trying to see a doctor for a minor
problem. Maybe hire some nurse practitioners.
The Emergency Room at Langley Memorial needs more staff and more rooms. It
doesn't feel like it accommodates our growing city.
Make Glover Clinic BIGGER
Local walk-in clinics that stay open until the late evening that don't have to follow
the ridiculous quota system. This would free up overworked staff at LMH resulting
in less waiting times at Emergency.
Better addictions treatment
If we do not pay more attention to this now, the care needs and patients will
overwhelm the system.
Outpatient wellness. Clinic access for care
More resources instead of having to leave the township just for adequate care.
Coordination of projects, initiatives, programs, etc. to better provide sustainability
The cost of membership. Annual costs would be great if they were less.
Paths and trails through new developments
More/better access to food banks; clean needle exchange; safe/monitored
injection site
Need new hospital
Help for low income and homeless citizens.
Improve hospital facility- update building and increase staff to match growth of
population!!
Improve hospital facility- update building and increase staff to match growth of
population!!
we need more doctors and specialists in our community and less wait times...
Some people cant even get a doctor they are all full
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With mass approval of multi unit developments that are NOT affordable to
working families, also presents the issue of inadequate infrastructure and
services. We are now at a majority of people and families with no family
physician and therefore timely access to medical attention. More and more
children are forced to travel much greater distances to attend school.
Expanded programs as community grows, improvements and expansion to
hospital, improved access to services for homeless in community including
secure and long term housing.
LEC is situated moderately poorly. Good freeway access but that doesn’t mater
to the 3/4 of Langleyites who are driving >30 minutes to reach it. Suspect so
much money has been dumped into it that the rest of the township is being left
out. Aldergrove needs a full size year round pool. (NOT a water park - a
backyard sprinkler works for that, and not a new arena. BUT - just another
example of how community engagement is a great buzzword, but only works if
people on the other side actually listen.
Senior relatives have no where to meet others in social areas as parks are
currently not 100% accessible and homes are not built to accommodate physical
needs
Increasing more walking clinic and hire more doctors. People are moving from all
over lower mainland and not enough doctors in langley, it's so stressful.
Reduce the homeless count
New hospital
more doctors

Housing

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Lots of housing for upper middle and upper income families
There is a lot of housing stock being built.
A lot of excellent choices of areas, neighbourhood types, housing styles for
middle and high income/equity families and persons. There are some beautiful,
rural executive areas if you can afford them - and there are lovely middle class
areas for families and those who like to live in a more urban area.
There are a lot of new developments, but overcrowding of areas has become
and issue with no foresight on availability of parking and transit. The availability
of walking paths and parks and dog parks is good.
Lots of people have good homes and food on the table.
Have resources at Gateway of Hope and the Youth Hub
It is only working for those already well established in the housing market....eg
fortunate to have bought into the housing market some years ago. Or have
high incomes. Or access to the "bank of mom and dad" Plus there are areas
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where affordability is just outrageous and there is little diversity of income levels,
ethnic mix, and true inclusion. Eg Fort Langley.
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Lots of houses available
Building of new homes to meet growth
There will be more options with new development
That the brookswood community plan was finally approved
There is lots of land available, there are strong neighbourhoods to build from.
None I know of
There is a lot of housing being built in the Township, but it is not affordable to
most.
Green area
none it is too expansive to rent or buy
there appears to be a good amount of subsidized and market housing for
seniors. There is a fairly large assisted living facility that is subsidized (Langley
Lions), which is a fantastic model I wish other municipalities embraced. This
same society, also houses other vulnerable groups and their commitment to this
in the face of community pressure should be recognized and celebrated.
Gateway of Hope and the plans for the converting the Motel near Home Depot
to affordable housing.
None of it! No family can live on a singal income.
Towns houses are 600 k. We need people to work here but no one can afford to
live here.
There’s lots of housing
Legal suites provide safer affordable housing
Lots of development
n/a
Community events
The new youth centre to house youth by Costco is working well.
Different housing styles in Langley. Such as townhouses row houses, detached
houses, condos, etc.
Nothing. Can barely afford to rent let alone ever buy
The announcement of collaborative housing projects with multiple levels of
government as well as faith based institutions in Langley is a positive step.
Building more units
There is steady growth, which is vital
Allowing the construction of affordable housing units.
variety of housing is being built (apartments, condos, townhouses, single family
homes)
Honestly. I don't think there are any good strategies at this time for affordable
safe housing for working class to low income and seniors.
Lots of condos and townhomes are going into new neighbourhoods
Lots of development of family homes
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Landlords are making a lot of money.
Attempts by the TOL in partnership with B.C. Housing have been amazing — it’s
just convincing the community that this is benefiticial to everyone. The new
Youth Centre is great!
Again groups like the volunteers who found a way to get some housing for
homeless teens the being proactive.
The Willoughby development has some affordable housing (housing that
someone making say making 50% more than minimum wage) could afford, or
at least they did the last time I checked.
I liked the concept of the managed development of communities - and thought
this was what was supposed to be happening in Willoughby.
Not much actually
None.
Can’t think of any other than new homes are better built these days and safer
Diversity of housing types.
Lots of housing being built
I work in a transition house for women and children fleeing violence. I can
confidently state, with evidence, that the current strategy of rapid condo
development isn't working well for a large chunk of the population.
Some housing is available for some low income but there is still more
Homelessness not having there needs met.
We need more rental housing; faster approval of building permits.
Diverse mix of housing available in Willoughby and Walnut Grove
Established neighbourhoods.
Nothing
None
There are lots of new residences being developed and built in TOL.
There is lots to choose from.
Not sure. Would like more communication on what is being done.
Some affordable housing available but dissapearring with demolition of older
property.
There are lots but to expensive
provides some but not many options
It's a great community that is attracting a lot more people
Not sure
I have a home so it's gotta be working
More diversity in types of housing....no more Willoughby....too much sameness.
Langley is getting good choices in senior housing....allowing seniors to age in
place ie..allowing lane housing for family or seniors would be a win win (housing
for young people, grandpa and grandma get to stay).
Adding lots of diverse housing options.
Volunteer clean ups
None
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There are a variety of types of housing.
Lots of homes are being built, which offers many opportunities for home
ownership.
Housing developments - Willoughby and Brookswood
Healthy diverse neighbourhoods because of mixed housing styles. Townhouses,
rentals and single family dwellings give people options to live in most
neighbourhoods despite rising costs.
Well they are building a lot of homes
Despite development is happening a quite a pace there still needs to be more
and more effective and more efficient permitting to get building faster and more
affordably
- new neighbourhoods seem to have a good mix of density (condos, townhouses
and single family)
Lots of housing options if families wish to live in an apartment
having some legal suites
Lots of building taking place
Again, not sure
Lots of new starts is good.
Well you have built enough
A lot of new housing is being developed in the Township.
Make housing hubs centered around transit!!! With park and rides. Try
innovation!
A variety of housing
That the homeless appeared to be accepted and gracious for what they been
given. Food bank and the churches open their doors to feed and cloth them.
Taxes and land still affordable
Lots of choices for first time buyers

What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•

•

•
•

There is an immediate need to address the homeless people in Langley. Also
people who are willing to rent need to be able to rent a place that is affordable
and there needs to be more rentals available.
It seems all the affordable housing is on lots just waiting to be rezoned. How will
the working class afford to live here? I'm renting a tiny prefab house from the 60s
and it's worth almost 3 million dollars. I'm planning on moving. Why stay here
when my trade skills cant even buy me a home. My household makes over 150k
and it's not enough to buy s house here.
options for our low income families. Below market housing is VERY needed
finding rental affordable rental properties, finding rental properties at all, finding
affordable home purchasing options for families (most of my mid 30's peers are
renters and can't afford to buy)
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There isn't enough social housing and subsidized housing.
Of course, affordability for the lower income families...particularly larger families.
We should be thankful for families who want to have more than two children (we
need the population). But there is such a shortage of rental units with 4 or more
bedrooms that are affordable. The subsidized housing complexes are mostly 2
and 3 bedrooms - with a very small number of 4 bedroom units. Low income
housing should be mandated in every new construction permit.
New neighbourhoods need more parking - cars are not going anywhere and this
is a huge issue in Willoughby. I hope more thought is put into the Brookswood
are.
Although Gateway of Hope is excellent - there needs to be more housing for low
income people. Especially those with mental illness and seniors.
But lots of people don’t. That’s not okay, like people living in the streets? We need
to do something about it. I’m sure it hits home to lots of other people as well.
These resources are insufficient for the number of people who are in dire need of
housing. Although there is a huge amount of housing being developed in
Willoughby, there needs to be more rental housing and housing for low-income
people.
Would like to see a comprehensive plan, along with MCFD, for appropriate
housing and care for youth who are briefly homeless or long-term homeless.
All aspects. Township must start to work more cooperatively and in a forward
thinking manner to build the stock of affordable housing; both market,
innovative partnerships, subsidized and accessible for low income earners,
seniors and young families, plus rental opportunities. A community cannot be
said to be thriving when a chunk of the population do not have access to that
most basic of needs, a secure roof over it's head. There is at last a National
Housing Strategy, and a Provincial Govt that is at least trying to deal with the
Housing Crisis.....let's see our own Township Council and municipal officials take a
local lead and think out of the box.
The housing is to clustered together
Affordable housing needs to be expanded as people are squeezed out of
Vancouver and surrounding areas, winding up here.
The need for affordable rental units
Expedite development
Increased availability of affordable housing and housing for seniors.
I think the willoughby model is working backwards. Info structure is desperately
lacking. Building and filling all the residential new builds BEFORE schools,
Hospitals, transit, roads can handle the population. Money talks louder than
human livelihood in the township.
It's far too expensive to live here for most people. The gap is getting wider and
wider.
Need more options for housing, low cost rentals, co op housing and affordable
suites for singles and families.
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Too many homeless folks, too many young people unable to find affordable
housing, forced to live in their cars, couch surf. WE NEED AFFORDABLE HOUSING
FOR LOW INCOME EARNERS
Housing costs are too expensive for young families
Affordable housing.
More affordable
The shortage of home for renter and the availability of parking
Tree cutting law....don't cut those tall trees like Tera Farm
more affordability
affordability
Housing affordability, and availability for low-income persons/families
There is waaay too much building going on and no infrastructure to support it.
We need more schools, parking, road improvements, etc. No more high density
housing. It's nearly impossible for a family to afford a home large enough for 2+
kids. People are cramming 4+ People into 2 bedroom homes. More affordable
rentals are needed as well.
There needs to be more shelter space and supportive/low barrier housing for
people with mental health and addiction and homelessness. There must be
dedicated subsidized housing so that if and when people transfer out of
supportive housing they have somewhere where they can afford to live. You must
mandate that any new housing developments have subsidized housing. I am not
certain if there is enough subsidized housing for families. You cannot allow
residents and business to dictate the types of housing in their area and allow that
to delay much needed housing for people. Should work with other municipalities
to force provincial and federal governments to do something about housing
availability and affordability. Building more market rent housing is important but
is not addressing the needs of vulnerable people.
Dealing with how many of the homeless population seem to lack respect of
private and public property. Examples include defecating/urinating in bus
shelters, and other public places. There is a need to help people feel pride in
themselves and respect for others but I am not sure how we go about doing this.
All housing need issues need to be delt with better.
Willougby and area are becoming extremely overcrowded!!!
Rental accommodation
Aging in place
Housing for seniors & mobility challenged
There is very little affordable rental housing available for families. Even with all
of the development on the Willoughby Slope there isn't very much housing for
people not able to afford to purchase their home.
It’s so expensive to rent in Langley!! So many houses/apartment blocks and NOT
enough schools! The grocery stores are just crazy busy! So much traffic, it takes
forever to get anywhere! Not to mention trying to park near your house! It gets
ridiculous when you can’t even park on the same street where you live!
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Availability of safe low income family housing
Rent control
Need more single family homes that are 2000-2200 square feet instead of
monster homes or townhomes. There is nothing new being developed in this
market making it very tough for families that don't want to live in a townhouse
and don't want a monster home
Property Taxes are way too high. Much higher then other municipalities
surrounding us. And for what?
Slow the mass density developments in Willoughby. Make sure infrastructure is in
place, like roads & sewer lines then develop, I understand developers pay for the
upgrades but it drags the building & lane closures out for 1 year or more. To only
have it all dug up 6 months later for the next development! It is getting everyone
frustrated. It should not take me 25 minutes to get from walnut grove to
willowbrook.
Affordable housing
We need affordable housing for low income families and need more places to
rent.
Low income housing/ shelter
Get homeless an area where they can go that isn’t just a patch of grass beside a
road.
Affordable housing
We need more housing options with varying levels of support.
Low income housing access
It’s not affordable. People are leaving. Communities are overrun with secondary
suites. Traffic is becoming a nightmare due to houses having multiple families
with numerous vehicles. Everyone I know is moving to afford life in general.
Build bigger 3- 4 bed for families, make more mixed use commercial/ residential
to encourage small business and more walkability. Increase paths that connect
communities for walkability. Langley is too car congested.
Better variety of housing
Affordability and densification. Rezoning lands to allow for housing availability
but not at the loss of green space and parklands.
Places are difficult for average and lower income earners to afford.
Get rid of all the airbnb's and turn them into rentals. I personally know of one
couple who have three airbnb's. That's three families who can't find a home.
Deadbeat landlords or another issue. The High Cost Of Rentals and purchasing a
home.
Development is happening without infrastructure in place; unaffordability
squeezing the lower income housing
Little availability of affordable, safe, housing. Cost is becoming more than two
parents can bare let alone a songle parent. Issues in the area with homelessness.
To look at development of affordable housing, especially for the marginalized.
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Lack of Affordability is driving families away from Langley. People who grew up
here are no longer able to call Langley home because of high housing costs. This
is a tragedy for langley in the long run.
Addressing the needs of homeless folks through a partnership with the City
More affordability units or working middle class folks will be priced out.
There is a lot of fear of housing first models so I think public education is
essential beyond the community meetings (e.g. perhaps bus stop ads, news ads,
social media, etc, on success stories).
Housing for our street people, psychiatric help and counselling can be provided
once we know where the individuals are and what they need.
More subsidized housing in the way of co-ops and co-housing is needed, either
owned by the Township or owned by non-profits but supported by the Township
and perhaps other levels of government.
But I don't understand the way Willoughy has evolved and am really concerned
about how it will end up looking.
The focus in Fort Langley of high-end housing is really concerning. The
community we moved into in 1996 in terms of demographic profile, feels like it
has changed to a homogenous, high class neighbourhood.
More affordable housing for low income families!!
'Housing' ties into "Senior Well Being', 'Living Standards', 'Community Safety',
'Health & Wellness'. The lack of affordable housing as evidenced by the
staggering number of people living on the streets, impacts almost every aspect
of Social Sustainability. Until this is figured out politically, there will be no 'Social
Sustainability'.
What contributes to this in a significant way is a municipal government
apparently beholden to commercial developers in an unhealthy way. 'Township'
and 'Planning' are oxymoronic.
Prices of houses are very high.
Way too much bureaucracy. Developments and supply taking way too long and
unnecessary delays in permit and approval processes. No real strong strategy
for helping low income or homeless in obtaining housing with some safety and
dignity
Higher density housing. e.g. Apartment towers at key intersections close to
transportation hubs.
Need more affordable housing
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The municipality needs to change the way that they are doing business. Where
are the low-income housing projects? Where are the negotiations with investors
to put money into sustainable housing rather than more overpriced condos? The
TOLs marriage to developers is a shortlived way to gain a buck. It also pushes
those who can't afford the new condos into the margins. When individuals buy
condos to rent out, they may not have the capital or the will to being legitimate
and law obiding landlords. Several marginalized people are renting from condo
owners at their detriment. We need more multi-unit rental properties and even
for Co-Ops to come back.
I am not sure what is the solution.
The present issue of converting the recently purchased quality Inn should go
ahead asap at least before next winter.
Brookswood and Fernridge need more density and options for people to
affordably age in the community.
Less trashy looking developments
I literally will never be able to move
Affordable housing
There needs to be more of a focus on social housing and encouraging this
progress and where there is a lot of development, there needs to be more
infrastructure with schools, recreation centres, etc. There appears to be a lot of
density for populations, but not the sup
Affordable housing. The real estate market is out of control
There is lots to choose from. The density of many areas is far to great, and traffic
is getting far too heavy.
It seems that style and quality are lost. There are excellent communities in the
lower mainland to take as examples. It seems builders of townhomes and singe
detached can build what they want. Yorkson and Willoughby has no "flow,* it
looks like the ugliest puzzle with pieces that don't fit, that you have ever seen.
With communities like Bedford Landing, proof is there that good communities
can be built
Limited (if any) affordable housing. Build more social housing.
There is too much housing development with too little planning. Roads are not
adequate for the number of new builds. The traffic is getting crazy. I hate that
we are losing the rural character of Langley.
Township support for affordable housing projects. Township provides tax
incentives to developers to include affordable housing in new buildings.
More lower cost rental units
Most of it... affordable rentals for families that cannot purchase. The density in
Willoughby is horrific and no infrastructure in place to support families.
Willoughby has the highest number of vulnerable children in Langley. That needs
to speak loudly to our leaders.
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A community is a community when everyone is able to thrive. Seniors,the
disabled and working families. Selling huge swaths of land to developers and
approving demolition of perfectly viable rental housing to be replaced with tiny
townhouses and condos crammed together with little or no out door space or
space between neighbours is not conducive.
better housing convenience to shopping
Upgrade the infrastructure before jamming more houses in. Willoughby is
horrible to travel through but they keep adding more houses
More apartments build to be available for rent. Allow for more zoning for this.
Most 20-30 year olds will not be able to own their own places
Moving faster with building housing
Affordable housing for poor and working poor. High density without sufficient
roadways and parking
Safe housing for seniors and those on welfare
There's nothing the city of langley can do on there own. We live in the bubble
people want to live in. Supply and demand. Sorry
Mix of housing and lot size....more green space...no more cookie cutter styles.
No one can afford any of the housing options. $million detached homes, $600k
townhouses, $300k condos?!
Clean up neighborhoods with some encouragement and respect to live in a
beautiful community
More truly affordable housing!!!For low income and new families.
Cheaper rentals, more help for new buyers
Need more affordable homes for seniors, low income families, and single income
family. Rent prices are rediculous for seniors. They are forced to live/ rent room
from their kids as can't afford to rent a place on own.
This goes hand in hand with the roads. Perhaps development could slow down a
bit to allow for the roads, schools, etc to catch up. There are not enough schools
for all the kids in the area, the roads cannot handle the increased traffic, and
stores/parking lots (Costco) are no longer big enough for the amount of people
in the area.
Keep allowing construction so there is more supply. Make sure there is lots of
rental housing included in each permit so that rent prices are not so ridiculously
high. Rental Rates have gone up 30-40% in recent years and it's so unaffordable
- adding to homelessness and very difficult for young families.
The cost of housing is out of control. And because the value of my home is so
high my taxes are very high despite the fact my salary has not increased.
Housing developments must balance green space, affordability and function. I
believe the township already does a good job of this.
They could be affordable for seniors..Seniors are paying a lot for rent and many
of them do not have a large pension or a pension
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Streamline permitting. more affordable development in housing but not at the
cost of crowding and narrowing streets. We still need to be able to get around.
Do not build another Clayton Heights Surrey type Development
- homelessness has become a much bigger issue in the last decade
Families with children benefit from green spaces. Very bad planning in
Willoughby neighboring resulting in very little parkland for such a high density
area. This will create many social problems for Langley in the near future. Very
disappointed in Langley township council!!!
crack down on illegal suites
Not enough of it is for low income users
Homelessness has became quiet the issue in our community as the affordability
of housing is not there, maybe more co-op housing to be available or low rent
communities that just serves the basics needs of housing
Lots of construction, so maybe make housing affordable for everyone. We also
need more green spaces and parking when building these houses. Also, as many
trees as possible.
Parking!
There are few affordable options for young people to start out on their own.
There are few options for seniors to downsize (not every person likes the idea of
living in a condo - the very idea of living in a condo is extremely depressing to
me. Whatever happened to the smaller single family house. We also need more
rental apartments for all ages, but this could be accomplished by cleaning up the
"downtown" areas of the Township (not City, but they could also clean up) and
having rental and more affordable housing in those areas.
And then, there are the homeless. Probably many different reasons why
homelessness is such a problem, and it will take many different strategies to help
correct the problem, but it should be corrected. People who are homeless
deserve to have safe, comfortable, affordable places to live. A person that I
know has stated "one is only 3 bad decisions, or unfortunate events away from
being homeless". This is a major community problem (that needs provincial and
government involvement as well).
Places available for parking and roadways!
Need better strategies to address homelessness.
$$ from all your developments you have allowed!
Getting people off the streets and better enforcement of pan handling
There is very little housing for low income families in Langley.
Too much, too fast
Sad to see that when I walk down the street see homeless people looking so
helpless. Wethers it is the persons choice or not to live on the streets we need to
recognize that this is a call for help. Therefore we more shelters and puclic
washrooms. We all need to accept their choices and not judge them.
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Keep out mega home builders. Build rental complexes and co up housing - - no
tent cities. - too scarey .. drugs and people on drugs are frightening
All those developments with NO PARKING! We need to have cars to live in
Langley so make sure there is enough parking for them all! Parents have to drive
their kids to school because there are no school buses available if they live within
3 or 4 km. from home. That's way too far for young children to walk so families
have to drive...so they need two cars in the family.

Learning

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
•
•

•
•
•
•

New school
Schooling is good but my brother for example has been forced to stay home for
multiple days just because his SEA was sick. There are other SEA’s with the
training but the vice principal has been very rude to my mom and brother.
Schooling needs to be inclusive to everyone.
We have great schools and facilities, but they are over crowded.
Quality of education is great.
Have some courses for adult learning at Langley secondary.
The libraries.

What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More schools, less portables
Schooling needs to be inclusive to everyone.
More schools! Force builders and developers to set aside/donate land to the
board, as is done in other provinces.
Need more elementary and secondary schools with all the higher density housing
going up!
More business learning iptioms, career seminars,
Providing many options, always improving libraries - not just places for books
anymore, but information in general!
More access for adult and teen learning.
Children are not getting a proper education as there are so many professional
days and early dismissal days. Children turn to their teachers to try to get help
and it isn't always there. Constant emails going back and forth between teachers
and vice principals and parents with no end in sight and no positive change.
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Living Standards

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
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•
•
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nice variety of housing options
NOTHING!!
I know of none, we are in a crisis for housing that is Affordable, with
accountability with landlords providing stable homes that are cleaned and ready
to live in
Not much.
Not if Brooks wood develops & adds density !
Using Facebook to connect with neighbors about crime in our neighborhood.
There isn't a lot of this that is working well.
Providing employment opportunities close to home - business developments
adjacent to residential development.
There are pockets of affordable housing
Lots of opportunity for work
Food banks
TOL awareness and connection with the City
I have a home
-Gate way of hope
-Bylaws removing camps. Problem is they are just finding new places to set up,
for them to further chase. Even bylaws is tired of this issue, talking to the guys
on the street.
Some people are able to afford to live here.
Nothing
We all have to travel to work- takes too long and make our personal/family
time suffer
Nice neighborhoods around Langley
None
TOL has many parks and beautiful places to enjoy the outdoors as well as
various fitness and community centres to promote healthy living. Additionally,
we have good drinking water and sewer systems and garbage disposal all of
which are important toward maintaining high living standards.
very basic
Excellent water quality.
Most people seem stable and able to live good lives.
Beautiful Green space
n/a
While we have a home. There are plenty of parks to play in and water parks for
summer. Events that we can do in the summer like fresh air cinemas and
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festivals but most have little free entertainment. A food truck fair is cool if you
can afford to eat at the food truck lol

What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Try to attract businesses to Langley to offer things like office jobs.
COST OF LIVING IN LANGLEY IS A JOKE! Affordable housing for single parents
NEEDS to be implemented in our community. Basements suites with no laundry
or utilities are upwards of $1,500 a month! Unacceptable! I'm a single mother and
I have to work THREE jobs just to be able to afford my 1 bedroom basement
suite.
I placed this in “living standards” the rural urban divide and the issue of the
disappearance of small lot agriculture need to be addressed as well as better
road construction.
Not sure what the Township can do about this topic other than put pressure on
all levels of politicians to improve the living standards of Canadians. It really
appears that policies are dictated by CEOs and major shareholders of large
companies at the expense of the people that live here. Expenses (including taxes
from all levels of governments) have gone up - way up over the last 20 years,
but wages (of which in our family have had more years than not of a 0% wage
increase) have not kept up (in our case a loss of 20% when adjusted for inflation).
We need to address, like every other community, homelessness and the related
mental health, substance abuse issues. It won't go away and needs to have
some real solutions...not just tslk
A community is a community when everyone is able to thrive. Seniors,the
disabled and working families. Selling huge swaths of land to developers and
approving demolition of perfectly viable rental housing to be replaced with tiny
townhouses and condos crammed together with little or no out door space or
space between neighbours is not conducive.
Leave the country in Township of Langley !
Get homeless drug addicts off school grounds and children's playground areas.
Find them a safe place to be without endangering our children.
Again theres a huge lack of affordable housing. Why make a community better
when you know you could be evicted any day to make way for ROWS and rows
of townhouses. I'll live closer to the city of a townhouse is my only option. I moved
out here for the spacious beauty.
Housing is going up, taxes are going up. Metro Vancouver wants its share and
gas is far too expensive.
Need stable housing for everyone to improve living standards of the community.
This is an expensive area to live in regardless of your marital, income and such
status. There are a lot of healthy food and other options but in Langley you need
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a car to do most things. It's not a walk-able city. Nor is it overly safe to cycle with
the lack of designated bike paths and educated drivers.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Hard to find jobs that pay well
Living standards suffer because of the reasons stated above
Rental housing that is full of mold, no ability to hold landlord accountable.
Housing is an urgent issue, standard of living is getting worse each year as more
of our income goes to basic housing and food costs
Housing - too many homeless.
Marketing
So much homeless and druggie plague our streets and parks
TOL keeps building townhouses / apartments without the infrastructure to
support it. The hospital is over-run, roads are crowded. Schools full. You failed the
community planning school.
Put more programs in place, get them off the streets. Drive the alleys in
Aldergrove at night, Langley is not pretty at those hours! Tired of getting broken
into and small petty things stollen. We can't even claim insurance anymore
because our rates will take a huge jump after 3 claims.
Need to increase minimum wage. More free food though the food bank or
churches to families.
Less homeless
Transit/ carpool- innovation!!
Just drive 200th street.
South is huge rich places than poor than middle than poor than middle than rich.
The rich have the views and the yards and the large areas and the quiet while the
middle/low have the congestion and the crammed spaces.
The homeless are leaving fecis, needles, condoms,garage lying in lots of areas in
Langley. This needs to be cleaned up and committee put in place to address this
each and every day in order for this to be kept clean for the safety of the general
public
There's no employment here. This is the only part of the lower mainland we can
afford to live in but need to commute at least 2 hours a day for work
Low income housing.
I am not sure if this is the right spot. There are way more homeless people
coming in now to where I work. You see thdm all the time. We need more
supports for them
Raise wage
Housing and taxes are very high in the township of Langley and many cannot
afford living here anymore. I believe that homeless people deserve respect and
compassion but I do not believe they(like anyone) should be able to over run the
city. Many parts of Langley are looking poorly maintained and filthy. There needs
to be a better balance.
improvements for elderly involvement
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•

•

•
•
•

•

Get LRT/skytrain to Langley and improve bus service. Increase walkability of
neighbourhoods. Limit impervious surfaces where possible and pass a tree
protection bylaw so we have good clean drinking water for years to come.
Protect the ALR at all costs. Climate change will make good security a top priority
in the years to come.
Homelessness. I don’t know what the answer is (more mental health and
addiction services?) but it is a public safety threat. I routinely fear I will strike
someone riding erratically on their bike with my car. There is vandalism and theft
at demonstration garden. I’m not in favour of building more housing that will just
get trashed by junkies. If more infrastructure is provided, have proper
enforcement of laws and support to help people turn theirs around (who want
to).
Leave the forests alone
n/a
It would be nice to able to afford to do something with the family. We pool all our
resources into our house (paying bills and eating) we have little to spend
elsewhere. It would be nice for our family of 4 to be able to afford a rec pass or
something to keep us busy. I do understand that they are well priced but and
there are subsidy however we make just above so never qualify for anything.
There needs to be a fair living wage, which allow people to be secure that they
will not end up home less and needing to rely on government support funds

Seniors Well-being

What aspects of this issue are currently working well?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Primarily volunteers are providing some programs and some facility operation.
Langley City is helping with a great facility.
fire and safety
Sidewalks are mostly available. Some crossings have lights to warn of
crosswalks.
workshops offered
Lots of work being done by the TOL re: age-friendly strategy as well as the work
being spearheaded by the Division of Family Practice, and lots of engagement
from the broader community. Task force, working committees, and goals to
improve services, etc.
Clearly the issues have been identified, and the aging population is incredibly
visible in our community, and individuals and organizations are stepping up to fill
gaps.
None
Development is getting there
Hospice support workers that give seniors living alone hope
None
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•

•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not sure
There are many supported living buildings in the Murrayville area, close to
hospital, shopping, and all necessary amenities so I can choose to live there
when I can't live on my farm in Otter any more.
There are some nice care facilities and Langley Seniors is wonderful.
There is the langleys senior centre
Independent living provided by privates, is of better quality than some
municipalities, but need more affordable options and more support for assisted
living.
Some programs exist to support at-home seniors.
Some programs available through Parks and Rec
Langley seniors centre and brooks wood senior centre
I am not familiar per say, but it seems that there are a number of elderly living
communities in our area.
Senior classes at the Walnut Grove community centre? (I am not a senior so I’m
unsure.)
There are one or two seniors home units close to shopping centers
Seniors centers, recreation programs
Seniors planned activities
Seniors centres and supportive living facilities.
Limited seniors resources
Very little
None
Some parts of the Township have great seniors facilities.
Langley is doing really well with communication and keeping seniors informed
and connected.
The Langley Seniors Center (City of Langley) and the Brookswood Seniors
Center are available.
Seniors have a place to go when they cannot live on their own anymore.
some organizations avail - more required
That it’s a topic of discussion
Senior programs available
There are more marked pedestrian crossings then before. that is good
The new dimension senior village currtly being built.
Private care homes
Nobe
Lots of leisure activities
not Sure
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What aspects of this issue could be working better?
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

TOL is remiss in offering facilities , programs and leadership in seniors only
buildings. Seniors who are isolated, new to our area or have no transportation
need local community places to go to where they will not need to compete with
children, teens or young adults rushing about. Our Brookswood Senior Citizens
group offers and maintains a facility’s and programs all through volunteers. I
asked the TOL to give us an instructor for gentle fit and was turned down. This is
not proactive on the TOL’s part in providing services to seniors. If I step back and
do not take on the role I am now our programs could easily disappear. Daily, I
receive phone calls, emails and visitors looking for activities where seniors can
meet their peers and enjoy some social time. Many families bring their seniors to
live with them in the TOL and they are requesting suitable social time for their
seniors in their ccommunity
fixing the eyesore of aldergrove mall
We live in Murrayville behind the pool I had occasion to use a mobility scooter
around the area and the paths for scooters are bad. There are many missing
corners for scooters to get off the road. Trying to get from the Murrayville pub to
the IGA can’t be completed without going on the road. I don’t mean crosswalks.
A person would not know this until riding a scooter. 221 Strett is a speedway and
more than 50% of residents are seniors. I was ready to draw a map and send it to
you!!
more follow ups
Worried about the aging population growing faster than the access to services,
and even the services themselves. I think more proactive work needs to be done
to identify those seniors who are not connected to services, and may not of
family/community networks of support to help them manuever the systems
necessary to access what they need. I think this extends to two or three of the
other areas noted, and honestly don't think you can take on one without needing
to deal with some of the other...
Some of our more vulnerable seniors are greatly impacted by living conditions,
limited awareness and/or access to supportive/assisted housing and a lack of
community connectedness/engagement which can leave them unaware or
unable to access what they need, when they need it.
Everything
Pathways, sidewalks and access to parks are lacking for aging grandparents
who use mobility scooters and canes for travel.
More incision from community - more senior health exercise well being programs
at affordable pricing $5 dollars 3 x week is too expensive !
Use the land you have here in the Tol. Create senior living at a pension rate.
Manufactured home parks are money makers for the Tol. Invest invest invest!
Free health programmes
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•
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•
•
•
•

While I am a senior and healthy there are not a lot of places for me to join other
seniors, particularly in between downtown and Aldergrove (where I live).
There is not enough affordable housing and waiting lists for those on only
pensions is too long. There needs to be more help for seniors that don't have
someone to help them out - many don't realize they are eligible for GIS for
example - they need help with forms, etc. Plus there is too long a waiting list for
medical procedures and the ones with bad knees or back, etc. are just getting
worse as they can't get around.
More program could be offered to address senior needs
Transportation is a concern on many levels, but particularly for seniors
I know that new housing is being built in Brookswood for people with Alzheimers.
It will be unaffordable for most people. Can we not have social housing for these
same people with the same programs?
Housing, support
Aging population will tax the resources currently available so be proactive and
expand.
Increased opportunities. Support subsidized memberships and programs at
Langley Seniors Centre as the City of Langley does.
More services
I imagine that they are expensive though, so I would be concerned for the elderly
population who may not have family or friends to help them, or enough money
to live at a good nursing home. I'd be interested to know what is possible for
them.
Dangerous for seniors to cross the road (heavy traffic). Noisy, they feel unsafe.
No seniors activity centre that I am aware of.
We need more housing for low income seniors. Many are being driven out of their
homes and on to the streets.
It should be free or minimum cost
Providing seniors with options to feel connected to the community - especially
through volunteerism, and a variety of AFFORDABLE housing options
There doesn't seem to be enough help for seniors available, most of it needs to
be paid for and sometimes for a senior on a pension does not cover enough if
they need help with buying their medication, getting groceries and such
Better transportation that is more frequent and is easily accessed for seniors.
Affordability.
More inter-generational connections that provide mutual respect and promote
well-being.
More in-home care / support for self-care
More availability of affordable options for physical activities needed. More
options for seniors. More workshops for seniors on “being safe”.
Seniors on fixed-income need affordable housing.
More senior citizens housing for the young Seniors that are not ready for the
assisted living !
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To look at more funded seniors facilities and homes.
Seniors in certain parts of Langley are neglected. They have no bus service and
no way to leave their homes, and therefore no access to these facilities in other
parts of the Township.
There is still a lot of isolation out there and fear as well. The seniors in the mobile
home parks are afraid they will lose their homes. But it has been passed that the
zoning is for seniors parks.
Unfortunately, there is poor transportation, keeping many Seniors from
accessing these conveniently. Bus service is infrequent and routes are sparse
and inconvenient milk runs. Seniors generally cannot easily get around due to
the poor transit system and end up relying on family to transport them.
Handidart is a joke - it is not Handy at all. I am a family physician in Langley and
I watched my patients wait for hours for Handidart, or not be able to make
reservations for it.
I think we could set up some sort of program to entertain them a bit more. My
great grandma seems very bored, and could use some cheering up.
no comment
Connection to society - there is so much isolation
Affordable housing options
Development and affordable housing for seniors in brookswood would help
Need better senior housing
lengthen the time of crossing, especially in areas where there are assisted living
centres. I am thinking of the intersection Fraser Highway and 222 street, and also
48th.ave and 222 street. The times allotted for pedestrian crossings are not long
enough
Access to bigger parks, nature, not small parks in the side of busy roads
Providing affordable living for all, especially those who need support but can't
afford it. Foster a community of carrying individuals who help those in need.
More support for seniors and people looking after them
Better busting practices and more support staff
Housing
Make thing accessible and maybe have events where young and old can be
together
Affordable housing. Affordable supportive care. Not a local issue
Our seniors deserve to have more help. More places to go and people to help
them get there.
Housing for Seniors.
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Other Issues: Open-ended Responses

Are there any other issues not included in the list above that the Township should
consider in the Social Sustainability Strategy?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Integration/partnership with Fraser health, BC Housing, etc...seems disjointed
right now.
more smaller community parks are needed
The Township needs people to get out from behind desks and find out what is
really happening in the community
Lack of engagement with citizens of Walnut Grove.
Let's have solutions, not problems. Why is it when we come to you with things we
see that are issues we get all the reasons why - why we are okay to let our
children walk in the streets, why it's okay to have cars block the roads to the
parks because there are no sidewalks or parking indicators - but no enforcement
either.
Ensure that housing for seniors is reasonable for fixed income seniors
Buses to industrial park in the Gloucester Industrial Park!! I worked in that area
starting in May 2000 and I can't believe there are STILL NO BUSES to this
amazing place of work! This could open doors for many lower income families
and young people who do not have access to their own car.
Yes, I would like to see Langley's communities developed with more of a
commercial village centre with pedestrian-oriented street shopping (not a strip
mall like the Willoughby development, or the Walnut Grove shopping area). They
are not community-meeting places like Fort Langley or Kitsilano. Street shopping
areas need to be on traffic-calmed streets like Fort Langley or Langley City.
TOL wide tree protection bylaw is needed.
Better recycling program or system consistent with other adjoining cities like
Surrey
Protection of our natural environment. For instance, the lack of a tree protection
bylaw is terrible.
Better communication with the public. Better public engagement.
Sky train we need to have better transportation. The bus service is very long to
vancouver and we have no skytrain
Transportation, Water, sewer and other like services are necessary for
sustainable development. Trails and Parks for quality of sustainable
communities
We just really need more sidewalks and crosswalks because it's near impossible
to navigate this city by foot even short distances.
Local food- probably would come under the heading of health-- Development
needs to slow down and farmland needs to be preserved. We will run out of land
that can produce crops and have to rely on importing more of our food.
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•
•
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•

Adequate and healthy amounts of greenspace are not being put aside in the
rush to densify. The ALR erosion is also of serious concern.
No.
Put all the homeless people to work during the day to take them off the streets
and give them something to do !!!! Even if it's sorting recycling or picking up litter
!!!
Not enough bike paths that are separate from the roads. It is dangerous to ride
alongside vehicles especially large trucks on most Langley roads. Many people I
have spoken to would use their bicycles much more often for errands if they
could ride off the roadway. This is possible in Europe where land is much more
limited than here. Very short sighted planning policy by the township of Langley!!
Why can't the new pool in Aldergrove be covered. We need to try and make
Aldergrove as pleasant as Fort Langley. Can we have a diversion route around
Aldergrove so that Fraser Hwy isn't running straight through it?
With the explosive change happening in automation, communication and travel
there must be much more natural recreation with walking/ hiking paths locally
and leading to wilderness areas.
There is a big chunk of land in the centre of Fort Langley, presently an old trailer
park owned by 17 individual shareholders, that would be suitable for an
innovative housing development. A possible partnership, co-operative or ???
The O.C.Plan already sees this as multi family dwellings. It unfortunately seems
to be frozen and ripe for longterm speculation. Some "out side the box"
planning could be happening as any co-operative development takes many
years.
none at this time
Parking in residential areas specially with basement suites and 4 cars per house
plus boats and trailers and such. If you can adjust the driver's attitudes to care
more for their fellow drivers that would be amazing. Cats indoors or on a leash to
avoid destroying organic food crops.
Integration of our immigration community and accessibility to popper
opportunities for translation and integration
Parking especially in Clayton heights is horrendous.
The new Leisure Centre coming to Aldergrove will be a boost for residents to
partake in healthy activities, keep up this kind of development within TOL.
Hospital and health care issues. Not sufficient services and wait times way too
long
Finish widening the Fraser Highway right to Aldergrove and maybe rehash the
idea of an Aldergrove Bypass to take trucks and through traffic off the streets of
the community.
Community gardens, opportunities for youth and young adults to connect with
each other socially.
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I would really like to see the TOL grow into a more economically inclusive
community. There are several studies that prove that diversifying communities
creates increased vibrance. Check out Germany or Norway's municipal policies
for ideas.
Bike lanes along major routes such as 88th ave - perhaps a rework of the
sidewalks to create shared lanes as there is no room on the road.
I love this community and I have been in tears over the changes I gave see, to
the point where we might have to move after 30 years.
There is no vision for a sustainable community where we can work and play in a
environmentally healthy region. The runaway construction in Yorkson, the
designation of 216th north of the new overpass as a truck route. The rezoning of
property for an ICBC testing facility for truck testing in an already congested
prominently residential area. So little thought into the long effects on health of
the Walnut Grove community.
Making sure bylaws are being enforced to improve look of neighbourhoods.
Graffiti seen, too much signage everywhere
When the population growing, plan the other support as well, like parking,
schools, etc not just building more housing
Better control of development it is not being properly staged at all. 34 or 26 story
apartments are not needed here.
A left hand turn signal is required on 88/Walnut Grove Drive for cars attempting
to turn South onto Walnut Grove Drive
We need large parks space and trees in Willoughby for better quality of life for
our families. Not pocket parks with one tree....N expansive park with big trees and
trails. I don’t think we should have to drive 20 min to campbell valley or derby
reach to access this. This is so important for quality of life.
Time for the 2 councils to merge. No need for the duplication. I live in Township
but I work in the City. I am concerned about both areas
Environment, lack of green spaces in new developments, mental health.
The medical Marijuana production facility is both an eyesore, ordourous and
noisy. This needs to be dealt with.
Please do something with that horrible, dead Aldergrove Mall
Need to find a way to get more cars off the road. A rail line or more buses would
help
Homeless. There are more and more homeless and drag users in the community.
They leave garbage, needles everywhere they go and do not care about safety
of others. They should be charge to do community work for such a crime. I know
it is not that simple, but things need to change!
More parks.
I fully support the supportive housing initiative planned for the old quality inn.
More projects like this are needed.
I don’t think so.
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Parking at township facilities needs improvement. No smoking in public spaces.
Keep dogs off of our new turf fields and in designated areas.
I sincerely find it concerning that I have volunteer Firefighters responding, in
some cases, by themselves to areas in my community when $90k, trained,
experienced Firefighters are sitting at halls ready to respond. It's embarrassing to
think that a volunteer, a auto parts employee, a university student, someone
unemployed, a tradesperson, could be my family's only help in an emergency. It
seems like a massive waste of money and an even bigger risk.
Township is accepting development with no plans for infastructure. Roads,
parks, schools, fire department, police and services must be in place prior to
approval's.
No “no barrier” housing in Willooghby!
SAVE OUR FARMLAND - QUIT ALLOWING THE RELEASE OF LAND FROM THE
ALR TO BUILD CONDOS or HUGE HOUSES WITH SOME SORT OF STRANGE
STRATA ATTACHED TO THEM, SO THEY ESSENTIALLY END UP BUILDING 1 HUGE
HOUSE AND 1 HUGE CARRIAGE HOUSE ON 1 LOT. THE TOWNSHIP IS LOSING
MUCH OF ITS GREEN SPACE WHICH IS IMPORTANT TO THE HEALTH OF THE
CITIZENS BUT ALSO WILDLIFE.
Lack of infrastructure in already developed areas such as the Brookswood area
between 44th Ave. and 36th Ave., and 200th Stree to 208th Street.
Stop the construction of housing in willoughby area until the infrastructure is put
in place to catch up to the congestion of an over populated area.
Improve Infrastructure when it comes to new housing initiatives.
Noise pollution from traffic and machinery. Density is good, but living close to
highways and major roads is not healthy. We need our communities a
reasonable distance from them or figure out some other mitigation. More
enforcement for loud vehicles on residential streets. Density comes with other
challenges, I.e. Being close to inconsiderate neighbours, limited parking because
you have to drive everywhere and not enough community green space in
existing communities.
Get the drug addicts off the streets
Please stop putting traffic calming speed bumps infront of schools. They cause
traffic disruptions and delays during evenings & morning commutes. They serve
a purpose for a very small percentage of the day.
Green space secured as community develops, protection of ALR lands.
None
Na
Leave ALR alone. TOL development is very corrupt! There are people who should
be firedNo
Clean up aldergrove
Open the idea of allowing family childcare to include up to 10 children rather than
the current limit of 8 in residential.
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Find help to respond to homelessness and violence on the streets.
It appears that the city is more concerned about making a dollar than supporting
sustainable living. Too much concrete, not enough green space
No space for arts in community that is big enough. I mean orchestras, big plays,
etc.
Too scared to walk around the city. The township are rich people or people who
have inherited houses or many families per house.
Opportunities for social interaction, learning, support services
Rural crime, rural crime .....
Please don't over build this awesome Country Living
Get the developers away we want to live here they don't
People are not driving by law. Still driving so fast in the school area, I saw
people.still taxing and driving. Sometimes, I see people stop in the middle of the
road and dropping off passengers in 207 street, there is always fight between
people because of stoping and blocking the road, it's not safe for anyone, but
some people dont care about law.
Transportation and road congestion is a big issue, we need sky train in Langley!
more overpasses & out of the box thinking on how to improve traffic flow now &
in the future. It often takes 20 minutes to drive somewhere just 5 min’s away.
Have you taken a bus lately? My son has to walk 25 minutes to take an hour
long bus ride to get to work, which would be a 15-20 minute drive from home.
This really needs to be looked at.
Not enough parks & greenery. More housing is being built, but no parks,
playgrounds (larger play complexes), walking/bike trails. Our community is not
walkable at all.
No
Get a handle on parking do you can park and ride to gown town affordabley
The population is increasing quickly, it seems that the township keeps building
townhomes and single family homes, but can’t keep up with infrastructure to
support the growth. Also any builders that apply to build in the township should
have to add large green spaces, parks, side walks and road ways immediately,
not wait and hope that it happens.
Programs to teach people
To be independent. Society has come to expect too
Much without working for it.
Put pride in our community not just words
Please build some infrastructure for Willoughby before taking on another
Community like Brookswood/Fernridge
The urgent need to work on the homeless population that is only growing
We need more parks and open spaces within new neighbourhoods and more
attention on reducing reliance on cars by making walking/ biking safe
convenient and enjoyable.
Council needs to be supportive of protecting ALR lands and controlling the
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development of mega mansions on ALR land, reducing their potential and
viability for food production.
•

•
•
•
•

The root of Langley has a very conservative and intolerant mindset. Education is
needed to address this. Also, need to let the young people lead.
The development is devastating to our housing issues. Causing so many social
issues. Children need yards and unconfined playspaces. Stop with the
deforestation please.
Support farms (ie: grants for community events on farms/gardens.) Supporting
local food source is critical.
In my 37 years of life have lived in two provinces and a territory and never
experienced such a disconnected local government. Sad because, Langley had
so much potential for a strong local economy, and a strong sustainable and
thriving community...
Community members are stressed out. I have started to lock my door during the
daytime.
For education it has decent schools and a high homeschooling population. I
would like to see this supported and continued. Libraries are always excellent and
offer many programs/resources. The local colleges are decent. Early years
programs are diverse and plentiful. Need more outdoor/cultural funding for
youth, multi-age programing and a lot of support for LBGTQ youth who are at
greatest risk of homelessness.
Homelessness was not an identified Strategy so I have added it under
Community Safety, It's a huge issue on it's own!
Bike and walking paths are very important. If you build them people will use
them. People want safe outdoor spaces for physical activity.
Environmental sustainability as a social issue.
How about giving Aldergrove citizens the same regard as other communities.
There is not another community in the township that would have gotten or even
stood for an outdoor pool in a brand new facility. For years, Aldergrove has been
the "red headed foster child" that everyone wants to ignore and it's long past
time for that attitude to change. We pay our taxes like everyone else and
deserve the same respect and consideration.

Anything Else: Open-ended Responses

Is there anything else you would like to tell us?
•
•
•

As a community, Langley is facing a very big challenge in terms of the
population growth. I am hoping we all work together to see this city progress!!!
As a fairly new resident to the area, a welcome to Langley package would be
appreciated as well as a web page of existing groups and clubs to join.
Clean up the city
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Connecting the Township's communities with separated bike paths or multi-use
paths should be of the highest priority!
Don’t let developers rule the roost! Make them pay for roads, parks, hospitals,
schools
Elect a new council
Executive Inn for homeless, 200 st will turn into another Hastings in Main, 208th
st Sally Ann homeless shelter is already a mini East Hastings.
Fix the mistake you just made with Fraser Hwy in aldergrove. You are again
developing an area and underdeveloping the road.
Given the density that is currently being proposed, TOL needs to prioritize better
pedestrian connectivity/spaces, rather than prioritizing the automobile in its
transportation infrastructure planning.
Have lived in Langley for 20 plus years, the biggest concern & the first thing
people talk about is the constant increase in traffic...our roads & infrastructure
are maxed out & yet we see more & more new buildings going up - the
population explosion is beginning to lower wuality of life here & it’s very sad. It’s
time to slow down new housing developement & start planning & implementing
improvements right now & for the future.
I am looking forward to moving out of Langley one day when we retire Sick of all
the rift-raft we have attracted here
I am not impressed with the pace of development- infrastructure, especially the
hospital, cannot keep up with the population.
I don't believe Langley needs or can afford two sitting councils. It seems
ridiculous and truly a waste of money that could be better spent on
infrastructure.
I enjoy living in Langley
I have lived in Vancouver, Burnably, White Rock and now Langley. I am
adjusting to living in Langley, and I am hoping that I will come to enjoy it as
much as I have enjoyed living in other parts of Metro Vancouver.
I'm excited about the new Aldergrove pool and disc golf park!
Keep up the good job !
Langley Township has been a wonderful place to live, but I feel that this is
changing and fast. It almost feels like being a long-term resident doesn't count
for anything.
Looking forward to the new Langley/Aldergrove water park!
Make certain the roads are able to handle increased traffic before a new area is
developed - not too little too late as has been in the Willowby area.
Make people aware of children with autism at school and community.
Make your recycling program better!!
Na
no
No
No . Good luck with your stragegy.
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No more money for the fire dept already. Yeesh!
No.
No. Thanks for your concern.
None that I can think of right now.
Please explain why firetrucks need to have their sirens on as soon as they leave
the firehall. Our understanding was that they should wait until they are past the
residential areas.
Please release the results to all residents in a full report. The last time I
participated in a survey with Township the results were not published because
Council didn’t agree with the residents desire for improvement in Arts and
Cultural facilities.
Please take residents input seriously and make them into policy
Road Maintenance and trail maintenance could be better
Slow down housing building until schools and roads are ready! Not such high
density.
Special needs families are suffering
Stop bending for the cry baby developers and listen to the masses
Stop the onslaught of development and ensure that the citizens can have
doctors, a functioning hospital, proper traffic flow.
Thank you for expanding your thinking beyond traditional mandates and silos.
Thank you for taking our feedback and using it to move forward.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my concerns.
Thank you to each and everyone of you to your commitment to serving the
community in your respective roles
There should be door to door garbage collection, not just recycling.
traffic at Frase and 264 frequent trucks running yellow/red lights
Unable to acces the Fraser River for boat launching. The Langley canoe club
and dragon boaters seem to have exclusive use of the Fraser River shoreline. I
thought the river was for all of the residents of Langley!!
What residents see as problems with social sustainability are really going to
depend on where they live. Every neighbourhood has different levels of service
available to them and that's not right. Every part of the Township should have
equal access to services!
Why bother asking about healthcare and education and childcare etc etc. These
are NOT things under municipal direction. Sure, we could use a new hospital but
there isn’t a thing the township can do about that.
Why do you ignore Aldergrove...it could be a destination
Willoughby has become a laughing stock with buildings not enough trails and
parks
Yes
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Demographic Profile of Respondents
Gender 1
Male
30%

Female
70%

Age
75 years or older
65 to 74
55 to 64
45 to 54
35 to 44
25 to 34
20 to 24
19 years or younger
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Marital status
Other
Divorced or Separated
Married or Common Law
Single

1

Respondents indicated their gender with an open-ended answer
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25%

30%

35%

Number of children under the age of 18 (living at same home)

3 or more
2
1
None
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

Household income (before tax)
$200,000 or more
$150,000 to under $200,000
$100,000 to under $150,000
$80,000 to under $100,000
$60,000 to under $80,000
$40,000 to under $60,000
$20,000 to under $40,000
Under $20,000
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Number of years lived in Canada

20 years or more
10 to 19 years
5 to 9 years
Less than 5 years
My whole life (I was born in Canada)
0%

10%

20%
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30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Dwelling type
Other
Suite in a single family / single detached dwelling
Single family / single detached dwelling
Townhouse, row house, semi-detached house or duplex
Mobile / manufactured home
Apartment
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Tenure
Other
3%

Rent
15%

Own
82%

Community of residence
Aldergrove
Brookswood-Fernridge
Fort Langley
Murrayville
Rural area
Walnut Grove
Willoughby or Willowbrook
I do not live in the Township of Langley
0%

5%
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10%

15%

20%

25%

Work in Township

No
64%

Yes
36%

How did you hear about this survey?

I received it in an email
I heard about it through word of mouth
I saw it on social media
I was handed a "take the survey card" from a person
I picked up a "take the survey card" from a Township facility
I saw it in the newspaper
Other
0%
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20%
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APPENDIX E – POP-UP BOOTHS INPUT
What I love about living in Langley is…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trails, sense of community
Many sports facilities, teams, and events (Giants!)
Wide variety of programs for children! arts, sports, clubs
Community centres with libraries and fitness facilities
Love the paths and walkways provided
Close to all the different shops, lots of medical close by
Living in Aldergrove, new Rec Centre!
Close to everything - border/Vancouver/Interior. Living in the country very
quiet!
Green space
Less traffic
Working close to all amenities
Sense of community pride
Farms, green space and shopping!
Parks, trails, recreation
Low crime and small town so close to everything
Trees, animals, quiet place
Community centres
Clean air and world peace
Access to a diversity of services and attractions
Lots of parks and trails
Fire department
The people
Rural feel -> ALR
Everything in Langley!
Flowers
Lots of greenery
Excellent trails
Sense of community
Lots of parks!
Greenery, scenery = peaceful
Everything is within walking distance
Not very busy
My neighbours are part of my family. Small town, big hearts.
Bob Long initiated a sidewalk at northeast corner of Fraser Hwy and 264 St
Aldergrove Park, The Used Bookstore
Our parks!
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The people, how we band together as a community!
Aldergrove Park
Accountability, listen to the old builders
Sense of community
House, nature trails
Rural - but close to all amenities
Crime is a "major" issue in Aldergrove, great neighbourhood, love the
prople!
Try to simplify the house building process for the individual homeowner
trying to build his dream home. Don't be a barrier to _______________
Langley resident
People care! Love the community spirit
I love the people. It's people that make the community!
Look at what draws people like to Crescent Beach, White Rock, Fort
Langley, Aldergrove. It's the feel of community like we all love Otter, it's the
people.
Farm - local produce, Outdoor spaces - walkways, parks. No more
Willoughby type development - need parking and transit there
Little town Fort Langley, Rest, Sidewalk café, River
The Fort is fun
Walking trails
Fort Langley! So walkable, never have to drive anywhere!
Nice people, great country (elegant) view
Love Fort Langley! Nice people, nice area.

To me, a thriving Langley means…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listening to public needs and concerns, implementing them into community
plans
Affordable housing
Amazing services available to all
Affordable housing and homeless housing (because they exist!)
Walkable neighbourhoods
Multiple types of housing options
That every child gets a breakfast
Respecting environment, flora and fauna
An inclusive community
Lots of places to "buy local"
Adequate traffic infrastructure for growing population, Jobs/employment
close to home
More infrastructure, Tourist attractions
Nuclear free zone
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A place that prioritizes citizen services and uses technology to make lives
easier
More single family houses, not condos
Density with affordable housing (smaller lots)
Slowing down development along 208 Street corridor
Public consultation-diversity in housing, working closely with other agencies
(province, Fraser Health, etc), affordability
Some density with larger lots - not just townhomes and condos
Affordable housing for all
Lots of natural spaces
I came to Langley to retire and get away from traffic. It followed me to
Langley. I enjoy Blair Pool and the library. I enjoy all the things Langley has
to offer like Ralphs and all the other fresh veggie and fruit stands. It's a
great central place and now it's home.
Community support of growing community
Community gardens and chickens in yards like Surrey
More art!
Affordable day care
Trails need maintenance
More playgrounds with more play features wider age range
More rec centres
Safety for our wives, children and elderly!
People who visit Langley respect the people and property
Feeling safe in Aldergrove
Jobs (employment/job fair)
Transit and a mall
Safety, Diversity
Keep Agriculture Land. Ditto!
Rapid transit
More infrastructure planning
Aldergrove is under-served - need to make it quaint like Fort Langley!
Builder's Forum, listen to builders - have group and listen to them
Listen to the little people of Langley who know a lot of practical stuff
We need more swimming pools!
Underground wiring in Fort Langley?!
More community events and trails
A home for family
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APPENDIX F – WORKSHOPS INPUT
NOW: What are our successes?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Farm properties outside dense areas, large properties
Unique character in each community e.g.: Murrayville vs Fort Langley vs.
Willoughby
Protecting farmland
Limiting development (balancing with protecting farmland)
Community pride (the small communities that make up the ToL)
Maintaining green spaces/nature ToL's sense of rural living
Neighbourhood store/corner commercial
Willoughby developments w/access to Vancouver
Population growth - continuing to attract new families/people/businesses
to the area
Township is attractive area for new residents
The Township is doing well at building a diverse community
Integrating new residents into community
Lot of immigrants from different ethnicities are feeling welcome and get
support from people and ToL
Starting truth & reconciliation -a first nations community, keep going
Starting to work toward reconciliation - culture
Fort Langley museum - First nations project
Unemployment rate is low (higher turn-over and higher rates of pay for
qualified applicants is a challenge)
Attracting businesses to include park (Gloucester growing)
ToL is successful at attracting businesses - quality businesses
Lot of employment opportunities in ToL
Local newspapers focus well on local issues
It's positive that we are here, there is an openness to build a plan together
Opportunities to engage in your community
Collaborative lens
Community engagement (events)
Opportunities for citizens to feel a sense of agency (i.e. spray park
presentation in Aldy)
Connecting with public input sessions
Lots of volunteers
Youth seem to want to engage in the shape of their future
Sense of community - a lot of events in the community that try to bring
people together
Community engagement - Events Centre, local papers communicate events,
lots of option for shopping and ent
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Sports & entertainment, safety/emergency, lots of trees
Schools/parks - adding parks when schools are built
Recreation facilities are excellent! and accessible
New rec centre in Aldergrove looks good
Sports groups seem to be well served, LEC, parks, fields
Some good facilities for recreation programs
77A & 209 school - so many kids out playing, attracts kids out playing
Great recreational facilities
Rec. Centres - provide good programs for kids
Green space and parks are plentiful in the ToL; newcomers boast about the
great outdoor space
Activities for youth/kids - skate park - spray park - rec. centres
A new community centre Aldergrove health fitness
Community garden opportunity & supports from ToL
Parks & recreation facilities
Green linear park development
The amount of greenspace is wonderful
Nice natural areas are accessible in Township (granted driving distance)
Providing Green & keeping space, Park/Garden
Parks, recreation & culture programs & facilities
Seniors program
Children programs
Lots of children's programs and sports activities
Success - Parks Langley event centre for teen basketball, hockey, lacrosse
etc. Youth well-being
Quality of community programming is excellent through recreation centres
in ToL
NPO's very active - Volunteer Bureau filling a big need
ToL and City of Langley have a lot of NPO organisations to deliver all kinds
of services here
Municipal services are good garbage, compost, recycling
Hired a social planner - long overdue - now can start to catch up
Have a social planner now
Youth Hub - start to address youth homelessness
The new youth resource centre
Youth Hub
Housing - lots of new development, lots of condo's and townhouses for sale
Relatively affordable housing in Metro Vancouver (touchy subject)
Good Senior's homes are available
Learning: T.A.L.K., L.E.C.
Community safety - Block Watch, local resident associations
Communities are safe - people feel connected to their
communities/neighbours
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Fire safety and general crime rates seem to be doing ok (I feel safe)
Safe place to raise a family
We have several well equipped well manned Fire halls that attend to
accidents on hwy & fires
Police are beginning to really get involved in community
Never feel scared in the streets
Safety awareness (fire week)
Fire halls - community education
Fire safety teams are awesome. Especially @ schools
Carvolth exchange - transportation

NOW: What are our challenges?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring farmland (ALR) is formed or stewarded
Fort Langley heritage preservation
Fort Langley development taking flavor out of community
Increasing childhood vulnerability - will continue to see this increase and
other social issues (i.e., housing --> poverty) grow
Children - 1. Parks - bylaws not enforced re parking and dogs means unsafe
play areas. 2. Schools not in communities means bussing - yes ToL not
responsible for schools but is responsible for development
Students - care for before and after school, poverty - food, Sec overcrowding
We have more work to do to build inclusion of diverse citizens - disability,
mental health, aging
Those connected to communities are homogenous - more diversity in
community connection
No jobs available for people who are moving here, high educated
immigrants
Inclusive workplace - more open to work with diverse cultures, hiring retention
Not enough support for new comers in the ToL, all settlement agencies in
Langley City
Need more middle income in Aldergrove. Too much low income
Community/civic engagement Aldergrove
Community engagement - ToL not demonstratively encourage community
associations and local engagement (and new Task Force doesn't cut it)
Need an official mechanism for disabled community to engage with Mayor,
Council and Township overall
Permission to post flyers at rec. centres or libraries. It is a no no right now
Very little ToL attention paid to arts and culture --> no cultural
centre/theatre
More Arts & Culture in South Langley
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Need indoor swimming for Aldergrove in the winter
Making use of Public space
More schools
Have & have-not communities (i.e. Walnut Grove rec. facility vs. Aldergrove
rec facilities)
Food security (both personal and that of the community) is given very low
priority (fighting $tax for developers)
Options for food sustainability
Water issue sewer, growing to fast, transit lack there of, strain on
infrastructure
Slow down development to allow for services to catch up
Health and Wellness - no family doctors for new residents, Langley Hospital
needs expanding (6+ hours wait)
Health and wellness for youth "Get Active ____"
Shortage of MD - NP
Hospital - ED wait times, parking
Need better access for counselling re: drug problems and family difficulties
Access to medical "family doctor" , "health & wellness"
Cutting down trees and not replacing
Replacement/tree protection by-law
Climate action goals, policies
Tree cutting/preservation - Fort Langley redevelopment issues (downtown)
Housing is becoming less accessible and affordable - challenging for young
families to stay/come to the area
Seniors' housing - how much money spent on institutionalization:
wages/medical supervision. Solution - Co-housing opportunities like
Windsong an option?
Seniors - Encourage aging in place, high costs of housing is resulting in
people moving further out
Housing - no affordable housing, (no) rental stock or very little, no
supportive housing
Housing - lack of supply for low income seniors
We need more social and rental housing! Seniors, pwd, single parents
Affordable housing & low rental stock
Affordable & suitable housing
Housing options
Affordable rents - particularly for larger families
Housing prices and rents are high! No low income housing available in the
ToL
Housing options out of date
Housing & rentals for houses are very high and sometimes shortages in
rental itself
Lack of affordable housing for lesser income families
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Low cost housing
Housing affordable - rental 3 storey town home
Housing affordable for seniors, homeless and families, native housing
Those who call Langley "home" but don't have a roof (aka homeless rates
increase), affordable housing crisis
Homelessness is increasing, helplessness follows, hopelessness results -->
pure poverty (not just $ poverty)
Homelessness - lack of resources in Aldergrove
Local Seniors housing options
Two Langleys, city and ToL
Living standard - not enough employment opportunities in Aldergrove.
Empty vacant businesses - ability to participate in community life - mostly
Seniors
Increasingly unaffordable to live in the Township
Quality of life - family issues from lack of housing & affordability
Concern about the connection between the OCP and social sustainability at
this time. Need to ensure strong connection going forward
Communication between Township planners & school board
Need more youth programs for the middle school to high school age e.g.:
free drop in at rec. centres
Community safety - lots of homeless camps on private property
Vandalism and theft of public areas/assets
Property crime (becoming a bigger issue in FL)
More funding/resources/concern for safety hazards
Emergency preparedness not enough engagement in Seniors complexes
Seniors - Isolation, Services, Transportation
Seniors Social opportunity's needed
Challenge - good transportation for seniors - housing for seniors - centres
for seniors
Social activities for new seniors - connectedness
Commuter safety/getting around - 1. Lack of sidewalks and bike lanes is
unsafe and not appropriate for the population. 2. Lack of sidewalks makes
it impossible for mobility impaired to get around. 3. Leaving infrastructure
to developers results in inconsistent application and non-uniformity of
interpretation of bylaws regarding sidewalks, bike lanes and paths.
Com. safety and getting around - 1. Lack of pedestrian crosswalks makes it
unsafe for children at local schools. 2. Parking not enforced means unsafe
roadways.
Uneven sidewalks etc (not always contiguous) (sometimes hazardous),
more benches, bus stops
Construction is getting higher and roads are the same
Active transportation, Universal design required, broken up piece meal
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Car-centric, passenger vehicle prioritized, sustainability transportation
networks needed
Improvements to multi-use (cycling) paths have happened, but still need
improvement to cycling specific infrastructure
Need ability to walk any place in the Township safely
Transportation for work from Aldergrove
Sidewalks for disabled, strollers and scooters
Accessibility
Ease of travelling around and across Langley
Transportation challenges for public transit users
Promoting & supporting alternate forms of transportation - Bike week
where's the racks
Transit (within the ToL and neighbouring municipalities)
Traffic congestion and safety are often complained about in the Willoughby
and Walnut Grove neighbourhoods
Transit to industrial park (Gloucester) and Aldergrove & affordable areas
Not a good place to live if you don't have a car (hard to get around)
Transportation to Industrial areas are not adequate. New comers have
challenges to buy a car during their early years in Canada
Bike lanes unsafe
Pedestrian lane lacking at Parkside School. Parking
Not enough neighbourhood connections
Traffic congestion in areas of new development
Bike lanes routes start/stop
Public transportation especially Aldergrove. What about Uber
Need better transportation for seniors to visit a friend, doctor appt., rec
centre, etc.

WOW: What would it be like if we were thriving?
•
•
•
•

•

Commitment/charter on protecting rural wildlife areas & rural communities
Throughout the Township, aesthetically pleasing Township, business, and
residential development
Pride in our rural areas - protection of our rural areas
Education
- there are enough school spaces so that all kids can attend a school in their
community
- all children will be ready to attend kindergarten and succeed
- all children will graduate HS prepared for post second and or careers
- there are more community schools so that resources and supports are
available for families
Elementary schools - preschool activities and after school activities,
breakfast and lunch programs
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Meaningful & engaging outdoor play spaces for all children within walking
distance of their homes* priority given to communities with higher numbers
of "at risk" or "marginalized" families
Neighbours well connected to each other across cultural and age barriers to
promote healthy human flourishing
Everyone had at least one person they could count on for companionship
and help
No social & physical isolation for residents
A seat for each student in their catchment school. This allows students to
bond with others in their neighbourhoods
Block parties!
Neighbourhood/community development - no one would feel they have no
one
Mixed age & income housing with amenity/gathering space
Diverse communities feel that they belong and can participate fully
Everyone, irrespective of age, ethnicity, sex, has a personal sense of worth
and value
There are more folks/families who can live, work and play in Langley
Inclusive & welcoming community
Inclusive vibrant communities
Initiatives to encourage engagement from all populations
(cultures/languages) in the greater community intentional removal of
barriers to community engagement
Strong integration program for immigration residence
Everybody belongs and is given dignity, they have a place and a voice and
can contribute
We will be a more diverse and inclusive community where more people
experience a sense of belonging. Everyone belongs!!!
Settlement agencies have satellite offices offerings in the ToL
A very inclusive community for newcomers, seniors, youth! Plenty of
services for all!
Mixed housing in terms of young families in elder -> healthy community
A senior buddy program that matched first language individuals
Inclusive community - services integrated and easily accessible
Community Engagement - ToL would draw from experience of other more
developed communities in Met Van to learn how to encourage and
encompass community/resident associations to encourage community
engagement
Community recognizing actual priorities & community needs or apposed
hot new topics
Social sustainability is understood and embraced. Housing, Affordability,
Services, Health
An engaged population with community pride
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Participation & involved all ages
Community gathering to serve its community (in all areas) of the issues
Youth & seniors rescources are provided at or around transit hubs
Lots of opportunities to volunteer and yet it is ok to live on one's own
Entertainment Cultural Centre
Community centres in all of the communities of the Township that offer a
good variety of programs (i.e. Yoga, fitness, arts)
Updating & creating facilities & resources (rec. centres, playgrounds, rinks,
pools) for "up & coming" communities
Many natural parks and green spaces
Pride in our natural resources (greenspaces and farmland)
Everyone has long-term and immediate access to locally produced, safe,
nutritious culturally appropriate food in a safe, enjoyable community space
Food security
More access to locally produced food in Langley
Balancing out new housing with green space & appropriate infrastructure
Growth is a reflection of capacity: infrastructure, schools, sense of
neighbourhood
Address the sewer issue in the ToL before we continue to build up new
areas
Infrastructure in place before new developments go in
Decrease of chronic diseases due to increase in good mental health and
increase in physical activity
Health - families will have access to health resources - family doctors,
mental health resources
Everyone has a family doctor, medical service expanded, new hospital iny
ToL
Medical - "Campus of Care" one stop for all
Access to services - mental health - healthcare/hospital - support houses counselling
Medical - doctors - family doctors & specialists in our community adequate home care for seniors
Natural spaces protected and enhanced for nature bathing
Water plentiful for drinking, watering, cleaning etc.
Climate change is considered
Tree replacement program - bylaws - green space - development - climate
Access to clean up creeks downstream. There is a plastic bag stuck on bush
in Bertrand for a couple years now (blackberry bush)
Less or no drug problems, family problems, kids on the street
Housing - There are affordable options both with respect to rental and
purchased properties. When a new housing project is approved there is a
plan in place to implement the required infrastructure on the same timeline
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Affordable housing for all
No homeless camps
Walkable community safe for all
Establish a social housing plan in the ToL - Fore every 100 units being built
privately the ToL will build 5
Housing - leadership - affordability - rental & social - bylaws - DCC's &
CAC's - growth management - inclusivity & international
More rentals, especially affordable options!
Affordable/accessible housing options - Social/Suppotive - Rental stock
New construction of Townhouses/apartments includes rental units for either
seniors or families of 6-8 (tat are affordable)
Affordable rentals and housing in the ToL
Shared housing strategy for seniors and others
Housing - sufficient availability for all income levels
If housing market is controlled - housing would be affordable - lesser rents more money to spend thereby more spending power
Inclusionary housing - income, origin, capacity, age, disability
There are no homeless people - housing is affordable, supports in place
where needed
Waking a city and mindfully addressing the homeless issue in our
community it supports for the homeless a longer housing
Homes that are well-maintained and communities where youth and adults
are proud to be part of
Housing is developed in a way that is conscious of recreational needs
(parks, arts centre, sports), transport access and environmental stewardship
(plants, animals, energy)
Housing - Everyone has a safe place to live and good food to eat
Learning instils fundamentals into school learners, bredth into postsecondaries and other-centeredness into lifelong learners
Economic opportunities for residents
More employment opportunity in Langley itself
Businesses and companies that can offer decent pay for hard work located
right in the ToL
Strategizing between ToL developments/planners, transit and school district
Recreation programs run out of neighbourhood school gyms
Quality of Life measures are "out of the park" and measured regularly to
assess progress
High quality of life
Better communication between RCMP & residents regarding criminal
activity in area
Each ToL community would have RCMP patrols to deter property crime
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Seniors - We need support and engagement to keep our seniors here. They
are a vital link to our past. What about organizations like volunteer
grandparents?
Aging in place is facilitated (independent), care facilities available when
needed
Being able to age-in-place in your community
Elders aging in place - housing that works for them - programs that support
them
Social centres for seniors focused on community involvement. Sharing
ideas, entertainment, information etc. exercise
Include seniors in "then and now" curricular requirements in elementary
schools and find ways to include in later grades
Strong sense of community & pride
Accessible programs in the Langley's, not clustering all services in one
space
Resources for homeless in all the ToL communities
Youth services for at risk youth
Centres with concentrated housing centres include, groceries, medical,
community centres all in walking distance
Easy access to variety of services and healthy local/sustainable foods
Comm. Safety/Getting around - ToL would take lead and learn from rest of
Met Van to ensure infrastructure is in place - wheelchair, children safety all
included ___ development
Bike lanes
--> public transportation
--> trails and parks
are safe, clean and well kept
Everyone could get to whatever they want to participate in - transportation,
recreation, social interaction
We have a fully integrated walking, cycling and rolling infrastructure
Safe infrastructure for walking, cycling, rolling (strollers, wheelchairs,
scooters etc.)
An Aldergrove & all of Township with easy access to work
10 yrs. from now Township has a strategy for neighbourhood developments
impact on pedestrians minimized
Transportation for seniors and others without cars to visit a friend, shop,
doctor's appt. etc.
Variety of options for transportation including more bus routes in rural
areas - also car co-ops, community bike programs
ToL supports car sharing, bike sharing and ride sharing
Interconnected communities
Safe & accessible transit frequency with lighting & sidewalks
Transit to industrial parks (even 4/days) routes
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Transit to and from Aldergrove to the Township and even Langley City
Better traffic flow and less congestion North/South
Safe roads - intersections - scramble style for pedestrians
Better transit to serve all of Langley
Ensuring all suburban/residential communities have proper sidewalks
Transportation every where in ToL. Buses, rapid transit out of ToL. Easy
access for those with mobility issues
Aldergrove - accessible, affordable transport (express to Vancouver?)
If there were multiple routes by translink - more jobs - less pollution - less
traffic - community connections - better economy
Using existing rail-lines to transport people from Aldergrove, Ft. Langley Waterways?
Easier to "commute" to all neighbourhoods
Thriving town centres - pedestrian friendly - walkability
Making Township walkable, a local neighbourhood shopping areas, close to
work, schools cut down on congestion
Youth are provided an environment that enables them to grow, develop in a
secure, sustainable home and social setting
Mobility & transportation - accessiblity - senours issues - economics &
employment - climate - inclusive transportation - DCC's - safe! - social
connnectedness - quality of life
O.C. plans good for visions. Housing schools. Transportation community
If ToL led units are more welcoming - create awareness in community more people will get benefits and access to necessary programs
A community thriving would be investment in transportation to be able to
work, learn and live in the community and to shop conveniently local. We
need people to stay in Aldergrove & be happy campers. Open space to
connect

HOW: Strategies and actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cultural competency, training for employers
Research & use policies and programs that work in other communities like
ours
Look @ best practices at other communities in what has worked
Co-ordination & funding & capacity of communities & neighbourhood
Ensure Langley gets all provincial and federal funding; equal share; build
community capacity
Bylaws & regulations to manage communities (ex. Sign & façade guidelines
in Aldergrove)
Community pride as a community of communities. Strengths & challenges
can be unique in each community & rural/urban areas
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provide positive incentives for building owners in run down areas to improve
the look of their structures
Work with schools to provide recreation programs after hours provided by
ToL
Block parties encouraged and locally planned (potluck? healthy? exchange
produce, tools, equipment, talents etc)
Neighbourhood associations and Good Neighbour initiatives
Small neighbourhood grants program to fund and initiate small
neighbourhood projects/activities "builds community"
Welcome to ToL "teas" or contact in neighbourhoods - lots of visuals for
newcomers - maybe online videos
Block parties, programming with intergenerational component (Seniors &
youth etc.)
Specific funding available for organised local events. (block parties)
Block parties, get to know your neighbour programs for inclusive/diverse
community
Host program, "welcome family program"
Mentoring programs
Establish a volunteer based accessibility advisory committee for council
Website - Community services translated into Arabic, Korean, Vietnamese,
Mandarin
Hard copy newcomer packages in English, Arabic, Korean, Vietnamese,
Mandarin
Offer "welcome wagon" in several languages
Native language speakers to welcome & help orient new residents to
Langley who speak a language(s) other than English
ToL working more closely with federal & provincial governments to be part
of the planning for immigration influx
Work place ESL language programs offered onsite by large employers
Intergenerational activities, i.e. seniors and students
Connecting students and seniors through school gardens
International Folks Arts festival celebration and parade, welcome baskets
for new immigrants
A night mayor (champion on social issues) after hours
Encourage engagement by supporting the community associations.
Coquitlam provides advertising space, New West sends someone to each
CA meeting - why doesn't ToL
Develop a culture of generosity
"Reward" community involvement (in a tangible way other than the
volunteer banquet), tax incentives, grants
Lots of opportunities to celebrate small successes - awards, public
recognition
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase voter turnout, *give incentive for parents to bring their kids to vote
(sticker, certificate)
ToL truly listen to public feedback and incorporate into policy
Establish enhanced citizen action engagement. I.E. neighbourhood houses,
community associations that engage and support
More partnerships & engagement with local community groups
Ongoing opportunities for citizens to engage & feel a sense of agency in
their community to encourage a sense of community pride & good
citizenship
Seniors be included in plans for new centres for seniors
Create a community partnership board to look at avenues of creating local
partnerships to promote awareness
Q & A style forum with local council
Elect local government reps that can be depended on to activate policies to
support social sustainability for all residents
Welcome pamphlet/document for all new residents with most useful &
pertinent Township info
Brand Langley as an involved community. Promote volunteerism - provide
opportunities that also helps build strong connected communities
Host community events to engage neighbourhoods
More age groups entertainment for mid age people single, inclusion. Stores
open later
Tree protection/replacement by-law
Land conservancy funding for sensitive areas
Green roofs, etc. to allow for as much "green" as possible
Requiring developers to respect natural spaces ex. Abide by set back and
not compromise on variances
Suggest Amenity development guidelines for developers (i.e. parks,
greenspace)
make schools community centres also
Meaningful & engaging outdoor play space taskforce -> find the
neighbourhoods who will benefit most & begin building/updating
playgrounds
Working with developers to invest in community amenities & green spaces
must be part of development
Invest into creating more natural parks close or in city centres
Incentivise urban agriculture
Supporting farmers in good land stewardship
All school space include for gardens school. Age & adults to share & mentor
Increase population density (larger tax base)
Have a specific standard for infrastructure, develop standards and guides
that don't get "varianced", redo the OCP's to reflect current community
DCC's collection prior to development? Or more borrowing!
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Slow down development to allow infrastructure to keep pace
Growth that considers/integrates capacity to meet present needs i.e. don't
build a new neighbourhood without a school. "may require improved
research"
Slow down the growth of ToL
Regulations for building developers to ensure the infrastructure (roads,
sidewalks, traffic flow) is managed during construction
Build health services with nurse practitioners; engage developers with social
conscience
Advocate for counselling and drug & alcohol treatment centres
Free office space for new Doctors to attract more family doctors
Zone - make it easier for affordable housing options - manufactured homes
Speed up development application process to allow building for tax
increase
Developers buy into affordable housing & green space as part of their plan
Develop an incentive program to work with home owners to build or more
affordability. Legalize suites to increase rental stock
Homeowners able to upgrade and or the ability to put legal suites
Work with developers around % of development being set aside for social
housing and/or space for social programming to use at a reduced rate
Provide some kind of breaks or rebates for developers to build rental units
Update bylaws permited and usage to allow for higher density and mixed
use
Protect existing low-income affordable housing
Housing development bylaws that can help alleviate affordable housing
crisis
Encourage manufactured home parks
Make new housing developers include designated rental housing and/or
senior housing
BC housing and ToL to spark an even closer relationship to think out of the
box
ToL working w/ strata laws & developers to include rentals
Change bylaws for housing low income & amenity space
Consider by-law improvements & CAC's for social purpose, density
bonusing, rental only zoning
Workshops - between generation workshops that help seniors understand
newer technologies such as email or social media - workshops could be
instructed by teens to help bridge generations
Encourage seniors to teach vegetable growing, cooking and nutrition in
schools (also helps with teacher crisis!)
Look at other municipalities - Surrey's Plan, T.H.I.S. is How We End Poverty,
Homeless task force
Attract more employment opportunity in Langley
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Avoiding red tape for entrepreneurs / new small businesses
Incentives for businesses to come to the ToL who offer more than minimum
wage for struggling families
Living standards - Involvement in non-profit housing societies to set
standard for living
Have planners support and stay true to the peoples vision of a community
and not a developers. Give developers incentives to follow community plans
Liaisons between institutions working in Langley i.e. developers/planners &
school board - developers & transit
Believe that a free drop in for youth in recreation centres is actually a cost
cutting measure for policing, health care, etc.
ToL parner with local agencies to deliver programming in more areas
Climate change mitigation & adaption strategies implemented can be in
emergencies response/preparedness plans
Incentives for community block watch programs
Increase policing for security
Community safety - Block watch programs in housings
More specialized home care to meet needs of seniors to keep them in their
homes
Allow family members to be paid to stay home to look after seniors &
special needs
Seniors well being - get seniors engaged in community programs to
informational sessions - providing a shuttle bus to pick up ones that are
alone. Community engagement, learning
Social Services - leverage the expertise of community organizations who
are already providing services to increase their capacity - ToL act as a
coordinator or _____
Municipal - support non-profit activities
Central clearing house of social service providers public and nonprofit
Homelessness programs
Bylaw enforcement - stop requiring people to call in, use social media for
reporting like Vancouver and Burnaby
Have a point person hired by the ToL who can help direct people in need.
Ex. Homeless, elderly needing housing
Business supports work with community & non profits to enable space
Community tables to utilize shared spaces for kids, seniors newcomers include churches to use their empty spaces instead of building
Policies around safe pedestrian & cycling infrastructure/networks
Policies around transportation demand management. Car-share? - resident
car-pooling
Incentivize other forms of transit
Have funding in place to put in sidewalks, recreation, etc. before
development
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•
•
•
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•
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•
•

Connect Communities with trails & walking & biking
Reorganise transportation options
Matching transportation options development with population growth and
geography
Explore alternate transportation options & work actively to bring them to
Langley
Incentives for developers to include things in their project (car & bike share
etc)
Developers ensure they include easy access - sidewalks, lighting etc.
Prioritizing transit needs and advocating to translink on many levels
Large employers can lobby Translink for additional bus/skytrain routes sometimes they can off set costs
Get employers on board to go after transit for transportation
Make all pedestrian crossings "scramble" style
More bus stops, more buses!
Include businesses/employers to advocate with translink in increasing
accessibility - Engage all stake holders to come together to advocate
Advocate with translink for more transit services
Plan bike lane in all road building
Uber
Petition the Federal government for funding to support the unique needs of
our community
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APPENDIX G – THRIVING TOL CONVERSATIONS INPUT
Conversation #1
Issue: Seniors
Level of knowledge: Not specified

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is more focus on more activities
More focus on transportation
More attention to health and over prescribing drugs – better awareness
Seniors are questioning more
LSCAT is starting to pick up – needs funding
Langley Lodge helping to relieve isolation by picking up isolated seniors and
taking them to the Lodge for a social time and lunch. Could this be replicated?

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve transportation – show seniors how to use the bus (volunteers)
More education seniors about volunteering
Re-try shuttle buses between complexes and the Srs. Centre
TOL could support more programs at the Seniors Centre and subsidize
operations
Social connections are available but are often inaccessible
Increase accessibility standards in the Building Code
Increase accessibility of sidewalks and curb let-downs (Don’t have the curblet-downs direct people and wheelchairs directly into the line of traffic)

Conversation #2
Issue: Housing
Level of knowledge: Not specified

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•

Increasing DCC will advance development of support service to the
community’s benefit
Build up – not out. Maximize density around/along public transportation
routes
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What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Housing demand (by primarily young families) for affordable housing means
2 to 3 story town housing which deeds on itself for more at an affordable
price. Schools, transportation and other services are overwhelmed now and
into the foreseeable future.
Slowing the housing market to allow support services time to be put in place
would improve the quality of life in the TOL
Personally I would prefer to see DCC’s increase to provide a slow down to
dampen development. I appreciate that his would put added pressure on
other Valley municipalities but make TOL an even more desirable place to
live.
Concern as to what crowded townhome communities will look like, be like, in
25-30 years. Planning needs to be in place for aging buildings and aging
populations
Good schools may keep a community young
Building apartments may offer aging residents suitable (stairless, smaller
square footage) and still allow them to stay within their community
As home become smaller in size and outdoor space, community commercial
centre to cater to bedroom community living
Transportation needs to be addressed. North – South as well as East-West
with the focus on mass transportation bus routes plus Skytrain/or rail.
Apartments – for pre-family and retired particularly where affordability and
convenience is key. (Senior Care housing is a separate issue)

Conversation #3
Issue: Housing
Level of knowledge: We know this issue well

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•

•
•
•
•

ToL has been open to affordability with higher density
ToL - increase in employment opportunities
o Transit hub improves accessibility
o Transit to outlying communities (e.g. aldergrove) improved
Attempting to ensure parks and green space part of plan
Housing continuum spread throughout ToL – but not in every community
ToL specific 55+ manufactured home parks
Empowering specific groups to represent themselves (e.g. seniors)
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•

Open-minded and willing to discuss issues and aware of options for solutions
(forward thinking leadership)

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Address housing continuum needs across ToL in each community (e.g.
brookswood has group homes but no affordable seniors housing; walnut
grove has rental stock but no social housing)
Better working relationship with city of Langley
Continue strong and creative leadership
o Being aware of issues and potential solutions
o Adding social planner
Utilize tools such as land/political influence/zoning to support creative
housing options
Needs assessment by individual communities (e.g. walnut grove, aldergrove,
Willoughby)
Zoning – to better enable diversity of housing
Developing ‘standards’ for each community while celebrating uniqueness of
that community
o E.g. each community to have
 Hub of some sort (library)
 Food security options
 Housing continuum to avoid one community
 Holding all/most of one specific housing
Create leadership re: housing options (i.e. modular housing)
Addressing reality that affordability is leaving reach of young families /
singles
o Allowing population density on private property (i.e. tiny homes)
Looking at affordability (waitlists re: independent housing to assisted living)
Rent controls / landlord and tenant controls (provincial issues but having
major impact on municipalities)
Protect manufactured home parks as with seniors housing options (55+)

Conversation #4
Issue: Living standards
Level of knowledge: We have a basic level of knowledge

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•

Housing affordability
Balance between population density and green space
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•
•
•
•

Access to schools / daycare
Access to resources (library / facility pass)
(on large scale) housing continuum
Opportunities for employment
o Development of industrial areas in aldergrove/brookswood/fernridge
area/ walnut grove

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•

•

•

•

•

Social housing (addressing housing continuum – especially with communities)
o Creative leadership and partnership to address issues with diverse and
general population
Transportation (coordination of schedules for community shuttles and later
service)
o Coordination of routes
o Operate later
Food security in each community (2 food banks in Langley city – 1 in
aldergrove)
o Engage communities and non profits
o ToL facilities to provide programming
Finance livability
o #1 problem is increasing rents on limited stock (#2 problem)
 Rent controls – advocate / partner to increase stock
o Zoning for suites
Community initiative for vulnerable populations (emergency call only cell
phone for shut-ins/fixed income street level sextrade)

Conversation #5
Issue: Getting around
Level of knowledge: We have a basic level of knowledge

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to navigate bus routes through app
Buses are easy to use and find; lots of bike lanes
There is a transit system; texting
There’s many buses (options); bus stops are easy to find
Transit relatively reliable (texting); cheap; many bike lanes being built
Everything you need walking distance if need be and transport easy to
navigate
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What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase locations to pay compass cards
Need some night buses
More buses; more stations
GPS track app
Buses don’t come on time. If they come early they should wait at the bus stop
until it’s time to leave
Not reliable; too much wait in between
Smarter bus routes; buses that are being used a lot should come more often
Skytrains; unreliable buses (time consuming)
Increase population to increase transit viability
Buses can be unreliable and take a long time. Solution: more buses
Housing can be far from necessities
Transit
Traffic
In Mexico city they did a thing for making traffic better there’s days people
can’t drive

Issue: Housing

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New housing and variety
More apartment being built
So many are in construction. There’s many condos or housing being built
Lots of apartments, condos, town homes. For the smaller families
More coming in the future
Nice neighbourhoods
Lots of opportunities to buy property houses

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make housing more affordable, and close to stores and common shops
People are finding houses really expensive
Unaffordable
Expensive
Expensive housing
Cheaper homes to be built
Sustainable but inexpensive
A limit on the price, not allowed to inflate
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•
•
•
•

Prices need to drop, it’s increasing homelessness
Make a plan which maybe if they’re building a lot and people are building,
prices will fall
More social housing (cheap)
More apartment buildings – less expensive condos and townhouses

Issue: Community safety

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•
•
•
•
•

I feel safe walking around
Can walk around by myself in daylight
I feel safe and do not fear walking around by myself
I feel safe
I usually feel safe; judgement
I can walk places feeling safe

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Help homeless more
Many people feel unsafe at night by themselves
o Avoid making assumptions
Connections with the community
Options for homeless people to be involved
Release procedures
Drugs access
Mental health
Streets

Conversation #6
Issue: Housing
Level of knowledge: We know this issue well

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•
•

More supply
More choices
Densification - compact
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What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They’re knocking down big old houses to make room for apartments
o Rather than having a home for one family it can house 20
Housing is too expensive
o Cheaper options for younger people
Housing pricing is too high. We need to make it more reasonable for everyone
If people can’t afford housing, then homelessness rates go up
o Endangers community because homelessness can cause crime
Construction is horrible
o Work before and after rush hour
Lower prices
o No one can afford it
Raise minimum wage
Lots of housing options
Housing is too expensive
o Need cheaper housing for young people
Not enough high paying jobs to afford
Housing cost causes people to postpone going to college/university or they
take out a loan and become further in debt
Only affordable housing is in Chilliwack/Abbotsford therefore have to
commute everyday most likely
Saving money? Gas is expensive
Having more resources for homeless people
o Less panhandling = less dangerous
o Maybe more homeless shelters?
o More job opportunities so they can turn their situation around?
Is it possible to lower the cost of housing?
Student housing
Shelter – provide basic housing needs – do we need granite
Lots of housing being built
Many condos for sale (young couples / families)
Areas becoming overpopulated
Many high rises. No yards for kids/pets
Building more for people

Conversation #7
Issue: Not specified
Level of knowledge: Not specified
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What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cultural diversity in community and in schools
Current LINC school – New Directions – is very good and helpful
Living environment is very good and air quality is good
Neighbourhood is good: well-mannered friendly people in the neighbourhood
Local newspaper “Langley Times” is hand y to help get information /
reminder of the community activities
Affordable housing price compared with the other Metro Vancouver cities
The quality of schools including elementary/middle/high schools are good
(including school staff and families in the school catchment)
Ice rink is good and sufficient for use currently
Shopping at Costco is convenient

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

The capacity of the TOL facilities such as libraries, rec centres, swimming
centre does not catch up the speed of the development of the Willoughby
area
o More libraries, more books and variety of books in the libraries
o To build a new rec centre in Willoughby including a swimming pool
Local traffic, especially traffic on 208 is getting more and more packed
o To encourage residents to carpool, bike and/or walk to
workplace/shopping/activities
o To develop public transit, for example, to add more buses
o Support building of skytrain in Langley
New Directions is the only LINC school (Language instruction for Newcomers
to Canada) in Langley and PRs need wait long time to get in
o To have English Conversation Circle in Walnut Grove/Willoughby areas,
so that students have an opportunity to improve/practice their English
We need an Asian Supermarket for shopping although Costco and other
stores are handy
o To have Asian supermarkets such as T&T come to Langley
Due to rapid development of the Willoughby area, trees/forest were cut to
build houses
o To Plan ahead before developing new residence, to keep trees/forest
o To build more parks
Hospital is small and wait time is averagely 3-4 hours
o To build a new hospital or to enlarge the capacity of the current one
More educational activities and daycare centres are needed
o To develop Youth Leadership committee/programs in TOL. This way,
youths can be involved in the committee development
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o To have more Before/After School Care facilities attached to the
elementary schools to provide school-aged childcare for working
parents
o To expand low fee paying afterschool activities to more schools in
Langley, which allows children to stay in school till 4 pm
o To have more daycare facilities and to reduce daycare costs
o To organize more city-wide activities such as Langley Sun Run, etc. for
local residents to create a sense of community
Conversation #8
Issue: Not specified
Level of knowledge: Not specified

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to recycling centre
Some trails
Good community spirit events
Bop’in in the Park is Awesome
Community is quiet after 11:00pm
Greenery is lovely

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More walk-in clinics with less wait time
Mall is run-down
More walking trails
More natural (preserved) nature areas for wildlife
Promote more athletics (join-in activities)
Don’t spend all money on just Canada Day celebrations but for events around
the year as well
More Christmas events – promoting donations / charity as well
More concerts at Langley Events Centre – like they do in the Abbotsford
Arena

Conversation #9
Issue: Not specified
Level of knowledge: Not specified
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What aspects of this issue are working well?
•

Canadian immigration, they are being prioritized for housing and services
over Canadian services

Conversation #10
Issue: Living standards
Level of knowledge: Not specified

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•
•
•
•
•

You’ve Gotta Have Friend is free to drop in and have three free concerts in
Douglas park
Langley Seniors Center is a positive impact on Langley
Seniors well-being
Diversity and inclusion
Arts, culture, and entertainment
Learning

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More affordable water rehab for the disable, liked WATSU
Free yoga / free programs for homeless
If these issues were thriving more people would be off the streets and low
income people would be more happy
Housing
Living standards
Community engagement and connectedness
Community safety – we need more police
Health and wellness – getting there

Conversation #11
Issue: Housing
Level of knowledge: We have a basic level of knowledge; We know this issue well

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•

Timms rec center – working well for the community.
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What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•
•
•
•
•

Open more homeless center
Use old homes/community buildings as homeless center
Stop foreign buyers from purchasing
Housing prices are way too high.
Make more affordable housing

Issue: Getting around
Level of knowledge: We know this issue well

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•

HandyDart: It’s a great service to offer, helping people to get to where they
need to go
Buses: seem to run often enough, with enough main routes

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•
•
•
•

More rural bus routes, to cut down on travel time
HandyDart – too many stops, making travel time very long (especially people
who need to use the washroom frequently)
Making soap/towels more reachable to people in wheelchairs (washroom)
Make automated doors (buttons) mandatory for all businesses and
washrooms
o Doors are heavy for people in wheelchairs and who have a one sided
weakness

Conversation #12
Issue: Children and youth well-being
Level of knowledge: We have a basic level of knowledge to we know this issue well

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•

Recreation:
o Community Centres are awesome
o Good range of children’s activities (sports, community programs)
o Lots of programs for all ages & families
o Lots of turf fields & parks
o Lots of recreational options for kids (affordable)
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•

•

•

o Lots of volunteer opportunities
o Variety of rec programs in most communities, reaching people where
they live
o Free or cheap activities for before-school age kids
o Lots of free events
o Good community events
Outdoors:
o Green space
o Lots of green space
o We have lots of parks that are fun
o Sports fields
o Healthy environments – parks & rural communities
o Parks & greenery
Schools:
o Good, fun learning
o Good curriculum
o Good school subjects
o Great schools & supportive school board
o The amount of schools for the amount of children
o Lots of great schools & new ones for amount of kids coming
o Great early years centre
Partnerships / Organizations:
o Good collaboration between services in Langley

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•

•

•

•

Diversity/Inclusion:
o Increase Inclusion / diversity – more welcoming to all individuals
o More inclusive – less barriers, more special needs programs options
within existing programs/services
o Special needs – more opportunities & more educated staff
Education:
o Education for parents about healthy lifestyle
o Resources for single parents
o Parenting courses & education
o Support groups for teens: drugs/alcohol
Housing:
o Affordability of family housing
o More rental houses
o More social (affordable) housing
Schools:
o More Educators/Teachers
o More balance in classrooms so every students needs are met
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•

•

•

•

•

o Focus on transitions (elementary to middle; middle to high)
o Updated technology in schools
o Counsellors located off site for confidentiality
Parks/Outdoors:
o More forests – larger parks
o Parks with shelter from elements (never shade for the summertime!!)
o Natural playgrounds – stumps, logs, trees, sandboxes
Transportation:
o Improved public transportation (skytrain or transit)
o More sidewalks & cross walks
o Cross walks at the intersections of a school (currently, terrible crosswalks
around schools)
o Traffic congestion
o Increased infrastructure for residential areas (more rec centres, more
schools etc)
Childcare/Extracurricular:
o Good, safe fun for youth (“Youth Barn”…nothing in Willoughby for kids to
hangout)
o Age appropriate programs for extracurricular or after school
o Free or super cheap rec programs (ex. City of Surrey)
o More after school programs across all ages
o Cheap daycare
o Daycare – especially school age
o Not enough after school care (or none!!)
Food:
o Food insecurity – more fresh food options
o Summer food programs – what happens to those kids who rely on school
breakfast programs during the summer??
o Healthy food options in schools / PAC
o Gardening in communities
Government:
o One jurisdiction/ one council

Conversation #13
Issue: Children and youth well-being
Level of knowledge: We know this issue well

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•

Great libraries & library outreach
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early Years Centre, great for families
Programs that connect parents with other services
Agencies work together to deliver support to families
Strong collaboration between community agencies working with families and
children
Community Service providers work together
Great collaboration of service providers…more action needed on HOW to coordinate what services we have
Lots of variety for recreational opportunities for kids
Parks & Rec programs – swimming & sports
Various rec programs at a reasonable cost
Great new facilities (Aldergrove Pool & WC Blair updates)
Good parks & open spaces
Trails & parks for families to enjoy
Clean environment (lots of doggie waste cans, recycling, garbage cans)
Community Events that engage families (food truck festival, cranberry
festival)

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access (free) to Township space for non-profits to use
More off leash dog areas
Better highways & major roads to accommodate increase in traffic
Transit
Better transportation within Langley
Lower cost or free activities
Affordable community programs for young families
Playboxes in TOL parks (like the City has)
Childcare – spaces that include the commuter family. Families need more
childcare than M-F 9-5
Partnerships for Childcare (cost for care & cost for rental spaces)
Need more childcare spaces within community spaces
Secure childcare spaces
More after school care
Childcare spaces are disappearing
Improved access & quality of childcare
More affordable & available childcare spaces
Better connection and partnership between organization/early childhood and
school district/schools/teachers
More outdoor pools (Brookswood/Fernridge)
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•
•
•
•
•

Too much development is impacting rural spaces
Housing prices not affordable
Housing is critical for families & children
More collaboration with community agencies (attend community meetings)
Neighbourhoods & connectedness

Conversation #14
Issue: Housing
Level of knowledge: Not specified

What aspects of this issue are working well?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Langley has a mix of housing, variety,
Everyone wants to live here,
Beautiful developments,
Lots of new housing growth in Langley,
Mobile home park off of 200th low cost of home, and low cost of pad rental,
Basement suites,
Homes have high value and if you sell you can live almost anywhere in
Canada with a paid off Mortgage,
First time home buyers grant / rebate on property transfer tax under
$400,000 - home / condo / purchase,
Commuting to Vancouver from Langley is much better than it used to be,
Hobby farms, urban, house boats, and high end housing,
Farms with livestock and agriculture that are contribute to our local economy
Tourism from our farms – farm tours

What could be working better? How can we improve this issue?
(Affordable housing was a major concern; while Langley is not alone on this issue it
seemed to dominate the conversation).
•
•
•
•

Traffic in Willoughby is bad, there is a need to improve roads,
High density housing - infrastructure at time of building (schools, recreational
facilities), build roads and schools before not after development,
Housing coordinates with schools, build affordable housing near existing
schools and replenish other schools.
Amenities close to housing to help decrease traffic (examples of what TOL
has already done, Walnut Grove with the Save On and IGA and the recreation
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

center alongside the high school, Fort Langley is a great example of a
community that can walk to a variety of amenities, shopping and parks)
-Build simple, lower priced homes/Condos/ (it was noted that even the first
time homebuyers want to have current styles even at a high cost)
Build affordable housing, basic homes
Build homes to coordinate with average individual salary,
Keep building a variety of townhomes, condos, homes,
Need more co-op housing,
Subsidized housing,
Yes to the proposed low income housing by Home Depot, perfect for Single
parents and low income,
Keep the subsidized housing away from the seniors,
Senior housing development, more housing for seniors, affordable housing for
seniors, ranging from independent, to assisted, to full care,
Allow basement suites for family,
Basement suites need to pay extra tax,
Multipurpose areas in a development, for community meeting,
A few people asked why are taxes are so high, while others pointed out we
are on par with local municipalities or below,
Shared mortgage with the government (federal/provincial) owner 75% and
Government 25%
Adopt the Texas model, give an apartment in exchange for street cleaning
and work in the Community,
Allowing property owners to rent out space on land.
It was suggested to build green and a few people said no that just adds to the
cost, (need more information about the benefits of building green and the
long term savings)
New developments that include bike lanes to transit to help alleviate traffic
and help with community connections. (one or two people had concerns
about bikes lanes that related to the Vancouver model of closing a traffic
lanes and having underutilized bike lanes). This was not what others had
envisioned, rather the bike lane would help to contribute to mobility around
developments. It was pointed out that this is expensive and will add to higher
taxes.
We discussed the proposed apartment buildings, high rise to 30 floors, the
only concern was traffic congestion, when I suggested that not everyone will
need a car in the future some people disagreed and stated that no one wants
to live here and not own a car.
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•

We did discuss Sky train running down Fraser Hwy. to Langley and building
apartment complexes at this location as well as along the freeway, someone
suggested the sky train should be built along the freeway,
Parking issues in new developments like Willoughby was discussed and the
blame was pointed at the home owners for renting out basements while not
having adequate parking.
Need for more industrial areas in Langley, it was mentioned that we have a
low amount of industrial land compared to neighboring communities.
We need housing for our work force, employer have a hard time finding
workers who can live in and around Langley.
ALR – allow new development on non-usable land that is held in reserve at
this time.
The cost of housing was a number one concern and this would dominate the
conversation. Everyone agreed that development will continue to happen
and we need smart projects that consider traffic concerns. The group agreed
that there is a need to increasing housing for seniors and low income families.
This group did not oppose the low income housing by Home Depot nor did
they oppose proposed apartment buildings. They would need more
information around high density housing and traffic flow planning.
They did think the Sky-train would contribute to crime if it was brought in.
Note that they were not opposed to the Sky-train reaching into Langley.
There was concern about the lack of support for people with mental health
issues and drug users. There was a large concern to not mix drug users with
seniors or low income housing. When we discussed the homeless a few people
asserted that the homeless do not want to live in shelters or assisted housing
because of the rules they would have to follow. Some people felt the
homeless were the drug users. It did seem that everyone agreed that we
need to do our part for the homeless. There was some concern that other
communities are dumping their homeless on us.
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APPENDIX H – LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aldergrove Community Association
Aldergrove Vineyard Church
Avia Employment Services
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Langley
Brookswood Senior Citizens
Coast Salish Arts & Cultural Society
Connect Communities
Encompass Support Services
Fort Langley BIA
Fort Langley Legacy Foundation
Fraser Health
Langley Animal Protection Society
Langley Association for Community Living
Langley Community Services Society
Langley Division of Family Practice
Langley Environmental Partners Society
Langley Figure Skating Club
Langley Meals on Wheels
Langley Memorial Hospital Foundation
Langley Refugee and Immigrant Advisory Committee
Langley School District
Langley School District Foundation
Langley Seniors Community Action Table
Langley Sustainable Agriculture Foundation
Lookout Housing and Health Society
Lower Fraser Valley Aboriginal Society
New Directions English Language School
Seyem' Qwantlen Business Group
Stepping Stone Community Services Society
The Salvation Army
Triple A Senior Housing
Willoughby Residents Association
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